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PREFACE 

This voluMe is the fourth in a series of four Reports grow

inq out of the National CriP'!.inal ,Tustice Educational Consortium 

proiect.. rnhis ConsortiuM ~<iTas funde~. in 1973 by the Law Enforce-· 

p1ent .AssistanceAflninistration and involven seven uni versi ties. 

?he proiect was a three-year endeavor designed to lead to the 

d6\velooment or strengthening of graduate prograPlS in criminal 

ju:stice at the seven meMber institutions~ the University of 

rlarylandl' rqichigan State University i Arizona State Uni versi ty, 

the University of t!ehraska at Omaha; Portland State University; 

Northeastern University, and Eastern Kentucky University. The 

first two of these universities had master's and doctoral pro

a,rams in existence at the time of the creation of the Consor

tium, T·.rhile the other five "1ere charged t'.7ith develooing ne>;" 

qranuat8 nro~rar.s. 

As in all hUMan events; individual historical episodes are 

to so~e de~ree unique. In the case of this educational develop

ment exneri0nce , each of the seven member universities differ

ed fron the others in a nUT'lher of iMportant 'tAmys. The criminal 

iustice proqram development events at the individual institu

tion.s va.rieo. in nany '(!Jays from one uni versi ty to another. Vol

ume If Proqram Histories: ~he Seven Consortium Institutions, 

presents detailed narrative accounts of the particular 

iii 
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experiences a.t each of the seven uni versi ties. The interested 

reader can learn a good deal about the nuances of university 

life u curriculQ~ development, and related matters from these 

seven pro~raM analyses in VolQme I. 

But, the historianVs task is also one of extracting com

monalities of experience out of somew'hat parallel historical 

experiences. Althouqh no t'\!'!O economic developments, revolu

tions, i,rars, or eCl.ucational experiences are entiI:ely similar, 

so:rn.e COJT1.r.1on threads can be discerned among them. Volume II f 

An Analysis of the Consortium Endeavor, centers about the 

shared problerrls, successes and failures, and,other experiences 

undergone hy the seven ConsortiuM institutions. \Tolume II 

should he of considerahle value not only to those readers 't'lho 

are interested in gra0uate education in criminal justice but 

also to students of educational organizations who wish to learn 

about the broader topics of educational innovation, curriculum 

development, or educational consortia. 

One 0= the core questions or issues regarding graduate 

education in criminal justice has to do with manpower needs. 

Ho"l.v many persons 'tvi th advanced degrees in criminal justice i'lill 

be needed in futur9 decades? Hm·! aany positions in educational 

institutions, criMinal justice agencies, or other organizations 

Hill actually ooen up to holders of graduate degrees in crimi

nal iustice? nhC'l.t kinds of specific skills and knowledge will 

be required of those criminal justice graduates? Volume III, 

Crit'linal Justice Education Hanpm'7er Survey I presents the re

sults of a comprehensive attempt on the part of the Consortium 

insti tutions to provi<'!.e some tentative answers to these queries. 

iv 
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The issue of the substantive content of criminal justice 

graduate programs is ar'l.dressed in va.rious placE.\s throughout 

these four volumes, as is the companion question of the most 

appropriate institutional location for graduate programs in 

cri'J'l'1i.nal justice. Each of the seven Consortium institutions 

had to face these and related questions. However r Volume IV p 

Criminal Justice Doctoral Education: Issues and Perspectives, 

is focused specifically upon key issues in criminal justice 

education. This Report c'lrav7s heavily from the proceedings of 

a conference on cri~inal justice doctoral education held at 

the University of Nebraska at Omaha on October 21-23; 1975. 

The reader '\.ITill encounter a good I'lany provocative analyses of 

the problems and prospects for the emerging field of criminal 

justice \vithin the pages of Volune IV. 

The Directors and staff members of the seven Consortium 

institution projects regard these four volumes as a major prod

uct of the educational development experience. Final anS'Vlers 

to major questions are not presen'ted in these volumes I for 

such propositions would be highly premature. The final out

lines of criminal justice graduate education are not yet en

tirely clearo r~uch 1"ork remains to be done toward the develop

ment of criminal justice graduate education that speaks to the 

central issues of crime control in modern society. But, if we 

have managed to identify some of the major problems that cry 

out for attention, the purposes of these volumes will have been 

achieved.. 

v 
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The supervision and general editorship of these Reports 

vms the responsibility of the Consortium Board of Directors, 

conposed of the Project Dir~~tors of the seven Consortium uni

versities~ Peb:.~r P. Lejins q Chairaan, University of P1aryland; 

Norman Hosenblatt f Vic:e Chairman, ~lortheastern Uni versi ty; 

John E. r'lcl\lamara p forner Chairman~ University of n'lichigan, 

.James N. Fcx v Eastern Kentucky university; Don C. Gibbons, Port

land State UniversitYi I. Gayle Shuman, Arizona State Univer

sity; and Vincent J. nebb y University of Nebraska at Omaha. 

A Consortilm Reports Committee chaired by Peter Po Lejins was 

appointed by the Board of Directors. ~'lembership of this com

mittee has included Gilbert I-Io Bruns, James \1. Fox p Norman 

:Rosenblatt, and Vincent J 0 !Tebb. 

The Board of Directors served as a cOmI'1ittee of the whole 

to oversee the o.evelopment of Volume IV, with Vincent J. t'Jebb 

as Chairman; the Chairman in turn appointed Thomas D. Kennedy, 

Arizona State Universityv James W. Fox, and John H. McNamara 

to assist in its preparation. Research Director Srunuel Walker 

of the University of lJebraska at Omaha was coordinator of the 

conference on Key Issues in Criminal Justice Doctoral Educa

tion from Nhich m.uch of the material for Volume IV was taken. 

In a<'ldi tion to those papers ~'lhich ~'Tere presented at the confer

ence and are published in Volume IV, there were some very in

teresting and valuable contributions which explored issues that 

\i'Jere consiclered peripheral to the main theses of this volume. 

These papers have been abstracted and appear in an appendix to 

the volume; they may be obtained from their authors by anyone 

wishing to read them in their entirety. 
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Responsibility for the overall organization of these many 

efforts, including outlining, editing, writing of certain por

tions, typing, proofreading, reproduction, and assembly of the 

Reports rested vlith -the staff of the Office of the Coordinator: 

Gilbert H. Bruns, Coordinator~ Pat (Nilson) Young, former 

A.ssistant to the Coordinator, Carolyn O'Hearn, Publications 

Liaison Specialist ~ Charlotte Cn Hmvard and Elaine Stern, Pro

ject Assistants; and ;-qarilyn Thompson, secretary. 

The representatives of the Na·tional Criminal Justice Edu

cational ConsortiuT'1 wish to take this opportunity to express 

their appreciation for both the financial and moral .support of 

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, without \I/hich 

these volumes and the achievements reported in them would not 

have been possihle. Gratitude is due especially to Adminis

trator Richard T·!. Velde, J • Price Foster, Director of the OfficE'~ 

of Criminal Justice Bducation and Training, and Program Managers 

Carl ~'J. Hamm and Jean f'foore. 

l~.lthough the Lm'T gnforcement Assistance Administration 

provided the funding for the Consortium, the vie~l/s presented 

in these volUMes c10 not m~cessarily n~present the opinions and 

views of that agency, Instead, the claims and conclusions ad

vanced in thesG pages should be attributed to the members of 

the National CriMinal Justice Educational Consortium. 
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CHAPTBR 1. INTRODUCTIOtl 

In 1973 the T ... a\'l Enforcement Assistance Administration 

provided funding to establish a consortium of universities to 

develop and enrich criminal justice doctoral education. This 

newly established National Criminal Justice Educational Con-

sortium \'laS composed of seven universities: Arizona State 

University, Eastern Kentucky University, Michigan State Uni

versity, Northeastern University, Portland state University, 

the University of f'larylan<l, and the University of Nebraska 

at OMaha. Bach of these universities designated a "Project 

Director" \'lho sat on the Board of Directors of the Consortium. 

]'I.- Consortium Reports Committee and special subcommittees 

~'lere established by the Board of Directors to cooperate with 

the Consortiu:m Coordinator and his office in the production 

of the Consortium Pinal Reports comprised in these volumes. 

The Board of Directors reviewed and approved the text of these 

Reports and is responsible for the final version of this Re-

port. 

1 

------------------------
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The Board of Directors met a total of 20 times with at 

least one y and frequently more, additional representatives of 

each university in attendance. In these meetings the repre-

sentatives narticipated in topical seminars relative to crim

inal ;ustice doctoral education as 'Nell as in purely adminis-

trative discussion sessions. Nany of the fruits of these sem-

inars are represented in other volumes of these reports; how-

ever, this fourth 'Tolume is dedicated to the presentation of 

issues and perspectives in criTIinal justice doctoral education 

which \'Jere derived from these seminars and conferences held 

under the auspices of the Consortium. The Or.laha conference 

in Octoher 1975 entitled IIKey Issues in Criminal Justice Doc-

toral Bducation" was of particular note, and selected contri-

hutions from this conferl::mce are included in this volume. 

Throughout its history, American higher education has 

responded to the various needs of a maturing society. In a 

somewhat similar manner, the American criminal justice system 

has developed ann, changed to respond to the dynamic society 

of \,'7hich it is a part. These two institutions interact as 

the pressures upon the criminal justice system result in de-

mands upon the institutions of higher education for more qual

ified personnel, ''.7i th higher and higher levels of education. 

It is, of course, fitting and proper that educators and 

criminal justice leaders alike seek to address the issues 

characteristic of this interaction of two major social insti-

tutions. To address the issues is not sufficient, however. 
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ThG issues call for responses froM the very best of our lead

ers in criminal justice hiqher ecucation. To that end, this 

volume makes a contribution. 

The reader is urged to contemplate as he or she reads 

these issues and perspectives. T'Jhether he or she is a student 

in this exciting new field, a faculty member, or a profession

al in one of the many criminal justice agencies in this coun

tryv these words can only describe an amorphous dream until 

you add the fOrM. To the international observer, these com

ments are our efforts to nescribe our present criminal justice 

doctoral education and an effort 'to add the procedures and 

structure t-\1e feel will be necessary as the ,-",orld moves to the 

twenty-first century. 
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CHAPTER 2. ISSUr::S IN CRIT'UNAL JUSTICE DOCTORAL 
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

Post-secondary education in the United States has been 

rePlarkably responsive to the everchanging needs of the social 

systePl it serves. Hew programs for technicians ~nd managers 

of net(/' technologies (eog., computer technology) have been 

developed, 'hTith courses in applied science, administration of 

the ~ield, and ethics of data processing and retrieval. So, 

too, nost-secondary education has reacted to changes in the 

social system, though this response has tended to be slower. 

It is not hart! to understand this difference in response rate 

when 'Ide realize that technological changes are hard to deny 

ano. are frequently supported by innovative industrialists, 

t·]hil(~ social chanc;es are more difficult to verify and, even 

in face of social facts (e.g., rising evi.dence of crime), 

there are those who deny their existence. 

In anditiol1 v not all elements of post-secondary education 

maintain a 1:1exibility for quick responsiveness to the needs 

4 
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of society. It appears that those institutions with the least 

investment in the older system, in terms of faculty, equipment, 

boc·!~s r and specialized facili'l:ies I can react most quickly. 

This is particularly so t'lhen the innovation does not call for 

major redirections of resources. 

~raduate level higher educ~tion, and particularly doctor

al level higher education, is typified by greater commitment 

of academic resonrces, and therefore change in this aspect of 

postMosecondary education is rnorG difficult. Programs once 

started p v7ith commitments to highlY qua.lified faculty, to stu

dents \t-Jith specialized talent, and '1dth large commitments of 

facilities and equipment, tend to maintain a momentum of their 

ovm f regardless of changes in society. ~1any feel the enter

prise of teacher education is in such a situation today. it 

is for this reason that innovative programs at the graduate 

level, and especially at the doctoral level, are initiated 

~'Ti th great caution. 

In spite of these concerns, AMerican higher education has 

been responding to the need for highly educated criminal jus

tice leacl.ers in a democratic society. Hm'lever g in doing so 

the university is c:Jnsciously often redirecting resources which 

'l,10uld other~!!5.se be allocateCl to traditional programs. Even the 

generous support of federal funds does not alter this fact. 

r1oreover, in responding to social change, the university 

enters into the many controversies evolving from the conflicts 

inherent in a changing society. The issues emanating from 
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these controversies become issues in the educational setting 

an 0. are compounded by this interaction of t\'lO social insti tu-

tions, one dedicated to maintaining social order and the other 

dedicated to th~3 unfettered search for kl1O't.,ledge ~ In this set-

ting u criminal justice doctoral education represents the ef-

fort of higher ednc.?:tion to respond to the need for profession-

al criminal iustice IGacars in a complex social system. There 

is at once a natural response of democratic institutions in a 

dynamic society and a clustering of potentially contradictory 

issues and objectives . 

Although there are varied ancl sometimes divergent philos-

ophies of criminal justice higher education, there seems to be 

rather general agreement that, as an academic field of study, 

criminal justice is an interdisciplinary undertaking of schol-

arly teaching and research focused on the social problems of 

crit"le and delinquency. As snch p the field draws upon the so-

cial and behavioral sciences? the la~rl, and f in some cases, the 

natural sciences (e.g., medicine, physical anthropology, chem-

istry) for it3 content and methodology. 

T':i th this vast body of know'ledge as a foundation, doctor-

al education in criminal justice may be viewed as an integra-

tive and ap~licd social science endeavor, the purpose of which 

is to prepare critical scholars for college and university 

teaching, applied and pure research, and major decision-making 

posi tions in la,tV' eniorcel11ent ~ corrections, judicial adrninis-

tration, and criminal justice planning. The thrust of such 
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an educational program is the preparation of the student to 

analyze and meet successfully questions and issues of tomorrow, 

as contrastea with the thrust of training programs which focus 

upon contemporary problems of adminis·l:ration. 

This is not. to say that the existing programs in criminal 

justice higher education are assumed to be identical. Indeed, 

diversity of specific goals and objectives should be expected 

and encouraged in such a broad field. ?10reover, diversity in 

either or both educational a~d criminological philosophy shoulc 

also be expected and encouraged in a field which has so recent

ly arrived upon the s'cage of higher education. such di versi ty 

is an asset to the field, since it defies parochialism 't'lhich 

could stifle the originality and innovation necessary to deal 

wi th the unanS,'lerec issues emanatinq froM the search for j us

tic3 in a free society. 

Specifically excluded frorrl this discussion are doctoral 

programs in trac.i tional disciplines such as sociology, poli t

ical science, chemistry, or law. These programs, though im

portant in their contributions to knmvledge of the broad field 

of criminal justice, are beyond the scope of this volume. How

ever; reference may be made to programs in sociology or public 

administ.ration, which provide for specialization in criminology 

or some aspect of the criminal justice system, for compara'l:ive 

purposes or i-V'hen such reference enhances understanding of a 

particular issue. Also not included are graduate programs 

leading to a master's degree in criminal justice which prepare 
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students for junior level aClministrative or supervisory posi

tions in criminal justice agencies or for college teaching. 

Our focus is upon (l.octoral education in criminal justice. 

It is our purpose to provide those interested in criminal jus

,tice higher education with a vie'i.v of the directions being tak

en in the field an~ an insight into the philosophical differ

ences and administrative issues ~'lhich bear upon the choice of 

direction. 

The follo~\)'ing discussion CO!!lmences with an overvie\<J of 

the qrowth of criminal justice programs in the last decade, 

then noving to a consideration of the nature of the criminal 

justice doctorate. This leads to a discussion of some of the 

current issues in criminal justice higher education, which is 

fo110'\11Jeo by a revie1!7 of iIT'.plications for the future. These 

issues are elaboratec'1. upon in i:he s81ected papers included 

frof"\. the 0nahR Conference on !\ey Issues in Criminal Justice 

Doctoral ~ducation. 

l\N 0'lERVIEF 

Pronably the most important iMmediate impetus to the 

growth of criminal justice education beginning in the 1960's 

Nas strong fiscal action by the federal government. Funding 

directly for higher educational programs appears to have begun 

in 1966 when the United States Department of Justice, through 

its Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, started providing 

funds for the devckopment of police science degree programs. 
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(The Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime Control Act of 1961 

provided funds for education in conjunction ~~ith demonstration 

projects in ym,1.th criMe control. However p the thrust of this 

report is upo:a those funCl,s specifically for higher education.) 

The next major stimulus to criminal justice education 

came in the form of a report, rather than monies. In 1967 the 

Pr'3sifl.0nt's CC!'11'l1ission on Lai", Enforcement and l\.dministration 

of Justice suggested that "all persons with general enforce

ment pO~7ers have baccalaureate oeqrees" and that "uni versi ties 

and colleges should, with 0,vernmental and private participa

tion and sUl?Port, c1eve10p r:o':"e courSE s and launch more re

sea.rch . • • on the problems of con'temporary corrections." 

The iml?act of the President~s Commission Report upon criminal 

iustice education has been ~enerally regarded as substantial. 

Mnny believe that it was one of the motivating forces behind 

the emer~encp. of the OITnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 

~ct in June of 1968. 

One of the more important events in the development of 

criminal justice higher education, the Omnibus Crime Control 

and Safe Streets Act created t~1.e Lav; Enforcement Assistance 

,:'i(!",linistration (LE1\A). Since its inception, LEAA has been the 

J'1ajor conduit for federal monies flowing to educational insti

tutions ann students. Insofar as criminal justice education 

is concerneCl, an important component of LF.AA is i ts La~] En

forcement Education Program (LEEP). LEEP has been providing 

pre-service and in-service criminal justice students with 
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grants and loans since the second half of the 1968-1969 aca

~emic year. mhrough this financial assistance, LEEP's goals 

are to improve the professional competence of individual prac

titioners and to upgrc:.de the perforrnance and effectiveness of 

the entire criMi~dl justice system. 

Still nnother force contributing t.O the growth of crim

inal justice higher e~ucation was the formation by LEAA of the 

National CriJ:l'.inal lTusticeSducational Consortium in November 

of 1973. This rather ambitious undertaking was for the express 

purpose of building and strsngthening criminal justice doctor

al prograMs. 

As a result of tha aforementioned factors, there has been 

tremendous grovlth in the criminal justice field. Table 1 doc

UT'1::mts the qroNth of criminCll justice degree programs for the 

ye~~s 19G6-1967 to 1975-1976. That criminal iustice has ex

per-ienceo. con·tinuous gro~'Jth since 1966 seeMS to be an under

gtate~ent. The rates of increase demonstrate this growth. 

COITlnarison of the number of programs in 1975-1976 with the 

nunher of ~roqrmus in 19n6-1967 is illustrative. 

As can be seen in Table Iv doctoral programs developed 

rather slo~vly until 1975-1"'176 \>lhen they doubled in number. 

This growth pattern is prohahly -to be expected since five or 

more years are generally required for the development of these 

programs. During this time span certain requisite activities 

are necessary, such as recruitment of students, establishment 

of fundinq ties, procurerlent of faculty v library improvement, 

and curriculum development. 
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Table 1 

Criminal Justice Programs in Colleges and 
Universities in the United States 

Baccalal.l-
[>irecto-ry A.ssoci a'te reate rlaster's Doctorate 

19156-,1967 152 39 14 4 
1968-1969 199 ~4 13 5 
1970~1971 257 55 21 7 
1972-1973 50S 211 4.1 9 
1975··1Cl76 729 276 121 19 

._._---
NOTE l~ No data for 1974 

11 

No. of 
Institu-
tions 

184 
234 
292 
515 
665 

!JOTE: 2 ~ Frt')l1'l. Riche.rd q. Kobetz v Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice Edu,cation Directory. Gaithersburg,r1aryland: 
International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1975-
lC}76. Reprin'ted by !?ermission. 

THB :JATUro:: OF TBE CRD1PJAL JUSTICE DOCTORATE 

Only 't'Ji th the funding of the National Criminal Justice 

Educational Consortium in 1973 did the fe~eral government pro-

vide (Urect fundino for the sole purpose of expanding and i1'1-

provinq doctoral education in cri1'1inal justice. Prior to this 

time~-with few notable exceptions--little systematic thought 

vla.S given to the nature of the criminal justice doctorate. 

Since th<~ inception of the Consortium, the seven member uni-

versities have enga0ec1 in a continuing dialogue and interchange 

on this cOI''lplex but challenging sUbject. This section addres-

ses som.e of the ideas \'Jhich have evolved from these discussions 

i1iith the hope that further thoug'ht t·7ill be stimulated . 
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The specific objectives, the educational processes used, 

and the educational philosophies involved in doctoral educa-

tion may vary from one institution to another. One institu-

ti8n may set as em objective the preparation of top adminis-

trators for the fi.eld of law enforcement, another may seek to 

prepare scientists for forensic laboratories, and another may 

se~ as an objective the preparation of teacher-researchers for 

the cri1'1inal :lustice system. Fe~fl institutions could accomplish 

the prenaration of. all varieties of criminal justice aoctor-

[is the objectives of the various programs may vary in an 

educationally sound matrix of criminal justice education, so 

too mav the educational or criminological philosophical prem-

ises vary. Nhile one pro(jra:rr builds a curriculum encompassing 

courses taught in the traditional liberal arts in a multidis-

ciplinary fashion, integrating concepts in core courses in 

crir'linal justice r another p::-ogram may integrate the faculty of 

the various liberal arts disciplines in a broad criminal JUS"" 

.~~ . 
·I:.:tce curriculu.rn unc1er an i.nterdisciplinary format 6 Curricula ' 

~ay reflect an emphasis upon field experiences in a coopera

ti ve educa'i:ional pro':D:am ~ or an emphasis upon the use of the 

sC1'1.inar-probler'1 ar8a anpr02.c:l in another program, or a reten-

tion of the tranitional lecture-seminar-research approach in 

still another nrograH. It is not the purpose of this volume 

to argue for any particular approach, but rather to observe 

that sound programs may follow different paths. In fact, 
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optimal utilization of the strengths of various faculty mem-

bers or environmental settings may 'vell call for particular 

variations 8 and those \'7i th compatible educational philosophies 

be attract:8d to such programs. 

Faculty 'f.I7ith compatible educational or criminological 

phil~so?hies may also be attracted to one another p resulting 

in par'i:.icular emphases for each program. As long as the com-

mitment to an unbiased presentation of alternative philosophies 

is maintained, these clusters of similar philosophies need not 

be detrimental. In facti it 'Noulrl appear that such clustering 

is a normal social process. The natural resul'c of..:his pro-

cess is a diversity of programs. Thus, one program may have a 

cnrriculum which reflects an emphasis upon the social p=ocess 

of criminalization r while another ~ay emphasize techniques of 

administration of a criI'1in;.'.l processinq system, and yet anoth-

er r1ny reflect an emphasis u;.>on cha.nging criminal behavior. 

Nevertheless p a commonality seems to run through all pro-

grams in terms of three basic components: theory, research 

methoQolocr,T and. stat.i~tics, and application. The theoretical 

component inclu(1.es the anaJ.ysis of criminological theory, 

thOi.1.~h it ma17 be broadened to j.!'·.::!lude organizational theory, 

thGory of adminis~rationvlearning theory, and/or legal theory. 

.In general, crirninologicaltheory includes the etiology of 

cri"'e I vic·timolo0Y; penolos~y ~ theories of deviance, and theo-

ries of delinquency. The ern)?hasis placed upon the theory com

ponent !I1ay vary e1ctensively from program to program. Also 
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varying fror'l. program to program is vlhether or not theory is 

taught in the criminal justice rlepartrnent (school, college, 

ei:c. F) or in ene or more of the social science departments. 

80 Q too, 'tl1G research methodology and statistics component 

Play be tauqh't i:': one or More departments other than criminal 

just:ice. (The pros and cons of internal versus external offer-

ing of courses in theory and methodology are discussed later 

in this volume under the tc~ic of current issues.) Regardless 

of Nhere this component is tBuqht, it is likely to include at 

least one graduate course in methods of research, two graduate 

courses in statistics, and, possibly, one course involving 

the use of the com?u'ter. In general r the student should mas

ter basic parametric and non?~rametric statistics and the use 

of either one cOMputer langunge or a suitable computer program 

(3,g., SPSS p OSIRIS). This component typically exposes the 

student to a varL~t:y of research methodologies, a requirement 

made !:'.ore necessa:::y by -the variety of types and quality of 

data in this field. l\.gain, the emphasis would be expected to 

vary: one program may use this component to prepare a re

searcher1 another may use it to prepare an administrator or a 

planner. 

In any case p the component \'I1'hich one would expect to find 

taught exclusively in the criminal justice department is that 

v,7hich \ve have labeled fl applicationo II By this is meant those 

courses specifically related to the criminal justice system 

including r but not limited to ~ procedural la~ll, legal ethics, 
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anvanced courses in the administration 0:1: law enforcement and 

corrections y comparative criminal ~ustice systems r criminal 

justice planning, court management, criminal justice education, 

and courses in r.r~n'inalistics or forensic science. The compo-

sition of this cornponcnt is likely to vary greatly from campus 

to campus and i \'I)'i thin one departnent, it is likely to vary 

from student. to studeL:. ('If considerable importance f hovlever, 

is t1'16 developMent of an':l.T,\I'L1reness of the interface between 

the elements of the criminal justice system (i.e., courts, cor-

rections ~ and la\'l enforcement) and the interface between the 

criminal justice system and the society of w'hich it is a part. 

It is for this reason that nost educators in the field advo-

cate a systemic approach to the study of criminal justice but-

tressed by a sound foundaticn in social science. 

Some programs may l'7ish t:.o insure that this social science 

founclation is included by proviCl.ing an additional component 

cO!llprising that dimension. .7\nother proqrarn may require evi-

dence of a social science background upon admission. In any 

case, since criminal justice seems to be an integrative social 

science, a :CounCl.ation in social science is expected to be nec-

C~Hj::lry for these programs. 

Another e2.er.cnl: in the criminal justice doctoral program 

is the completion of a dissertation, usually preceded by a com-

prehensive examination covering the components discussed above. 

The emphasis of the exalTJ.ination would, of course 1 vary with 

the emphases upon the components. The content and the conduct 
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of the (\issertation '!JOuld also be eX}?8cted to vary wi thin the 

scope of good scholarship, hut in all cases it should consti

tute an oriqinal and si~mificant contribution to the body of 

knowledga in t~1e field of criminal justice. 

Thus ~ thro'L'::':~'.:)Ut the fie1<1 of criminal justice higher ed

ucation there is rOC'M for great variety--variety in substance 

as tmll as fOJ:m , variety in personnel as well as facilities-

but hasic elements may be found in the components of the var

ious progrW'1.8. It is yet to be seen which combination is most 

effective in meeting the needs of the American criminal justice 

system of tomorrO~T. The test is in the hands of the graduates 

of each program. 

cun.PENT ! SSUE S 

It is net the purpose of this discussion of current is

sues to pose resolutions: nor is it assumed that every current 

issue in the field can be dealt with. Rather, it is felt that 

those interested in learning about criminal justice doctoral 

education should be m<7arc: of some of the prominent issues in 

the field. Resolution must be sought on each campus in terms 

of the character of the individual university. Furthermore, 

the nature and quantity of issues \'li11 also vary from insti tu

tion to institution. 

Unfortunate1yu discussions of academic issues frequently 

become grounded on a reef of conflicting terminology. For this 

reason, in the following d.iscussion ~.,e \I1i11 try to define the 
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basic terms to be used. It is not assumed that these ~:JOrking 

defini tions ~:]ill be agreeable to every reader, or that they 

have universal application--only that they are reasonably con

sistent wi th comrnon usag~~ and are useful for this analysis. 

The distinction is frequently made between education for 

professionalism and education for research. As used here, pro

fessionalism refers to the roles performed in the criminal jus

tice field by the graduates and the complex of value-laden 

concepts related to these roles. Education for professional

ism is therefore education to prepare the individual to assume 

specific roles or role sets in the field of criminal justice. 

Education for research y on the other hand p primarily p:t'epares 

the individual to conduct research and to report research find

ings 0 '1'lle issue arises when one assumes that the two ap

nroaches a:r:e incompa'tible, t~1at is f that the education of a 

professional is incompatible t·ri th the education of the re

searcher. Thus q the Ph.D. is referred to as a "research de

gree, II and professional degrees are assumed of necessity to be 

doctorates in criminology (Do Crim.) or doctorates of criminal 

justice (DCJ) or some similar derivative. 

The distinction between the b'i"O degrees has been a fre

quent issue on campuses off.ering doctoral criminal justice pro

grams, hei9htened in intensity according to the level of ac

ceptability ,of the "professional" degree for teaching faculty 

on the uni versi ty campus. It ~'i"Ould appear that the present 

trend is tm'Tard the Ph. D., the research degree 1 in doctoral 
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criminal justice education. Hot'Jever, a review of the content 

of existing prQ~Jrall'lS reveals a consist,ently high emphasis upon 

the It Clpnlic~tio~1;' cOfoiponent in addition to the emphasis upon 

th8 t!.leOr~t an0, :r:?~'oCtr~h components 0 

Arlother i08PG :faced by t~1ose interested in developing 

cri:·;d.nal justice doctoral proS-rams relates to the type of re

search accept~h1e for the dissertation. The academic world 

has long stressed the iIt1po~.~::i:1nce of "pure Ii research--research 

N'hich has as its purpose to test theory in a pe,r'ticular field. 

Hm'leVer v :many problems i.n cx:imino.l justice administration re

quire II applied" research-"-research 'tVhich has as its purpose 

to test or evaluate procedure or practice. The contrast is 

rnost readi.ly seen \'1he11 one cC:lpares the type of research typ

ically funded by the ~Jational Science Foundation ,,;1 th the "ap

plied:' resonY."ch typically funded by state planning agencies 

of LEAA. I: the doctc~al pro~ram includes a requirement that 

dissct'tCl tion research must, b~ 11 pure II research lit 'i.",ou1d ap

Dear that the fielc. of crir'1inal justice i'lOU1d miss an oppor

t'J.nity to have necessary "ap.r?lied ll research questions tested. 

On the other hand f if the requirement were that the research 

be of the II applied" type, ir(1Por"\.~ant theoretical questions 

'tvou1d be left to other disc;:.p1ines or i1Tou1d remain unresolved. 

In many cases y the resolut.ion of the issue of "applied ll VS. 

"purell research for the dissertation is made as a result of 

perceived pressures from ~"rithin the academic community of 

the individual university. Although this resolves the 
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issue, it may do so at the cost of responsiverress to the needs 

of the system. 

The issue of criminal. justice as a discipline is covered 

extensively in the comrnents of those at the Omaha Conference. 

Nhenever doctoral criMinal justice education is proposed, one 

may e:~pect the questicn of whether or not it is a discipline 

to be raisGa" 

')\nothGr fundamental iSf:U-:= is also raised frequent1y--the 

issue 0f hOT\T to ach::~.e\"'e conten!c articulation with other levels 

of e(1l.lcation and tId. th och.er "dif:ci)?lines. Ii Row does one pro

vidr; f0~:' t.hose ncc'::::.3sary 1ink2Qes netl.,reen the concepts dealt 

with in a doctoral cri~ina1 justice program and the concepts 

presented in undergraduate programs, or in the social sciences? 

Efforts to a0hisve content ?r.ticulation can result in the ab

sorption of Olle or t.he otl1Gr "discipline.~' For example, the 

effort '1;:'0 provide for cont~:)nt articu1at~on ~Jith sociology c0u1c.' 

easily result in a de~)endence for criminal justice education 

upon conceptual sets uniquo to sociology. It is conceivable 

thf!."!: tl1(~ reverse could occur as the res\..lt of an effort to ar

ticulate with other levels of criminal justice education. An 

'lma.(:!rgrac1.nate proaraT'1 cou1C! begin to assume the Jcheory and re

search or:i:2ntation of the 6 .. :>ctoral program as faculty attempt 

to facili t~'.te content 2.rticu1ation for the students. Unless 

th.Ls iscue is dealt t·ri th on a concept~by-concept basis by the 

entire faculty, and then frequen'c1y reviewed, content articu

lation pill surely lead to i::nba1ance in the ,-ontextua1 

iII"II!l&&-"I_.~i4 _________ """_·"" ___ "'_=""L!IE"''' -------."-----.~----
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ey.chanqe betNeen programs. Of course, this II imbalance II may 

• not be vi m·ree. as such by every rea(ler. One may view police ad-

ministration as onlv an extension of public administration and 

corrections a~ ~n a~tension of social work~ criminal justice 

• as a field of s~~dy ~ay be seen as an extension of sociology. 

S,:)!l(; of the -Finest ;':-~~lOJ.':'-l.rG in the field take essentially these 

posi t:5.011f;. 'J:'he point: he":"e is not. to II vie\v with alarm, II but to 

• urge a self-conscious (~,;;cision-making pattern in dealing with 

the issue of cont~nt articulation. 

Closely related to s8,~ral of the above issues is the is-

• suo of field experience in the doct.oral program. Opportunity 

for the stndr:mt to wo::-k in the field under the guidance of a 

practitioner an0. a mer:1ber c f the faculty is frequen·t.ly provid-

• e f;: in un,.::jerO'raduate ::md m?s~-;;r~ s level prograJl1s. Many feel 

that such e~~perience sLouln also be nrovided the pre-service 

stuc1.:=nt at th0 doctoral leve 1. Others hold tha·t t since the 

• doctoral de':Jree ;s a researc!1 degree, the experience necessary 

is research experience, ra.ther than etfield" experience. Again 

conscious 0ccision making is called for v decision making which 

• hTeflves into proCl"ram dE~velopl'18nt consistent responses to all 

th\.:; issues. 

Another related issue i3 that of the part-time versus the 

• full-time doctoral candidate. It is not ~nusual for doctoral 

programs to :>::equire that the can(iidate commit himself or her-
" 

self to a full-·time course load. Such commitment is felt to 

• be necessary for the student to produce the qu~lity of effort 

• 
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expected in a doctoral level proqr2ID. HOV.J8Ver p many potential 

students hold responsible positions in the field at the pre-

sent time and have family obligations which prohibit such a 

COP1l'1i tment. SOl':l.e have argued that these are the very people 

\'1e should encourage to enter doctoral programs and accoromoda-

tion should be made for such part-time students. Others feel 

that too much dependence upon the part~tiMe student could lead 

-to a very unst.ab Ie progran v:i t:1 fe~'Jer grac.'.lates, smaller class" 

es, and, possibly, 10vJer acac1enic quality. HO'll18Ver, it is al-

so conceivable that too Duch riqic1ity in terms of required 

full-tiMe com,....,li troent could inJ:1ibi t. the gro~t7th of a new program., 

.;1\.11 of these issues may DB i:mpossible to resolve if the 

issue of acadeMic ad.l'linist.rative structure is not adequately 

ud0.resscd. Clearly, -the FLore autonomous the faculty of the 

cl:-iminal justice p::.:'oqra:n is, t~).e :more they will be able to re-

solve the Clc(lclcrnic issues fa.cing the program. HmiTever, such 

autonomy on the college C3.::'pus is rare indeed. In fact, re-

sponsible academicians have held that such autonoTl1Y could eas-

ily lead to a rregeneration in the academic quality demanded in 

the prograrl. The resolution of the problem of administrative 

structure necessitates a consistency with the pattern of re-

sponses to the other issues. If criminal justice as a field 

oi stuCl.y is viev.7ed as a ~.::ocial science, the program may be 

housed in that division of the university. Seen as a "profes-

sional" program, it may be housed under a division of profes-

sional stUdies. Viewed as a separate entity entirely, it may 

have its ovm division and inclu0.e several departments. 
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An aspect of this issue requiring specific attention is 

the degree to which conponents of the criminal justice program 

are taught in other departments. The more required courses 

taught in other departMents, the more difficult content artic

ulation is likelY to be and the MOJ::'e difficult quali·ty and sub

stance control is 1:.k0.1y to be. The decision on this issue has 

0.irect bearin(~ UDon the ~tbility of the progran to resolve other 

issn~~9 cl.iscussec1. here. ;;j8~.ve'Te:::,·, despi te its iMportance, this 

L;sue tynically is resolved. more. often in ·terms of the reali

ties of the academic political en.vironment than in terms of 

educational philosophy. 

Other ir;sues to be cO~1sidered in matters relating to the 

developrnent of criminal justice doctoral education programs 

deal more directly toli th the recrui t!'1en·c of faculty and stu

dents and the place:nent o:?: r:rraci.uates. f;1hat should be the re

quirements for graduate facuJ.ty? Traditional academic re

quirer.ents are that the graduate faculty member must have a 

Ph.D., !'lust be a full-time faculty member, and must have a rec

ord of publications and experiE:mc:e on thesis and dissertation 

COmMittees. Yet, since criminal justice doctoral education is 

still relatively new, there are fe\'! peo'Ple with a Ph. D. in 

criMinal 11..lstice \,.;~'10 mE'!~t these requirements. This should not 

")resel''lt fI.ny mc>.lor problem3 or ',be cause for lower standards, 

however. Criminal justice as a field of study is interdisci

plinary in nature and draws upon existing disciplines for much 

of its knmlTleCl.ge, theory I and methodology. As a result, the 
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core of most graduate faculties is cornnosed of social and be

havioral scientists trained in one of the traditional academic 

disciplines '17ho flo P'leet these requirements in varying degrees. 

And froPl these individuals have come some of the most scholar

ly contribu·tions to the body of literature in the field. Wheth 

er acadeMicians from oth2r disciplinE:.s vdll continue to form 

the core of criminal ju;::;tice graduate facul-t.ies or whether this 

position graoually will Le asstr.'"J.ed by doctorates in criminal 

justice over the years remains ·to be seen. Undoubtedly there 

\\!ill v..1Fays be a 1U.i:{tur:e r the cOJ.:lposition of v,rhich is likely 

to "lary frc!:t institution to institution. 

RGCTUir,3nents for aam.issi0n of students into doctoral pro

graMs appeRX' to reflGct a high (I.egree of consistency, though 

insti tut~_onal differenc8s 8~::ist here also. Generally, evidence 

of achievement in Cl'.1 a8ader:1ic program is expected. This evi

dence may be based exclusivel~T upon a qrade point average 

(e.g. 1 3.0 is a typical mi:;.ir.mm) f or it may involve an analysis 

of a pattern of grades in f3':)Gcific areas of study. The stu

dent ~ay be required to have had a specific social science 

background, or may be required only to have a background in one 

of the social sciences. Evidence of ability using one of the 

standard achie\rencnt tests is al:3o typically expected, the 

(;radu.ate Record EX~'l.m.inat:ion appears to be in most general use g 

a'3C0re of l;),)() being a conl':'only accented minimum. In addi

tion 1 e(,fori:s are ~renerally plaCl.e to evaluate the level of com

mi tment on the pa::::t of the Cl1;::"l) l:L cant f by requiring a ",ri tten 
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statement and/or intervievJ's 't'Ji th t.he faculty concerning €:'duca~' 

tional and professional goals. In every casey the crux of the 

issue is to select students 1,,'1ho deEl.onstrate ability to succeed 

in th8 academic p::00ram y although occasional concern is expres

sed regarding criteria to evaluate potential as a criminal jus

tice leader. 

AccoI!1:panying -(:he:.:;e concerns is the need to recruit prom

ising Minori ty sturieni.:s a::1c1 'hTOPlen into doctoral criminal jus

tic~ nroqrans. This objective is made even more difficult in 

vie~', of t.lle tradi':ionc~ 1 character of entrance examinations, 

the cultll~al biases t.hey represent, and the character of Amer

ican higher education r Nhich some feel has filtered out both 

minori ties and "lomen at the graduate level. Thus to, address 

this issue is to confront some of the more basic social issues 

in higher education and in the criminal justice system. If 

these grO\lps are to be represented in top level criminal jus

tice positions and on the iaculty of criminal justice educa

tional proqrar'1.S, they mus·t ~Je recruited by the educational 

proqrams pr~naring personnel for those roles. 

Another issue closely aligned to that of recruitment is 

financial ~:UL It is often overlooked that doctoral students 

gener~11y have beon recipients of so~e sort of financial aid, 

regardless of their field of study. The mo~t co~non form of 

ai(l. hi'ls bc(:::n the te2..chJ_nq assistantship or the research as

sistantship. Fellovls~ips (i. e. I outright grants of money with 

no 'I:m:ek requireTI'ent.) have also been on the scene in doctoral 

--------~~----------------
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education for some time ~ thoug'fl they are less numerous than 

assistantships. The direct subsidy to the student, typified 

by the Veterans Administration program, is another important 

source of support since T'Jorld Har II. Counterparts of these 

netho0s of financial aid have been utilized by LEAA over the 

past fev; years. 

Ih,vlever I as LEAA sup"Oort is diminished p 'vi th LEEP support 

and other forms of aid bRine phased out or reduced, greater 

pressure \-iill be placed upon institutions to find other sources 

of financial aid to stuc.~;;nts. The G. I. Bill may no longer be 

a buffer for these students. Criminal justice doctoral pro-

grams '!,vill find themselves in the unfamiliar position of com-

Deting with other programs on campus for traditional sources 

of financial aid for their students. The issue, then, is wheth 

C~ or not means can be found to avoid this circumstance and 

hOvl best to prepare for this eventuality. 

Finally, one needs to consider the issue of placement of 

graduates of criminal justice doctoral programs. In light of 

the rnanpOVJer needs documented in Volume III of these Reports, 

one ~lould assume that this ~'lO·.l:Ld be the least difficult of 

tasks. HO~'Jever, if the vision of a rene\'led and responsive 

AP'le.rican cri!l1:i_nal justice system of the future is to be real-

ized, particular attention must be given the positions to 

\vhich these gracuates go. The finest educational programs in 

the country can lose -their impact if their graduates are forced 

into regimented and demeaning positions for extended portions 
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of their careers. Employment is not enough; employment in pos

i,tions commensurate wi t.h their education is necessary for these 

doctoral level graduates ,to have the envisioned impact on the 

system, Unfortunately, this has been a neglected issue during 

recent years in alnost all programs. All too often we have 

been satisfied r.erely to find employment for graduates. But 

it is exactly here, at the intersection bet"tveen the criminal 

justice sys'!:.em and the American system of higher education, 

that criminal justice doct':)J:al programs will have their impact 

on the future. 

Throurrhou'\: th(~3e comments on issues in criminal justice 

doctoral eclucation, an effor'c has been made to avoid arguing 

for particular positions. though personal biases are most dif

ficult to chec;~ entirely. H()l"vever, no effort has been made to 

hic}e thr,3 fa8t tha'!:. the:::e and o"::1er pertinent issues should be 

u/:.c1.:(esscd direc 1:1y and s81f.-consciously by educators planning 

or administering doctoral programs in criminal justice. Fail

ure to do so cannot 13ad to the stronger, more responsive pro

grams necessary to have an impact upon the Arn.erican criminal 

system. As one can see from the papers delivered at the Omaha 

Conference i aQdressing thene issues does not lead to much com

plac~ncy. 

r~PLICATIOl\1S F'O~ THE FUTURE 

Perhaps the most critical question nOl<7 being posed in 

criminal justice higher education is whether or not there is 
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truly a need for doctoral programs. Although most of the past 

or current administrators of criminal justice doctoral programs 

are supportive of this type of hi~her education, by no means 

is t.J.1Gre comp~.ete a9reeIl1ent in the field. 

Critics have noted that the utility value of criminal jus

tice education has yet to be established. However, most of 

this criticism is based on the relationship between undergrad-

uate criminal justice ed'l1cC'.tion--much of v1hich is vocational 

in nature·--r:.nd the improver'l1ent of police performance. This 

seems to bo2 a far cry from the (I.oetoral concept of a systemic 

approach and the preparation of critical scholars to assume 

leadership roles to effec·t planned changes in the system. 

Questions have also been raised about the quality of fac-

ulty and curricula at the undergraduate level and in some mas-

ter' s d~:~.r'cee programs. The cor:.cern is that building a doctor-

al proqram on a \'leak foundation is of dubious value. This is 

a legitimate point 'I.'Ti th Tvhich there is no disagreement. The 

need for extensive upgrading of faculty and curricula, the 

e}d~)";:ence of a s·t.rong research component, and the development 

of hiqh s"t.andards of accrer.1.itation are major concerns receiv-

ing increasing attention among leaders in the field. 

lJhether doctoral education can prepare future criminal 

justice IGaders better t~cn master's level programs is another 

point that has been raisec" Thus I although Sherman in his 

paper suggests the possibility of doctorate-holders assuming 

command. and adrll.inistrative roles in 1m\! enforcement agencies i 
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he qualifies his position by stating that there would be no 

reason to expec't that a Ph. D. could perform any more adequate

ly than he/she would have done without the doctorate (,see 

pp. 159-185 be lOt'I). ,As one might expect, proponents of doc

toral education are convinced that systemic change and improved 

criminal justice ~ractice can best be effected by their grad

uatEi!S. Unfortunately r the skeptics and the advocates of crim

inal justice doctoral progr·3.ns anpear to be talking past each 

other in this instance. At the roots of this communications 

impasse are different conceptions of the appropriate roles and 

occupations for the doctor in cri:rn:Lnal justice. Essentially, 

the skeDtics seem to focu.s on ,the craft-like skills required 

for ~atrol positions, while proponents of doctoral education 

see graClJ.lates occupying pro:Zessional and administrative posi

tions 'VJhich c;:.11 for more than VDhOVl-to-do-i til skills. For ex

ample, according to Gibbons C'.nd Bla]ce, doctoral graduates 

shoulc1. possess research skills I theoretical wisdom, and abil

ity to understand and grapDle with the larger social trends 

in society vis-a.-vis the criminal justice system as \"e1l as 

the day-to'-day problems (see pp. 80-127 below') . 

The need to evaluate the benefit to society of doctoral 

prog-rams in criminal justic:3 \'1ill be very great in the near 

future. l\t this tirr.G, ,('li ~.:h few graduates from such programs, 

it is difficult to Doint to accomplishments which support the 

contention of benefit derived from doctoral programs. The 

proponents are forced to argue in terms of'functions graduates 
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coul<l perforTl'\p rather than functions \lhich graduates ~ per

forming. 

In addition I c.octoral education is notoriously expensive 

\'lr\en compared ':0 undergraduate education. Coupled with in

creasing concern ont:"e part of the general public regarding 

thG cost-benefit ra-tio of 11i9her education, this fact may be 

expect_ed to h~"e a sis-ni2icant impact upon the future of doc-

toral progrFlhlo in c:i':,Lll.il"iE..11 jll.st.ice. In the past, one source 

of s'l:'p~Jort has been larger undergraduate classes \1hich have 

h;:').lnno2d out. the very s~':\all classes in the doctoral programs. 

A seccn.d source of support. has been research grants which have 

provic1ed for gradua-te ansistantships and some faculty support. 

A third. sonrce has been a '~rraduated l:-atio of funding by the 

sta·tcs 't~7hereby the state uni versi t:y would receive more money 

pc-r st.u(!ant: for c.octoral cc:ndidates than for other students. 

Each 0:1: th~;.se sources is Vl. .... :i.nerable to the cost-benefit cri t~ 

icism as i~lterpret.·e~ in s::.~"'·te legislatures today Q Doctoral 

criminal justice ecucation does not pay for itself in terms 

of tnition received. The cost gap is even 9reater for those 

p:rogra!l1S including forensic science 'tlJ'hich necessitates expen-

I"-3cel~tly thE' fcD.~:::al government; through I,EAA, has pro-

vi-ded rc;;;ources ~qhicl) !1,~ve filled the cost gap for criminal 

justic·~ 0.':)~;:or:::l prograrn.s in several institutions. As this 

source declines, it c.J.n be expected that institutions 't'lill be 

forced to utilize tradi·tion\11 sources of funding at the very 
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time 'tvhen cost·-hene fi t conc>~rns are increasing. Those who 

would envision thf! fu·tu:rc of the ]"merican criminal justice sys

tmn to be not:hing mere than a perpGtuation of the existing sys

tem \\Till have a stronq argument for opposing the necessary 

funds for Doctoral pr0graws in thi::; area. The task is for 

those vJho envision a differcmt system for the future to pre

pare '[.'ersonne 1 quali fied in informa'l:ion retrieval r analysis, 

transmission; and planning on a systemic level for responsive 

crininal justice F as i'lell as 0apable of anticipating and re

sponding to broader soc:'_al changes. 'I'hus the future of doctor

al crir .. 'tinal justice education is intertV'Jined with the future 

of the American criminal just.ice system and the future of Amer

.i_can higher education p and a: 1 are lirni ted by thG vision of 

t.hos(~ re~ponsibl-3 fc·r c~ecisi.on making today ~ educational lead~ 

CTS; l'2'.J:l.sl,:,.~.':'J::-s f poJ.L:ical le&ders p LEA]\._ administrators v and 

voting citizens. 

The possi bi:i ty ·that the nation may attempt to address 

the increasingly couplex pr:Jhlems of crime and justice tomor

rml t..-;i th the institutions and "the sys·tern of yesterday is hard

ly opGn to question. vve have been doing that for the entire 

ttventieth century. Thl8 e;i2::ort to deal with crime r 'It/hich heeds 

no poli tica,l jurisdictional boundaries, vd.th law enforcement 

agencies lir.i ted t.o obsoJJ:'.te jurisdictions is a good example 

0f this s0cial lag. In short, it is quite possible to imagine 

a future whe:::-ein nineteenth century criminal justice agencies 

Dursue tNenty-firs'i.: century crime. 
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HO\'Tever, -the burden of such a program for the future vlOulo. 

not fall evenly upon socicJ.:yU S rner::bcrs. Str8ct crime is mt'l.ch 

more arnenahlc to conteJ'1T;>orary criminal justice ?ractices. It 

is vihi t.e colla:: c':Ai::.·:;! r 0x'gani ze(1. ':!rime 1 and international crime 

that irlill have ~P:·«1.'1;.:(~r opportuni ti es for success. These are 

i:I1C -types of: c.cine thcit !'1onefi t 11iOSt from increased t;echnology p 

and it is il1 t.he rursui t of such crime that the most highly ed-

ucated crin:Ln~ll jus·ticG PQr::>onD~;!l are needed. 

'1'h,} il'1f'liccr::.ions of crimin~l just.ice doctoral programs 

for th:~ future are in(~,.::'cr1 cX'censi Vf' 0 T118Y may include a bal-

anci21~" of i::1.0 sCCLh~s ('If jtWtiCf2 J.y more effective pursuit of 

\vhite collc:.r crime p organi::;od crime p and international crime. 

Th9Y may ~!eJ.l include inc:::,~'::HJi.ngly professional administration 

of: criminal -iustice agenc:i"2f:l p institutions ~ and prograMs. 

n~'hC'y )V)J.:[ fu;;·.::hcr :Lnclnde a st.li f:'::'in0 0::: emphasis in criminal 

jUSt:iC8 t~··;·21'O. C1 systemic 80,::ia1 service approach and a~'Jay 

from a s~~~:L~:;nted;" COnl}~t:i_t~.\Tep bureaucratic approach. Indeed 

thl';V nay even ipclnde real reduction in crime through a social

ly responsive criMinal justice system. They may, that is, if 

l;'lC have ·th,~ visic~1 to sec. 
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CHAPTBR 3. SI~NIFIC.,\NT PERSPBCTIVES 

C~rtain signi~icant views concerning criminal justice 

doctoral education are discussed in the following selected 

paper~ N'hich' were presented at the Conference on Key Issues 

in eX'iminal Justice Doctoral Education sponsorec by the Uni

versi ty of Nebraska at Omaha in October of 1975. These pa" 

pers can be divided into b'lO qroups--one concernen with the 

structllre and theory of criMinal justice doctoral education 

and the other Hith certain anplications of these educational 

prograMs. ~hese papers introduce certain views that are cru

cial for a proper understanding of the nature and problems 

of crininal justice hicrher education. 

STRUCTU'RE AND THEORY OF C:r..n1UU\.L JUSTICE DOCTORAL EDUCATION 

In his paryer, "Nature o:'~ the Criminal Justice Doctorate," 

Richard A. "1yren stresses the need for doctoral programs in 

Gri~'1inal justi.ce lito organize and develop the cutting edge of 

knowledge" so that we ~an bettE';r understand the problems of 

crime in our society and create solutions to those problems. 

Such solutions require not only a cOMplete understanding of 

32 
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the nature of our society but also a perception of how plan-

ned chan0e can occur. To this end !~yren recommends a model 

academic program uhich he feels 1ilOuld produce students 1i1ho are 

tho:r.ouqhly eflucated in the methodology of pure and applied 

research and who could particioate Meaningfully in the opera-

tion of the criminal justice system. 

Hhereas f1yren recommends a specific academic proqram, 

Donald II. P.iddle in his paper F uFacul ty and Curriculum Devel-

opment in Criminal ,Justice Programs, II describes the ideal 

faculty that he feels is necessary in a doctoral program, at 

least for the present. By usinq scholars ane teachers 0du-

cated in traditional disciplines, but focllsing their profes-

':sional attention on the problems of social control, social 

deviance, and ":he criminal justice system, he concludes mean-

incrful research "ano teaching pr00rams of high quality could 

be introDuced. Once in existence these proGrams wouln pro-

(luce graduates 'Nho could staff future l?rograms. He also urges 

the c:r:eation of a small number ?f criMinal justice doctoral 

proqraP1s spread 0eographically across the United States to 

train students in high quality programs. 

Don C. r:;ibhons and Ger.;;J,ld F. Blake in their paper, "Per

spectives in Criminology and Criminal Justice~ The Implica-

tions for Higher Bducation Proqrams,ti contend that criminal 

justice is not a distinct discipline. They maintain that it 

is a multidisciplinary field of study which draws its intel-

lectual resources from a nwnber of established disciplines. 
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One distinctive feature of criminal justice eo.ucation is that 

it involves more emphasis upon justice planning, program eval

uation skills, and kindred practice tools than do the core 

disciplines upon which it is based. Gibbons and Blake explore 

the connections bebleen the field of criMinology and the ne't'l

er area of criminal justice. They note the roots of criminol

oay in conservative thought but <1.evote Most of their atten

tion to contemporary, mainstream. cri1'1inological perspectives 0 

Gibbons and Blake also <1.irect attention to the emergence of 

radical, critical, or I'[arxist criminology. Their essay con

tains a detailed critiaue of ra~i~al views. Although radical 

criminology currently is characterized by a good deal of the

oretical shallo~mess, Gibbons and I?lake argue that certain 

broac'l therles founr1 therein t·Jhich stress the implications for 

crime and crime control of changes in the .lilllerican economic 

oreIer do '~1arro.nt attention. Indeed, the !'1ajor challenge to 

criminal iustice education centers about the need for new 

theoretical perspectives in a time of massive social change. 

Tns APPLICATION OF CRnlINAL JUSTICE DOCTOR7\L EDUCATION 

,Tames n. Parker in his paper f "Graduate Research and Ed

ucation in Forensic Science,11 discusses the vital role of fo

rensic science in contemporary criminal investigation and 

prosecution. Describing forensic science as an emerging pro

fession, he indicates the problems 'vhich are inhibiting the 

proper functioning of forensic science. Poorly educated and 

undertrained personnel, underequipped laboratories, and 

-'-------_._--_ ... -- _. 
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inadequate research nro~rams are SOMe of the problems that 

11'1icrht he solved hy the cTeati.on of doctoral programs in the 

forensic sciences. J.\.ccorclinrr to Parker, at present there 

seerls to be little communication betvleen the forensic science 

practitioner ana the academic community. 

La"\'lrence TJ. Sherman in his presentation, "The Police and 

the Doctorate 1'\ also raises the issue of poor communications 

hebleen the acadeJYlic community and the police agencies' in par-

ticular. After presenting various models of police-doctoral 

relationships, he conclu~es that scholars possessing doctoral 

deqrees cannot participate very effectively in lat'l enforcement 

agencies either as adninistrators, planners, or operational 

staff. On the hasis of his studies, he concludes that future 

Ph. D. I S in crirrtinc'" justice \l7ill not play a meaningful role 

within the police systen as it is presently structured. 

lTohn I<. Hudzik recoTtl,rnends that doctoral programs intro-

duced in criminal justice reflect the realities of need in our 

society. In his paper v "In·tegratinq Curriculum Design \n]ith 

~1 ...... rket Forces, tv he challenges the academic community to re-

spond to the needs of society in the same fashion as business 

and industry react to the variations of economic change. He 

urges that colle0es and universities adopt realistic and 'l'.l7ork-

able nlans to create programs that are flexible and able to re-

spond effectively to the pressinq social needs, rather than 

using intellectual freedoM as a tool to avoid reality and thus 

introducing programs that are of no use to the criminal justice 

systePl. Accordinry to Hudzik, the external market is something 

the acacl.emic cO]"1.munity must unoerstand . 
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1':·nTUi~E OF ',l':U:; CRIJ''lINAL .JUS'.f.'ICE DOCTORATE 

!.~y 

P.L.:ilard ,7\ 0 f1yren 

I:'cvelopment. of the acad·2!l1.Y through the centuries has been 

markec1. by the identification and development of discrete areas 

of intellectual interest to humankind in its evolving condition. 

SometiMes the interest led to a cor.lple·tely ne'Vl area .of knm'1-

ledge u80ful in the solutiGn of a variety of problems. In 

others pit led to the appli<:!(.l,tion and eJ~pansion of disparate 

bodies of e~dstinq knoHle":kro to a particularly pressing prob-

lem then facint] civilization which, in turn, led to the gener-

ation ('If nm'! kno"Tledge useful in other settings. An example 

of the latter is the fiela of criminal justice studies, perhaps 

the newest: and certainly the rC::.stest grmling programmatic area 

on '1::1.18 etc;:: '.:'1l'YI:!.C sc::ne today . 

. Ald1o~.'\··"'. its crL'le~·:..::elated forerunners hegan about a half 

century a~o and the b~havioral and social sciences on which it 

primarily draws for bo·th content and approach have a history 

spanning several centuries, criminal justice as a separate area 

of academic concern dates fron the 1960 IS. Its birthplace 'vas 

37 
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the United states. There, in that decade, these programs found 

their identity as integrated interdisciplinary sequences of 

scholarly teac~ing and research in the behavioral and social 

scicncGs (d2f;.n~d to include la~q and public administration) fo-

cU:J8d on the soc:iftl problem of crime. 

Prototypes of these nei,', and ne'VJ kinds of programs in high-

er education nmv enist at all levels: two-year, four-year, 

and <]raduate. This discussion cen·ters on the doctorate, the 

mechanism currently used tc organize cmd develop the cutting 

edge of knowledge in all fi21ds. Attention will first be de-

voted to the nature of criminal justice generally as a field 

of study in higher: e(l.ucation and then specifically to the na-

ture of the criminal justice doctorate. 

I. CY-:'.P'iINAL JUSTICE AS AN ACADEfUC FIELD 

~':!1ere is ablTays an ele:-·lent. of the arbitrary in the organ-

iz?.tion of CI. 1:,3\v or ne\-·!ly assembled body of knmvledge for pur-

poses of study and teachinq 0 ~['here is no "correct" approach, 

but SOT:\e conceptual arrangements seem more successful than 

others. That sketched helow is one of the oldest in criminal 

justice graduate study, having been used since 1968 at the 

School of Cri.minal ,Justice at". the state Dr!! versi ty of New York 

at l'.lhany. 

In that program, the field is split into five sequences, 

each of which seems to have identifiable limits despite some 

inevitable overla? The five sequences cover the nature of 

, .. 
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crim.e as a social problem, the re;;wtion of o.:ganized socie.ty 

to that problem, the structure and operation of criminal jus

tice systems as one of the primary control mechanisms used by 

society, accomplh~hment of planned change (individual, orgc:mi-

zational, and social) u and the design of and methods used to 

implement research on the criIne problem. 

Drawing primarily on the content of psychology and sociol-

ogy and us:Lnq a blend of the approaches of those cognate dis-

ciplines, the sequence on the nature of crime looks at the phe-

nomenon as one AefineCl }:-:'7 society as beinq deviant 1 a departure 

frOIl'). t.he sc'cial nor!'l, despite the :fact that crime is not ab-J'ays 

deviant. in any scientific sense. It looks at the relationship 

of crirrte to other kinds of social deviance and that of deviance 

genel"all! to conformity. Putti;-.g crime into this more general 

context S3cns to r'1uke it More reaci.ily understood. 

Society's reaction to crime has been both formal and in-

fo:r.mal. \'lith industrial dCV'8lopment and its resulting peculiar 

brcmd of. iI:lpersonal interde:s)(:mdence, the role of formal govern-

mental crime control measures has become increasingly impor-

tant. These measures are al1"1ost ahl7ays legal. Yet law remains 

only one of a variety of social control mechanisms. Its prom-

inence does see~, h~~everr to merit focus on legal Measures, 

on their canacities and limitations, in our more general dis

cussion of crime control efforts. For that reason, it is con-

venient to refer to this sequence as la'i.v and social control. 
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To the detri~ent of the effort without a doubt, society 

has placed principal reliance on the criminal law among all 

pcssible legal institutions for the control of socially devi

ant behavior. Tl~J.t seems to justify special concentration on 

criminal justice systems in our hi9her educational effort. In 

this ~iscussion, a criminal justice system is defined as com

prising those units of government that create and administer 

the criminal law. Speakinc generally, this includes legisla

tures, planning agencies, the police, prosecutors, courts, pro

bAtion; r::;ison y Glnd parcle as-encies dealin.g with adults, chil

dren, and youth. It ~ould also include specialized criminal 

justice infornat:i.on agencies and units such as the New York 

.stab::! Drug Abuse Control Commission. In stu<;lying criminal jus

tice sy~'bsms as syste::1s Q at'cention is given to the price paid 

fo:(' ovel:-re linnce on the criminal sanction in dealing with so

cial devian.:e. Stress is laid on the fact that not everything 

illegal must be mace criminal. 

In the hope that someday insights into the crime problem 

\\Till lean to ne~'l ideas about con·trol that merit trial, it is 

believed that the task of achieVing planned change should also 

be studied by those seeking to become kno~Jledgeable about crime 

as a social problem. There are a number of facets to that 

task~ theory, strategy, and skills. In addition, one would 

prec:ict that not only personal and organizational but broader 

general social change is necessary. Personal change has been 

the essence of our correctional philosophy; organizational 
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change is necessary if agencies currently conceived solely as 

separate entities are to be redefined as system elements; and 

b..:'oadcr gencr~l social change is required if society is to de

velop the capncii."Y to cope vli th rather than be defeated by the 

Study of each of -these four substantive areas reveals a 

need for more and more reliable information, better ordering 

of t<lhat is knot'ln, ani! better analytical tools for interpreta

tion of available knmrJled'::-~ 0 This defines a need for research. 

l?erhar:s tI'!8 most difficult part of any research program is def

inition of the problen in such a way that research is possible. 

Next comes ~8sign of the pa~ticular research approach to be 

used and then choice of the :n~thods i.mplementing the design. 

PesearC:l (lcsi,:",n an("1 n.cthoci.o1ogy must be learned both in separ-' 

ute courS0S concentrating on th3ir content more or less as ab

stractic!'.s nnd in the context of More general study of the 

criMe prc;:)lem. Nmv inforc3.tion leading to more meaningful in

sight is necessary in each of the pl"oblem-oriented substantive 

areas outlined abc:ve. 

Because it is keyed to so,~iety! s approach to an eternal 

although e~ler-changing problem, control of crime, this ne't'l aca

demic area has several obisctives. Not only do these include 

a need to study the problem in order to develop ne'ltl knovrledge 

for knoT\Tlec1<je IS 01iln sake (C1 traditional goal of the aca.demy), 

but also to generate new Models for social policy and the 

structures and operational procedures necessary for 
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imple~entation of those policies. This blend of the pure and 

the applied presents a ne~\r challenge to higher education in 

the social and behavioral scienc~s. At the same time, it pre-

sents a unique opportunity to establish a knowledge-generating 

system in which ne", models can be tested very quicKly in the 

crucible of application. That testing will inevitably reveal 

flaws and lead to modification of the models which in turn can 

then be tried in real life. 

In c;:t,rrying out this process of development of theory 

through testing in governmental and other social settings, aca-

demicians must recognize and work within the constraints of 

rolitical systems. Social and behavioral scientists must 

strive to be amoral and value-free while generating new knowl

edge but must then, when testing their models as scientists in 

a denocratic society, take into consideration the morals and 

values of the system in which that testing is done. The dif

ficulty of playing this role has been w·ell delineated by Kal

man H. Silvert (1965) in this passage: 

To expect . . . macrosocial problems to sub
mit thell1selves to mere social scientific manipula
tion, or to think that the policy advice of social 
scientists is magically efficacious is a denial of 
the statesman's art and a burdening of ~he social 
scientist with ",hat he is incompetent to handle. 

Under the very best of conditions, the social 
scientist can 0.0 the follo~V'ing for governments 
with his special skills: 

a. He can crenerate and make available new 
data. 
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b. He can order these data to permit in
formed guessing about the nature of 
the lacunae. 

c. He can indicate relevant theoretical 
patterns for the interpretation of 
the data. 

d. He can--explaining himself carefully-
indicate the probabilities of effec
tiveness of various selected courses 
of; action. 

e. He can inrUcate which choices are fore~ 
closed by the adoption of given courses 
of action. 

f. He can indicate which ne .... ' choiCes will 
be made available by the adoption of 
given courses of action. 
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rleedlesfl to say I very fe'-1 if any scholarly docu
ments submitten to any government have satisfied 
these difficult requirements. The temptation to take 
th~ easy path straight from description to prescrip
tion is great. But to go past these limits is to 
assume a vested interest in the ensuing policy it
self, thereby rendering the scholar suspect in fur
ther obiective analysis. 

Tl:1is means that there must alw'ays be some distance between ac-

ademics and practitioners and leads to the almost inevitable 

dynamic tension bet",een the t\'lO f'Jrollps. The mutual obligation 

of each is to ensure that this tension is constructive rather 

than destructive. 

In a sense, this conference on the nature of the criminal 

iustice doctorate is a microcosmic example in the macrocosmic 

field. The participants as individuals are social and behav-

ioral scientists face(l 't'.7ith the issne of development of cur-' 

riculum models. Those colleagues ,,,ho .... 7il1 set educational 

policy for criminal justice nroqrams in higher educati(Jn, 

lqhether they be individual administrators or members of co1-

leqial policy-setting bodies, are the "government" to which 
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the product of the deliberations Nill bE.~ submitted. For that 

reason, an attempt will be made to heed SilvertOs caveat in 

\'lhat follows. 

II. NATURB OF THB CRDUNAL JUSTICE DOCTORATE 

Discussions during the last decade about the nature of 

the criminal justice doctorate have seemed to center on wheth-

er it should be disciplinary or professional. There has been 

very little ap~')reciation of the third obvious alternative--a 

specialized interdisciplinary prograM that is neither disci-

plinary nor professional. 

One of the more recent relevant discussions of the dis-

ciplinary/proiessional dichotomy is that in the report of 

President Derek C. Bok to his Boarn of Overseers in 1I1arch of 

1975 regarding the 1973-74 academic year at Harvard Univer-

si ty. That report focused on the need for a ne,,, profession in 

the public services. Because his analysis is very cogent and 

also because l,1hat happens at Harvard is apt to be precedent-

setting in higher education, a rather detailed sUlnmary of and 

commentary on that report follmv. 

President Bok begins by pointing out that government in 

the United States nOll faces these pressing difficulties: 

First, it is Much harder to develop programs that 
can respond to the legitimate needs of one group 
without impinging on other interests that the 
government considers important. 
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Second, as the govern~ent grows larger, its 
officials can ~ore easily lose sight of \.,hat hap
pens to the human beings \17hose lives are affect
ed by public prngrams ..•• 

Third, it is now a much wore complicated task to 
coordinate the activities of ~any different agen
cies to achieve a coherent effort to resolve pub
lic problems in a manner consistent with the in
tentions of elected officials. 
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Those Norking in a criminal justice setting can hardly fail to 

agree. 

To meet these problems, Bok finds government agencies 

staffed by highly educated civil service specialists and by 

poli tically Rppoin'tec lat'l7yers and businessmen. Very few of 

the civil servants possess "the general skills required to take 

the work of many specialists and transform it into coherent 

plans and programs to deal \,li th major public problems" or to 

"have acqu;;"red any serious training in administering complex 

organizations. II Nor does he find that either the la\vyers or 

businessMen supply the needed talent. Lawyers are found to 

lack the experience in administration required to direct the 

very lar0e and complex aqencies that make up government in the 

united States today. Businessmen, on the other hand, although 

norc skilled in ad""'.inistration f are found lacking in blO other 

areas of experience. The first is in managing organizations 

that have only intangible goals such as are present in many 

governmental programs. The second is that experience in busi-

ness does not prepare one to utilize political processes to 

reconcile groups with conflicting interests, a skill vital in 
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the negotiations leading to the forging of new governmental 

policies. As a result, Bok concludes that "what is needed is 

nothing less than the education of Q, new profession." The re

rnaj nder of his report deals \'-d th what the core content of that 

education should be ana. \lTi th hm., Harvard might structure its 

particination in that educat.ional process. He does rlot p un

fortunately, discuss the need for development of mechanisms 

for \'J'edding the nm1 profession to knowledge-generation struc-

tures. 

President Bok1s analysis goes on to identify trends that 

indicate that career o~portunities do e2f.ist for potential mem

bers of the ne\V' public service profession he envisages. How

ever, he finds the public service too udisorderly and varied 

in its needs" to permit a single graduate program with a sin

gle curriculum to meet all of those needs in the same way that 

la\'I1" schools and medical schools meet the needs of the law ~nd 

medical professions. In his judgment, no single graduate 

school can be expected to provide education for the entire 

public sector. 

This conclusion certainly rings true to those educational 

leaders 1;'Ilho have, during the last ten years or so, been at

tempting to build graduate programs for just one portion of 

the governmental service, the criminal justice system. It al

so seems to justify the at-tempt to build educational programs 

concentrating on governmental reaction to the single social 

problem of crime. 
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Bok's suggested curriculum core 'l'tlOuld seek to attain 

three objectives: 

a familiarity with the more sophisticated analyt
ic methods that are increasingly used in the p1Qn
ning and evaluation of public prograMs; a knowl
edge of me-thods of organizutlon and management to
gether with an understanding of the political 
processes that influence governmel,t action; and a 
sensi ti vi ty to the problems of etr.ics and compet
ing values that inhere in all forms of public 
activity. 
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To these one can Make a strong arqument for adding t'VJO more ~ 

o.evelooment of an ability to identify and Jefine issues re

quiring public attention, and faMiliarity with the skills, 

st~ate~ies, and theory of planned change. 

r-7hen he turns to the problems of implementing his plan 

for education of a ne'l'tr nub1ic service profession, President 

Bok limits himself, as have many of those who have built the 

new academic field of criminal justice studies during the past 

ten years, to consideration of two possibilities: a profes~ 

siona1 school or a graduate school of applied social science. 

Before stating his preference he lists what he considers to 

be the basic differences~ 

The primary aim of a professional school will be 
to educate students for positions of leadership 
in elective or appointed offices, ~7hi1e a grad
uate school Ni11 take fewer students and prepare 
them for academic careers or for staff positions 
as sophistlcated policy analysts. 

A graduate school r,l1i11 0ather a faculty composed 
of members trained in one of the traditional aca
demic disciplines who share a taste for policy 
issues. A professional school will likewise in
clude such persons "i'i1ithin its faculty, but it 
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wil.l also attract many professors ,-,ho have re
ceived their training in professional schools 
and have spent SOMe portion of their career in 
public service • 

. ~ graduate school will be chiefly concerned with 
research, often of a disciplinary-oriented na
ture, and even its educational program will be 
directed tONard the development of research skills. 
A professional !:',chool, on the other hand, ,.,ill 
place greater iM.portance on teaching and will em
phasize curriculum development and pedagogic 
Methods aimed at instilling a capacity to make 
policy decisions with the help of a variety of 
skills and disciplines. (No separations in the 
original. ) 
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Apparently s;'layed by the fact that at Harvard research on pub

lic service policy issues is well-established while there is 

no focus for coherent training for careers in public service, 

Bok comes out for a ne\., professional school at Harvard. Hav-

ing done so; he then lists five problems that he foresees in 

the developr.ent of such a school: 

The first of these problems is the risk of de
voting disproportionate emphasis to formal 
analytic techniques. • • • 

In selectlnq students for the professional 
proqraf'lS I l,ri.ll the admissions office seek out 
thos~ \:Jho are most likely to pursue broad pub
lic careers, or \-,ill they siJ:Tlply choose the 
applicants with the highest academic records 
and the highest quanti tati ve aptitude,' • . • 

The third problem has less to do with what is 
taught than it (loes \.,ith hmV' the teaching is 
carried out .•.• The price to be paid is a 
deliberate sacrifice in the amount of material 
covere~, in order to emphasize student partici
pation and the patient development. of a capa
city for car~ful analysis •••• 
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Still another major problem involves the need 
to convey to students the ability to synthesize 
all the skills they have learned in order to 
resolve complex policy problems. 0 •• 

In short, the ideal faculty must retain a del
icate balance between discipline-oriented 
specialists and professionally oriented gener
alists. • • • 

To determine how Harvard will avoid these pitfalls in its 
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effort to make an increased contribution to the education of 

the new public service profession, President Bok has appointed 

and elected to chair a University-wide Committee on the Har-

vard Program in Public Policy and Administration. All of high-

er education in the United States avTai ts the outcome of the 

deliberation of that Committee. 

Despite the cogency of the Bok analysis, it does not con-

sider the possibility of a third approach adv ~ced by the Be-

havioral and Social Sciences Survey that seems ideal for the 

criminal justice doctorate. That approach is outlined in The 

Behavioral and Social Sciences ~ Outlook and t.Jeeds (1969}, a 

comprehensive survey of the current state and potential for 

grol'lth of the behavioral and social sciences, known popularly 

as the B,1\~S report. Because that study has not been discuss

ed in hic;6er education to the extent tha, tit should, its back-

ground will be st~marized ~riefly. 

Late in l Q ()6, a Behavioral ano, Social Sciences Survey 

Committee was appointeo iointly by the National Academy of 
1 

Sciences and the Social Science Research Council. Its work 

was supported financially by the National Institutes of Health, 
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the National Institute oft1ental Health, the National Science 

Foundation, and the Russell Saqe Foundation. In a~dition to 

the su~ary report of primary 'interest to this discussion, a 

series of disciplinary reports was prepared on Anthropology, 

Economics, Ge00raphy, Eistory as a Social Science, Linguistics, 

Political Science, Psychiatry i;l,9 a Behavioral Science, Psychol-

ogy, Sociology I and Statistics, ~1a.theJ:'l1atics, and Computation 

in the Behavioral and Social Sciences. 

Sach report has been prepared by the chairman 
(or chairman and co-chairman) of the panel, 
'ltTith the [sic] participation and revie\ll by 
nanel members. Each report has also been re
vie\V'ed hy representatives of the Corrunittee on 
Science am] Puhlic Policy Q National AcadeMY 
of !1 ciences f anr', the Comrni ttee on Problems 
and Policy, Social Science Research Council. 
(p. xi) 

Basec on the presti~e of the sponsoring agencies and the care~ 

fulness of the groun car:;l.-ying out the survey, the lack. of 

attention given to the report by hir;her education is surpris

ing. 2 Because the mo(l,el suggested seeMS to be particularly 

relevant to crininal justice, it is presented here as a third 

a.lternative to Bokls professional and disciplinary choices. 

Of the six najor recommendations in the report, three 

dealt Hith national needs for the development of social indi-

cators, of an annual social report, and of a national data 

systeM. The :f:ourth stressed the need for protection of ano-

nymity, and the fift~ suggested a rate of federal funding for 

nornal behavioral and social science research support. It is 

the sixth maj or recornnendation that is of interest to this 

discussion: 
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The cOmMittee recommended that universities con
sider the establishment of. broadly based train
inq and research proqra~s in the form of a Grad
uate School of Applied Behavioral Science (or 
some local equivalent) under a(IT~inistrative ar~ 
rangements that lie outside the established dis
ciplines. Such training and research should be 
Multidisciplinary (going beyond th~ behavioral 
and social sciences as necessary) 7 and the school 
should accept responsibility for contributing 
through its research hoth to a basic understand
ing of human relationships and behavior and to 
the solution of persistent social problems. 
( pp • 12, 201) 
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This recommendation is elal)orated somev'lhat in the irdtial sumo. 

mary chapter anll More fully in Chapter 12. One of the prob-

lens it raises concerns the use of t:he ,,,ora "applied. n That 

usage is clarifiea in the following passage: "The expression 

I applied behavioral science i is also sometrlhat misleading as 

it suggests a sharp distinction bet'i\Teen basic and applied re-

search--a (1.istinction that vJe do not accept. • • • Nany prob-

leMS of a hasic nature can he vlOrked on hest in a school of 

the kind proposed" (p. 203). The term is used because "this 

expression calls attention to the intent to be unabashedly 

concerned with making behavioral and social science research 

hear directly on issues of public policy and social problems fi 

(p. 203). The report 00es on to Make it clear that the basic 

research cOITlmitment of the suggested school should include at-

tention to both sUbstantive and methodological issues. It 

assumes that both research and ·theory construction would go 

on in the school at a high level. "There can be little doubt 

that the behavioral and social sciences 'ivill beCOMe better 
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basic sciences if their methons and findings are repeatedly 

and continuously tested for relevance to actual social behav

ioru (pp. 21)0-201). Research and theory formation t>lOuld thus 

accompany teaching at primarily the graduate level as the ba

sic fUnction of the school. nGreat care will be required in 

recruiting ahle students motivated for public service and also 

capable of the necessary scientific detachment to work as sci

entists on research projects and in the associated areas of 

cevelopment and innovation" (po 206). It is suggested that 

the school T'1irrht offer some undergraduate courses, but that 

an undergrafl.uate najor should not he considered until the grad

uate nroqram ~.'ToS very Nell-estahlishec'1. 

Organizationally, it is suggested that the school be or

ganized Much like the COl'1.mon professional schools, II'1tJith a 

full-time facnlty, a guaranteed budget, and degree programs" 

(po 205). The hope is expressed that status as a separate 

school ~.Ji th maximun control over its own destiny vlill attract 

scientists of the highest caliber to the faculty. The text 

~·!arns a<;rainst heavy reliance on j oint and part-time appoint

ments, arguing that the core faculty should be full-time. 

Budget security is required to attract and retain that kind 

of faculty. ]\n arqument is also TI1ade for a'ltlard of the Ph. D. 

:I It ~'lOuld qrant the usual ac'1vancec. degrees of the social sci

ence departments, especially the doctoral degree (Ph.D.). The 

Ph.D. degree signifies a scientific orientation in contrast tc 

a professional one--professional in the narro~qer sense of a 

-----------------
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service profession ll (p. 205). Another suggestion is that the 

school avoid subunits paralleling those of ·t.he disciplinary 

departments. ~10 neec. is foreseen for any departmentalization I 

but, should such an orqanization become indicated, the sub

units should be orqanized along social nroblem lines. To give 

the nm'7 graduates of such school professional identity 1 the 

report urges close continuing contact of the graduates with 

the faculty, the creation of a new professional society for 

the lJraCluntes f and the establishment of ne'" journals as out

lets for research reports "trom the field created by the ne\'.T 

schools. 

1J.1hese suggestions from the literature seem to raise the 

issues pertinent for consideration by colleges and universi

ties considering establishment of doctoral pro?rams in crim

inal justice. Sane COMments on their value nm." conclude this 

essay. 

III. StrR'!ARY rum CONCLUSION 

There seem to be three choices for the nature of the doc

torate in criminal justice. It can be made disciplinaryu pro

fessional, or a blend of the two. Each merits further dis

cussion. 

To I'1a1~e the criminal justice doctorate disciplinary will 

require the buildinCT of a neH discipline. l\lthough that may 

occur over the next t:vv"o or three generations f it certainly 

cannot he done overnight. Approach to crime as a social 
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problem requires an amalgaTYl of the insights fror.!. a variety of 

existing oiscinlines. It must calIon both the ~ethodologies 

and s~bstantive knowled~e of at least law, political science, 

psychology~ public adninistration, and sociology. It must al

so concern itself not only ~r,]'ith "academic" study of the prob

lem for its own sake but also ~I]i th preparation of young men 

and vlO~en for active careers in the criminal justice system. 

Therefore the locdc that leads Harvard's President Bok away 

-trom. a disciplinary orientation that Ilwill take fetrJ'er students 

and prepare them for academic careers or for staff positions 

as sophisticated policy analysts" seems quite persuasive. 

This is particularly true if, as is argued below, it is pos

sible to create a program at the graduate level that will ac

complish that enc1 along Hi th achievement of other desirable 

goals. 

~~aking the crirrtinal justice doctorate professional would, 

in Bok' s "lOrds, make t:le primary aim of the school II to educate 

students for positions of lea(lership in elective or appointed 

offices. c: This Ne must do, but we ~ust also prepare students 

for those academic careers and as sophisticated ?olicy ana~ 

lysts. In a.ddition, these educational efforts must be close

ly related to the genera'cion of new knm>Jledge about the crime 

problem. 

This analysis seems to argue for the establishment of 

specialized 0raduate schools that will simultaneously prepare 

students for academic and professional careers, the difference 
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being- not in the core of their preparation but in the elec

tives dictated by the inclination ofche student. Although 

the suggestion made here differs sOI'1evlhat from that in the 

BASS report, it is essentially an implementation of the recom

mendation made there. Doctoral programs in criminal justice 

should therefore have as their objectives~ 

1. the education of young men and v'lOmen for 

careers in hi0her education, as sophisticated 

policy anaJysts p or as line practitioners in 

criminal justice a.gencies "lhere, 'VIi th the 

P1.aturi ty th?t cones "ltd th experience I they 

can provide the leadership necessary in high 

elective or appointive office; 

2. the bringing of behavioral and social science 

research to bear c1.irectly on the issues of 

public policy and administration raised by 

the social problem of crime; 

the generation of ne", social and behavioral 

knowledge and theory; using the crime problem 

as the vehicle for study, ,,,lith repeated and 

continuous testing of that neil'l knmllledge and 

theory for relevance to an actual social be

havior problen--crine. 

There seems to be no reason -Nhy all of these objectives 

cannot be realized by a single faculty teaching a core cur

ricuLim with permitted electives, a curriculum that requires 
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of all students at least SOTIe sophistication in the handling 

of empirical data. Today that knowledge is fully as important 

to administxators and other practitioners as it is to those 

doing research in an academic setting. One cannot even under

sb.".nd the literature vJi thou-t. a basic knmvlec1ge of research de~ 

sign an0.. methodology. As !1ok puts it, "Even the critics must 

acknmqledc;e that key policYT'lakers should be acquainted 'ltli th 

these Methods if only to appreciate their pitfalls and avoid 

beconing captive to elaborate staff studies ".,hich they cannot 

aclequately cOJT\prehend.~' Research is no longer an esoteric en

terprise of. interest only to absentminded professors who have 

no conce:;Jt of. reality if that, in fact, ever \1'a9 the case. It 

is an essential tool for coping with complex modern problems 

and for aoministerinq complex governmental agencies. 

DoctorF.l.l programs in criminal justice should seek to de

velop in each a.octoral candidate ~ 

1. a kno"7ledge of the history and nClture of crime 

and society's reaction to it, 

2. 

3. 

the ability to identify and define those issues 

arising out of the criminal justice system that 

require public attention, 

the kno\,Tledge of research c'l.esign and methodology 

necessary to conduct and utilize research for 

purposes of inprovement, planning, management, 

and education in criminal justice systems; 
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I!. a familiarity \'\Tith the skills, strategies, and 

• theory of planned change, including II an u.nder

standing of the political processes that in

fluence governMental action1" 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

5. "a sensitivity to the problems of ethics and 

COMneting values that inhere in all forMS of 

public activity." 

To do this, a faculty should be sought from fl.!'1ong aca

clemicians trainec1. in the feV'] existing criminal justice doctor~ 

al programs, amonq those trained in the professions, and aMong 

outstanding practitioners. The test for all should be a dem

onstrated interest in and capacity for teaching and research 

on crine as a social probleM. Students should be souaht from 

amonrr those college 0rac'1.uates "motivated for public service" 

~'lho are '! also capable of the necessary scientific detachment 

to "VlOrk as scientists on research projects and in the associ

ated areas of development and innovation." 

Because of the lnix of objectives sought, great care must 

be taken in ,structuring all three cOfo1ponents of a successful 

school~ curriculuM r faculty, ann qtudents. Leadership of 

the proqram is particularly important, calling for mastery of 

I'tlhat Silvert calls II the statesman t s artll as \<1ell as the qual

ifications listed above for all members of the faculty. 

A criMinal justice doctoral program organized in this 

i1aV NQnIa seeT"l. to p".8et all of the recomMennations of the BASS 

report except that it \<1oulc't not atterfJpt to deal with all 
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possible applications of behavioral and social science to so

cial nrohlems but would, for the reasons cited above by Pres

ident Bok, focus exclusively on the social proble~ of crime. 

Its qraduates could, hm"7ever f because of the concentration in 

their training on hO\'17 to define and analyze problems, easily 

adapt to vJorking in o"t-her social problelrt areas. Such a pro

gram '\;vould make them not only criminal jUstice generalists but 

potentially social problem generalists. Because the program 

has that hreadth as "\'7ell as the scientific depth, the degree 

awarded should be the traditional degree of scholarship--the 

Ph.D. 

In desicrning the cri~inal justice doctorate, it must be 

kept in ~ind that 210 fOrI'1al educational experience can pre

pare any person f.or all of the deT'lancls that a successful ca

reer \rVill f'laJ~e. The careerist must recognize that self-study 

must continue throughout one's professional life. Continuing 

educfltion I'lUst develop +:he base laid in graduate school to 

neet the ever-changinq requirements of a developing career, 

narticularly in a field like criminal justice which is itself 

changing rapidly. An important nart of the doctorate should 

be prenaration for successful participation in this continuing 

ref.reshment and updating enterprise. The program sketched 

above seems to meet that require~ent. 
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2lUthouah it is difficult to track down, there have been 
sOr'!e re~lie~lls ~ of the reports. See, for example f the summaries 
of four revie\vs in t.he Book Revie~l Dicrest 1970 at pages 100-
101. An interesting reac·tion from economi:;;ts is found' in "The 
State of EconoQics: The Behavioral and Social Sciences Sur
vey. u A!'1ericEm Econo!'iic Revietv ~ Papers and Procedures, )}1ay 
1971 r 61 , {i,3-62. J\ caveat from. psycholoqists is expressed 
by Nathan Caplan and Stephen D. Nelson, :'On Being Useful: 
The Nature and Consequences of Psychological Research on So
cial J?roblel'1.s." AMerican Psycholoaist, Harch 1973, pp. 199-
211. 
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FACULTY ANn CURRICUJ...UH DEVELOPHENT IN 
CRHlINAL JUSTICE PROGRM1S 

By 
Donald H. Riddle 

In the last decade, cri~inal justice programs .in higher 

eJucation have cone a long way. In 1965, when the John Jay 

College of Criminal Justice (then the College of Police Sci-

ence) opened its Joors, most of the programs in this field 

'.-:ere police science or police adr'linistrat.ion. At the present 

time; probably a substantial majority carry the label criminal 

justice, or some variation of that label, which suggests a 

much broacJ.eJ:' approach. In some cases, the change in name was 

~he result of the movement to institute programs in correc-

tions p but in many more there has been a genuine effort to 

broaden the approach to include the entire system. Although 

the development is uneven, it is my judgment that the field 

can take pride and satisfaction from the really considerable 

progress that has been made in a relatively short time. How-

ever, there is a great deal more to be done • 
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Criminal justice constitutes a field of study drawing 

most of its knowledge, theory, and methodology from existing 

disciplines. This should not trouble us for I am skeptical 

that there is any distinctive theory and methodology to be 

developed in criminal justice that will be unique to that 

field. However, there is theory and methodology to be drawn 

from the social sciences to be applied to the field of criminal 

justice, its processes, problems, and institutions. We should 

take encouragement from this fact for some of the most interest

ing intellectual developments in the academic world are for 

the most part being done outside the confines of traditional 

disciplines or in the develo~~ent of new combinations or 

permutations of existing ones--for example, urban studies, 

chemical genetics, and a number of various combinations with-

in the natural sciences--and in combination with other fields, 

such as humanities and social sciences. To illustrate, ethol

ogy and ecology are both derivative fields which represent 

combinations and new relationships among existing disciplines 

and which carry the extraordinary excitement of discovery_ 

As a field of study, criminal justice can stand on its own 

and need not apologize for the fact that it is a derivative 

field drawing theories, methods, and knowledge fr0m existing 

disciplines--primarily, but not .exclusively, from the social 

sciences. Our developing field of study draws heavily from 

anthropology, sociology, psychology, political science, and 
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law, with important elements taken also from economics, philos

ophy, literature, history, and the natural sciences . 

In broad terms, the field of criminal justice seems to me 

to embrace three subcategories of knowledge and theory: 

Fii'st, there is social control, by 'Vlhich I mean the theo

ries of control of the behavior of man in behalf of social or

der and the various methods utilized by different societies 

for controlling the social behavior of their members. Given 

the heavy reliance upon the criminal law in this society, any 

program offered by American institutions is likely to contain 

a heavy emphasis on the law. In general, however, this sub

field would seem to me to draw most heavily upon anthropology, 

sociology, and political theory, with some philosophy of law 

as an important component . 

The second subfield would be that of social deviance, in

cluding both theories and patterns of deviant behavior, and al

so including, but not confined to, traditional definitions of 

crime. This draws most heavily from sociology, particularly 

its subfield of criminology, and from social psychology. It 

is the only one of the fields which one could reasonably say 

has been adequately integrated for teaching purposes. 

The third subfield of study is that of the institutions 

of the entire criminal justice system and the processes by 

which th~y function. In this category, I would include not 

only each of the institutions which comprise the system of 
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criminal justice in this and other countries, but also study 

of the impact of the system as a whole. The system may appear 

to be disjointed, with each of its institutions operating in 

relative isolation from the others except at the point where 

one institution transfers clients to another, such as police 

to courts, courts to corrections, and prisons to parole. How

ever, from the point of view of the client--the individual 

caught in its meshes--it has an impact on him as though it 

were a systeln. Further, at least one or two sociologists 

have suggested that. there is more unity in the system than 

appears at first glance, even though its disjointed nature 

may give it a Kafkaesque character, or seem to be based on 

the principles of "Catch 22." Obviously, this field draws 

heavily from all of the social sciences, and it is the one 

which can provide a student with the widest variety for spe

cialization and intensive study. 

Going further, let us look at "what we might subsume un

der each of these three subfields~ 

1. Social control. Social control is not a difficult 

subfield to put: together from the existing bodies of theory 

and knowledge. We \'JOuld b9gin \"rith informal social controls, 

rooted in concepts of anthropology and sociology, dealing with 

the primary group, the concept of culture and cultural impera

tives, and norms and values. Concepts of caste and class, and 

the impact on the individual of the various status groups to 

which he belongs, all make up part of the subject. Some

where in here, attention should be paid to the origins of 
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conflict and of conflict resolution which are char~~teristic 

of informal social groups. 

We need, also, to include the origins of law in primitive 

man; the role of law, custom, ritual, magic, and symbol; and 

the relationships between law and culture. The whole concept 

of punishment and of the threat of punishment as a deterrence 

should also be incorporated. 

With this theoretical base, the idea of social control 

in the nation state can be included, with an emphasis on the 

conflict and coincidence of social and private ir.~erests, rest

ing as it does on differing concepts of property and rights, 

and on the emergence of law and the judicial method as a way 

of both enforcing rights and obligations on individuals and 

against the state and of the state's enforcing standards of 

behavior upon its individual members. 

Certainly at the graduate level, although not necessarily 

at the undergraduate, some attention might be paid to problems 

of social control in the international community. In fact, 

this might be a convenient rubric under which to bring in con

cepts of ethics and natural law and some of the knottier prob

lems of jurisdiction. 

2. Social deviance. Since this is the best studied and 

best integrated of the three subfields, perhaps the least needs 

to be said about it, but it certainly should cover the rela

tionship between social norms and deviance, including what one 
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scholar has called "the abnormality of being normal. 1I The re

lationship between culture and norms and between social strat

ification and deviant behavior, as well as the process by which 

social typing and labeling are done, should. be included. Fur

thermore, deviance is a for~ of social conflict. It is an 

important element in this society, as is the notion of deviant 

behavior as an adjustment to social reality. This leads natu

rally into the question of subcultures, the patterns of self

regulation of behavior which they engender and enforce, and of 

personal identity and its relationship to deviant behavior. 

This topic ';vould include the customary list of defined 

crimes in this and other societies. Finally, this subfield 

subsumes under it the whole range of responses by different 

societies to deviant behavior on the part of their members, 

methods, and the use of legal processes and institutions and 

of private group methods for purposes of social reintegration. 

3. Institutions. Huch of what is now being done in our 

fielJ falls in this third subfield of criminal justice. It 

includes the study of police, of courts, of prisons and peni

tentiaries; anj of thG institutions of probation and parole. 

But r \'1e vJould extend it further--anu I believe necessarily-

to cover regulatory agencies and authorities of rehabilita

tion such as Synanon-type agencies, mental hospitals, and 

therapeutic centers. As I have indicated earlier, I would 

suggest that one of the major emphases at the moment should 
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be on the study of the operation of the system of criminal 

• justice as a whole upon its clients, and the systems as wholes 

should be assessed in terms of their capacity to meet the needs 

of the societies which they serve. I would suggest also that, 

• as the field of criminal justice achieves full academic status, 

we should look into the future anu develop models of institu-

tions and systems of criminal justice yet to be. 

• At present, do we do all this? Not really. In general, 

criminal justice really neglects social control and legal the-

ory. We have not incorporated into our more basic courses, or 

into criminal justice programs in general, very much of the 

existing m~tcri~l nbout informal social controls, alternatives 

to the criminal law as a method of controlling social behavior, 

or what Herbert PacJ-::er calls "the limits of the criminal sanc-

tion.; I believe that one of the reasons for this is that, in 

the study of social deviance f '\tJe have put far too much em-

I I. phasis on individual deviance and not enough on deviance as 

social behavior. If VIC did, we might look to some of the ma-

terials in legal anthropology and legal theory which would 

help us to understand deviant behavior on a mass scale as being 

essentially social behavior rather than individual deviance. 

Also, if we paid more attention to crime or deviance as social 

behavior, it might suggest different social and institutional 

stra·tegies than ttle now use for coping with crime and its 

social effects . 

., 
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In the subfield of institutions, criminal justice programs 

in qeneral, at least in their developmental stages q have been 

put together from police science ano corrections programs with

out developing a systemic approach to the study of the entire 

system. The prograMs have also tended to be quite heavy on 

professional courses which have an eMphasis on specific oper

ational techniques. Although there is justification for the 

inclusion in any program of some courses of this character; in 

most programs they have tended to overbalance the smaller num

ber offered which concentrate on the analytical, the theoret

ical y the general and the HTtJhat if. . ." kind of questj.on. 

I havE: mentioned that in my belief we have not adequately con

centrated on the system as a whole, and one result has been to 

accept and, therefore, help to perpetuate the fragmentation of 

the system. Given t.he disjointed nature of the system and its 

consequent conflicts and tensions p it is vitally important to 

root the study of anyone of the institutions that comprise 

the system in an understanding of the whole and of the rela

tionship of that institution to the others and to the whole. 

Another area in ~rhich I find us sadly deficient is the 

study of comparativG criminal justice systems--either viewed 

in the t1hole or in their respective parts. The comparative 

literature on police systeMS is virtually nonexistent. There 

is a limited field of comparative law and a modest amount of 

Ii terature on the correc·tional institutions and the corrections 

process in SOMe other societies 9 but taken as a1 whole, with 
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the possible exception of law f there is little in which the 

approach is truly comparative. ne have an obligation to begin 

to fill this gap, both in the literature and in teaching, for 

T'7e need the added perspective toward our own system which this 

kind of study can provide. 

l\ Major reason for our failure to develop more rapidly as 

an inteqrated field of study labeled criminal justice is the 

problem of faculty develoDnent. FroPl my sketching out the 

field as I see it: p one can see what kind of ideal faculty would 

be required to put together an ideal department. pu,tting to

C1'ether i'", faculty dratr,)'n from existing disciplines 't-7ould require 

the follo\>7in9 group of faculty to deal adequately with the sub-· 

f.ield of social control~ 

1. a legal anthropologist 

2. a legal philosopher 

3. a political scientist interested in theory 

4. a political scientist specializing in state and local 

government 

5. a legal scholar if.!hose primary scholarly concern was 

the theory of lavT. 

r~Ji th respect to deviance, we 't'lould need at least two crim-H 

inologists, one carrying forth the main thrust of that field 

on individual deviance and one \;1hose specialty vIas dealing 

't'li th the phenomenon of crime in social terrn.s. ne vlOuld also 

need a social psychologist. 
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In the third subfield, that of institutions, we would 

need a scholar whose prime concern is the operat.ion of the 

whole system, as well as people with scholarly specialties 

in poLLce, the courts, correcti'ons, and probation and parole. 

In addition, of course~ my well-rounded ideal department 

would need someone whose scholarly field was comparative law, 

one wi·th an interest in comparative criminal justice systems 

(someone with expertise on the comparative study of police 

and corrlections would also be helpful) and p finally, at least 

one historian seriously interested in the history of criminal 

justice and/or its component parts. 

Put this way, it is: obvious why we do not have such de

partments and why we have not pulled the field together more 

effectively than v.le have. The size of such a department is 

beyond the means of any institution offering criminal justice, 

with.the possible exception of John Jay College, and it is 

possible there only because one has an entire college devoted 

to the mission and to the study and teaching of criminal jus

tice. Equally important r hot"lever, is the shortage of faculty 

with the requisite expeJ:Jcise and interests. There are not 

ver:y many legal anthropologists or legal philosophers. There 

are not nlany people \;'1110 have seriously studied the entire 

system of criminal justice. There are practically no quali

fied faculty who are experts in the comparative systems I 

have mentioned, and there are very few historians who have 

devoted serious attention to the history of criminal justice 
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or any of its component parts. Fortunately, I can report that 

there is an increasing number of each of these, but in the 

foreseeable future it does not seem likely that even Ph.D. 

programs in criminal justice can expect to muster anything lilce 

the complete roster of scholars and knoitlledge that will enable 

theM to approach roy ideal G~partrnent. 

Before 100kin~J at ;,·,hat '.-Ie can do about this, let us take 

a quick look, broadly, at the kinds of faculty who have gone 

in·to this field and devoted their professional Ii ves to its 

developMent . 

First, and still by far the most i:r.lportant and most nu-

merous, is tl'1e group of faculty 'l.<7ho have beerl drawn from 

operating agencies. Although some members of this group have 

gone on to take full academic training, in most cases agency 

experience has been l:'ecognized as a substitute for formal 

training in the appointment process to college faculties. The 

field of criminal justice, particularly its component called 

police science or police administration, O\.,es an enormous debt 

to these faculty. They started the field virtually alone and 

are res1?onsible for nearly all of its early development. They 

broucrht to that task an intimate knmV"ledge of the agency from 

,:",hich they had come, a belief in what they were doing and a 

commitMent to it, and the ability to relate and talk to an 

often suspicious and reluctant clientele. Like other human 

beings; they tended to confine their teacl'J.ing to what they 

kne"., r which accounts for the understandably very heavy 
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emphasis on operational techniques ia the early stages of de

velopment of our fielu. 

Hhat the practitioners-turned-·college-faculty lacked was 

formal training in research techniques which," more than the 

techniques the~selves, helps to develop a commitment to re

search in a field which desperately needs it---even still. 

The lack of formal training tenued, although by no means com

pletely, to produce a lack of the critical and skeptical de

tachment v1hich is an important characteristic of the scholar 

anJ. teacher 0 r~y observation is "that many of the ex-police on 

college faculties tended to embrace the police rather un

critically or to reiect their police associations almost com

pletely. Neither seems an appropriate response for faculty 

members committed to thu life of the roind an.] a critical y 

though sy;npatl1etic ;1.:1,] frien:Uy. attitude t.oward the insti tu

tions 1t7hich ti1ey s"":"ldy and teach. 

'l'oaay, the second most important group of faculty has 

been those \17i th formal acaJ.emic training in some other disci

pline who have turneJ. their interest to the criminal justice 

system or some aspect of it. These facultYr because of their 

formal training r have hao. a gr'3ater commitment to research 

anu have been more ildequa'cely socialized into the mores and 

attitudes characteristic of the college faculty. However, 

they have often lacked a cO':lYnitment to the field. Indeed, 

some of thern have never joined, in a formal way, the faculties 

of institutions offering criminal justice programs, nor 
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participated in them. Nevertheless, they have produced some 

of the most useful contributions to the growing body of lit-

ernture in the field. Ten years a00, when I first arrived at 

,John Jal' College, I did what any normal academic not familiar 

1;"i th the f ieIc1 "lOul r} try to do. I gathered the books on 

police and tried to remedy my deficiencies by rca:.:1ing. Un-

fortunately, I found a dearth of useful books. In the inter-

vening years, I have accumulated a fairly sizable shelf of 

books on th8 police ~'lhich are \Jorth reading. Except for a 

very small number of textbooks l not one of them has been pro

duced by a police science faculty member. Quite a number of 

them have been produced by academics from other fields who 

have tak<'m up the s·tully of police as a diversion from their 

other interests or becaus~ research funds were available or 

because of a genuine shift in interest. 

In terri\S of the long-run development of the field, there 

are some problems with relying on this group for the staffing 

of criminal justice programs. One is the problem of commit-

ment to the field 1>1hich is often F although by no means ahlays, 

lacking. Frequently the ini;erest in criminal justice is a 

transitory one, to do one more article or a book and then go 

back to one's major interest. A.nother is that in hiring a 

faculty nember in one of those other specialties, one is often 

buying more than one needs, and that the coverage of the field 

requires far more people than one can justify or use. Some of 
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the insights and knm71edge of a legal anthropologist seem to 

me to be essential, at least in graduate work, but the legal 

anthropologist has invested a great deal of effort and study 

on things thaJc are not needed in criminal justice programs. 

FinallYr there is still often suspicion on the part of our 

st.udents, the agencies 'lfle deal with, and even our faculty, of 

the Doctor of Philosophy in another field who moves into crim-

inal justice. 

It has been suggested that one way to jevelop criminal 

justice faculty t-JOuld be to run :!retreac.1ing" programs in crip-

inal justice for unemployed. Ph.D. I r; from other fields. Althougr~ 

we certainly need the knowledge, insights, and expertise that 

faculty trained in other fields can bring to the study and 

teaching of criminal jus-tice r this appears to be a question-

able method. For the immediate future some of the more lumincu~, 

members of criminal justice faculties are likely to be drawn 

from the ranks of tI1.is group i but they will have made the 

choice because of genuine interest, rather than to avoid the 

unemployment lines. Furthermore, most of the sp~cialists in 

other fields for which we have the greatest need are, as I 

hav~ noted, in relatively limited supply. In short~ while we 

sho').ld continue to value--cven cherish--those faculty trained 

in other disciplines '.'rho make a career coromi tment to research 

and te,aching in criminal justice programs t I am not convinced 

that we can rely upon them to supply the faculty required to 

meet our long-term needs . 
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In the long run, I believe the development of the field 

rests on a third group of faculty which up to now has been 

small, but is ryrowing. Faculty members who have been trained 

to the doctoral level in, criminal justice comprise this group~ 

These are the faculty members who should have been trained in 

research in this field and have a commitment to ~t( who have 

committed themselves to a career embracing the study of crim

inal j us":.:':.ce as a system of social institutions warranting a 

lifetime of s'cu(ly t research l and teaching f and who have devel

oped the habits of mind which i.:le hope for in all faculty 0 The 

doctorate in cri~inal justice need not precluJe our use of 

specialists in the other academic fields I enumerated earlier, 

but when we have produced enough doctorates in criminal jus

tice r they should constitute the solid core of any criminal 

justice department. I'-lany of these r I hope, would have had 

~xperience in agencies in tha system. On the other hand, I 

do not believe that we can any longer regard experience as an 

essential characteristic of a faculty member in criminal jus

tice programs. All of education rests on the notion that 

accumulated human experience can be absorbed vicariously 

through the process of teaching and learning. If we cannot 

accept this proposition, our !?articipation in the intellectual 

academic enterprise is spurious. If one can only learn by 

doing .. learning vJ'ill indeeJ. come in very small increments. 

l\t best" what one learns by doing can and must be broadened 

by reading , study, and research. 
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Nor can we regard agency experience as a sufficient 

qualification of criminal justice faculty. As valuable as 

this experience is--and it is indeed valuable and should be 

represented in academic criminal justice departments--it does 

not of itself usually provide all of the kinds of experience 

that are nee<1ed in the academic, a passion for learning, the 

habit of critical analysis, and a commitment to real scholar-

ship 0 ~'iJe should, therefore, help and encourage and pressure 

(through tenure and promotion policies) the continued devel~ 

opment to the doctoral level of those faculty in criminal jus-

tice who have come to the academic worl<1 from criminal justice 

agencies. 

~Jhat about lawyers? The J.D. can legitimately be recog-

nize<1 as a terminal degree for membership in criminal justice 

departments--for some of its faculty. However, the J.D. is 

not a research degree, and research is a critical need of our 

field. ),1any lavlyers have successfully become legal scholars f 

and that is "tvhat v7e need. However f even "'1hen we get these 

legBl scllolars, the Ph.D. in Criminal Ju~tice is likely to 

become the credential of th'''' core of faculty in a solid crim-

inal justice ~lepartment. 

rrhe preparation of Ph. D. l.s Jon criminal justice is, I 

thin}~, not quite as formidable as it may appear in my delinea-

tion of the components o~ t~e field. There is not as much 

academic work here as appears on the surface. It is my be-

lief that, even at the doctoral level, the first t\'l0 subfields, 
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i.e., social control and deviance, can be mastered through one 

seminar, each of a year's duration, although a student might 

wish to devote more attention to these areas in the course of 

his education and, obviously, there would be some tendency 

to specialize in one's lifelong research. It is also my be

lief that one undergraduate course of an introductory charac

ter can give the student a sufficient baokground in the sub

jects above so that specia1ized work in his area is rooted 

in some knmvledge of vJhat the 'tvhole field is about, although 

many of my colleagues would no doubt argue the insufficiency 

of that amount. 

Al":ho'Ugh doc·toral work in criminal justice is not the 

only T.:Jay to get the kind of faculty t' Qt will constitute a 

solid, integrated, well-rounded criminal justice faculty, it 

is probably the best way to develop the core that each de

partment needs of people who have the requisite training, 

kn0wledge, theoretical framework, habits of mind, and com

mitment to criminal justice as a lifelong field for their 

study ~ teaching I and researc7.l. The financial and human re

sources available, as well as the long-term need r suggest 

that the number of uoctoral programs in criminal justice in 

the nation should be relatively small. I do not know how 

many SlIiall is, but th:; human resources (even if the financial 

resources were unlimited) are not available to institute 11igh

quality doctoral programs at anything like all the four-year 

institutions now offering master's level work in criminal 

~----------~-
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justice. What the field needs most in terms of its future 

curricular development and its future faculty development 

is a number of high quality aoctoral programs, geographically 

spread across the nation p producing the kind of faculty who 

will build on the progress already made to develop criminal 

justice as a field of study trtlich can stand the test of com-

parison with any other academic field. 
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PERSP~CTIVES IN CRIHINOLOGY A.ND CRI~UNAL JUSTICE ~ 
THE D1PLICATIOnS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PROGPl'I.!1S 

By 
Don C. Gibbons 
Gerald F. Blake 

INTRODuc'rION 

T"e b:.::. 3 hi tten off a considerable chunk of material to 

digest in this paper. In it, '-Je first offer a few brief re-

marks about the nature of criI'1inology and "criminal justice. 1I 

These terms are el'1.ployed in different ways in current discus-

sions of disciplinary boundaries, educational needs, and the 

like; thus Y'.7e need to make clear ,;vhat we mean by these desig-

nations. .+\ second and nore substantial portion of the essay 

is eli ven over to observations ahout eP1erging perspectives in 

criminology having to do with crime and crime causation. 

"('bird, ,\:TC present a fetv o~servations about current and future 

trends in criminality in F..r1erican society. Finally, \.ye pro-

vide SOP1e discussion regarding t.he implications of emerging 

viewpoints and crine trends for criminal justice thinking, 

criminal justice educational needs of the future, and criminal 

80 
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justice practice. In this relati vel~{ brief paper p we quite 

obviously will have to be content with a few terse remarks on 

all of these matters, for full treatment of them would require 

a book-length treatise. 

CRPUNOLOGY rum CRP1INAL JUSTICE 

Let us begin TtJi th some comments on criminology and crim

inal lustice. In our view, criminal justice is not a discipline, 

rather it is a synthetic and mnltidisciplinary field of study 

devoted to analysis anCl c('~ltrol of la\Nbreakinq. There is no 

distinctive, unitary criminal justice perspective comparable 

to the disciplines of sociology, economics, or political sci

ence. Instead, criminal justice educators dra"J upon the var

ied contributions of these and other established disciplines 

in order to pose economic, sociological, legal, geographical, 

or other kinds of questions about criMe and responses to it. 

Criminal justice borrows heavily from the work of soci

ologists. Indeed, it is fair to say tha-t a very sizable por

tion of the theoretical and research work that has been done 

on causes of criminality and the organization of criminal jus

tice agencies and processes has been carried on by sociolo

gists, many of whom call themselves "criminologists. il Crim

inology is a relatively distinct and well-established special

ization within sociology. Sociologists have traditionally at

tended to three major questions: the social-s-l::rl1ctural dynam

ics ?.nd processes that produce criminality, the socialization 
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and learning experiences throuqh \\7hich persons come to embark 

on criminal acts and criminal careers, and organizational anal

ysis of elements of the criminal justice system such as the 

police, courts, and prisons. Then too, sociologists have had 

much to say about rehabilitation efforts and treatment pro

grams. 

Economic inquiries on. crime have been uncommon in the past I' 

but in recent years, a fairly pronounced increase of interest 

in criminal justice topics has grm'\Tn up among economists. By 

and large, they have centered their attention upon deterrence, 

economic trends and crime, historical shifts in production 

systeMs and attendant alterations in crime control practices, 

and the costs of crime. A few have also been involved in ar

ticulating radical, Marxist in'terpretations of criminality. 

A sizable body of l1Jork on la1<Jbreaking has also been pro

duced by psychologists, much of it centered about the issues 

of the extent to which offenders are characterized by person

ality patterns that differentiate them from nonoffenders. 

Historical analyses of crime and responses to lawbreaking can 

be found in such \tI1Orks as those by Rothman (1971), ~1ennel 

(1973), Tobias (1967), and some of the legal historians such 

as Jerome Hall (1952). There has also been a fairly prominent 

grm'l7th of poli·tical science interest in the: criminal law and 

the criminal justice machinery in recent YE!arS, as indicated 

by the emergence of the journal, La-tV' and Society Review. Po

litical scientists also have much to contribute to our 

" , 
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understanding of responses to crime through their attention to 

the interweaving of various governmental organizations, the 

impact of political processes upon criminal justice systems, 

and kindred topics. 

Although geographers have had little to say about crim-· 

inological matters, these scholars have the potential to con

tribute significantly to the understanding of criminality 

(Harries, 1974). Finally g the area of criminal justice ought 

to dra\,v upon the work of anthropologists having to do with 

comparative legal systems, varied social control systems, and 

the like. 

To this point F v,)"6 have stressed the theoretical content 

upon \V'hich criminal justice dravJs. But, is not criminal jus

tice an applied field? Let us clarify our views on that issue. 

~'iTe agree with those ~'l]'ho have advocated new forms of graduate 

education that v;rill prepare graduates to do things i to per-- --
form important tasks in the real "I,,,,orld of public policy. Thus 

\'.7e have no quarrel vJi th the thesis that criminal justice edu-

cation ought to involve proqram evaluation skills, program 

budqetinq, program ~lanningp criminal justice research, and 

kindred topics that are usually given less s'cress in tradition-

al criminology programs. At the same time, l.ve assert that 

what. the sophisticated criminal justice practitioner needs to 

acquire from his educa·tional experience, more than anything 

else, is theoretical 'l.visdom. We have no patience with those 

t",ho employ IItheoretical II as a pejorative term and ,,,,ho charge 
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criminal justice graduate programs with being "too theoretical" 

for 'ltle do not think that criminal justice education ought to 

be centered about inculcation of pedestrian kinds of "how-to

do-it" skills. 

Criminal iustice practice cries out for sophisticated 

analysts 'crho can think creatively about how to bring about ma

jor alterations in social institutions such as schools or the 

'(.I1orld of work so as to reduce criminogenic pressures upon 

youths and adults. Graduate education ought to do more than 

equip graduates to fit into existing criminal justice agencies 

and to tinker with the status quo. One of the unequivocal con

clusions that has been reached in recent years in surveys of 

existing responses to criminality is that most of them are in

effective. It is time to move beyond the intervention recipes 

and strategies of the 1950's in the direction of truly innova

tive and imaginative criminal justice programs. 

The visionary criminal justice planner would be that in

di vidual 'Iillho can grapple '{,oJi th the larger social trend~ in Amer

ican society and \l7ith their implications for criminal justice, 

as 'Nell as the dCly-to-day problems of planning. This require

ment is particularly pressing today vlhen American society ap

pears to be ineluctably involved in fundamental major shifts 

in the economic order, most of which do not augur well for 

social stability over the coming decades. Although immediate 

crises and problems will continue to require the attention of 

criminal justice administrators, we are probably going to 
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require criminal justice leaders in the years ahead who can 

diagnose major problems in the social anatomy and 't"ho can di-· 

rect the application of massive curative efforts at those prob·-

lems. 'l'hese tasks call for social science theorists r9-ther 

than trained criminal iustice mechanics. 

So much for the matter of criminal justice and crimillol-

ogy. Let us now tu:::n to more detailed conunentary on crimino-. 

logical perspectives and particularly to some emerging vie\'I7-

points that challenge traditional thoughtways. These diver-

gent approaches to the analysis of crime pose some fundamental 

issues rega~ding crime control and criminal jus,tice systems. 

AccordinglYr these perspectives ought to be centrally involved 

in criminal justice education. 

E~1ERGING PERSPECTIVES IN CRIMINOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past several years, hardly a day has gone by 

without someone announcing either that a ne't'l paradigm is need

ed in sociology or that one is on the horizon.
l 

New thought-

w~ys and perspectives are in order; so it is said. Criminol-

O<1y has had its share of this corrrrnentary as, for example, when 

Gresham Sykes (1974) recently declared that "in the last 10 to 

15 years, criminology in the United States has witnessed a 

transformation of one of its most fundamental paradigms for 

interpreting criminal be~avior. II 
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In lC)7 Lt Gibbons anCl. Garabedian called attention to the 

different perspectives that have prevailed in criminological 

thought, ·terming theIYl the conservative, liberal-cynical, and 

radical vie~·vpoints. They were particula.rly interested in that 

essay in noting the rise of radical thought, the Most recent 

c1eve10pment in criminological theori.zing. In recent years, 

ot.hers have announced the arrival of "new criminology" (Dole

schal and Klapl'1.uts, 1963; Taylor, t-Jalton, and Young, 1973) 1 

"critical criminology" (Sykes, 1974; Taylor, Walton, and 

Young, 1974), Il radical criminology" (Gordon, 1971, 1973), 

"rlarxist criminology" (Quinney y 1974), or "conflict criminol

ogy" (Turk, 1969; Quinney; 1970; Hillsu 1971; Chambliss and 

Seidman, 1971). To a considerable extent, these are all syn

onymous desiqnations for what is discussed in this paper as 

radical criminological thouqht. 

Although much of the commentary in this essay will center 

about the three-part distinction between conservative, liber

al p and radical modes of thought, '\FIe also want t.O comment upon 

the extent to 1.V'hich these view'points merge into each other, 

such that it is sOMetimes difficult to determine precisely 

'Vlhere one orientation leaves off and the other begins. These 

lauels--conRervative p liberal-cynical, and radical--imply dif

ferent "schools ll of thought but are more correctly to be seen 

as some points along a continuum of theoretical positions. 

Thus Illiberal-cynical!! is a summary term for a collection of 

viewpoints which differ some~V'hat in specifics. Furthermore, 
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as we shall note in Dore detail later, there is a recent de

velopment of a brand of thought that might be termed "neocon

servative, ,. represented by writings of Banfield, James Qo I'Jil

son, and some others, that is difficult to place in this 

scheme. 

O~r main task in this section is to provide a summary and 

cri tique of radical arguments on criminali ty ~lhich have in

creased markedly in prominence in recent years. The advocates 

of this orientation have become fairly numerous and their 

claims have grown in stridency, if not commensurately in log

ical rigor or empirical precision. A.ccordingly, the radical 

position is one that Il1ust be reckoned ".'lith, even if large 

chunks of it are ultimately rejected as unsound. 

CO~iSERVATI\lE, LIBEAAL-CYNICAL, AND RADICAL CRIMINOLOGY 

In their earlier paper, Gibbons and Garabedian asserted 

that 20th century crininology has changed over the decades 

from a conservative posture to a dominant liberal-cynical one, 

'ltli th some fUrther shifting in the direction of radical crim

inological thought now discernible. Some elaboration upon 

these distinctio~s is in order. 

conSERVATIVE CRD1INOLOGY 

The conservative pioneers in American criminology would 

include such persons as Philip A. Parson, Maurice F. Parmelee, 

and John Gillin. 2 These scholars took the criminal law as giv

en and as the codification of ~oral law. Criminals were seen 
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as morally defective members of the II criminal classes. 1I Cau-

sal analysis asked hmV' moral weaklings ~V'ere produced, and eti-

ological hypotheses pointed in the direction of hereditary 

taintv aberrant family lifer or other specific conditions 

thought to ~roduce defective or amoral persons. Societal de-

fects vJere either ignored or dmvnplayed. 

Conservative criminology is also represented by the kind 

of endeavor found in the writings of Barnes and Teeters ,(1959) 

and a host of other scholars in the period up to the 1950's, 

characterized by a relatively low level of conceptualization. 

A rlgood guy" and "bad gUi" image of criminality was advocated, 

in which it TJo7aS asserted that criminality was the result of 

some ste'V7 or mixture of ne<}ati ve social fact~rs. Indeed v 

"good guy-bad guyll views have not passed entirely from the 

scene even now for t,le can see them revealed froIYl time to time, 

both in the opinions of laymen and in the scholarly litera-

ture. 

Conservative criminology sometimes involved some critical 

observations about the police for the use of the "third degree" 

and the like; along ~'lith some concern about vile prison con-

ditions and the lack of resources for correctional treatment. 

But in qeneral r old-time criminology tended toward a faith in 

the ultimate perfectibility of the police and criminal justice 

machinery. In this view p the8e were "good ll institutions staff-

ed by "bad ll (incompetent) persons ~ thus if vie "throw the ras-

cals out ll who currently manage these operations and replace 
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'chern l,'li th "professionals! II high-caliber police work and effec-

tive correctional therapy \l\Tould be 'vithin our grasp. 

LIBER'1.L-CYNICAL CRDlINOLOGY 

It was not until the 1930 ' s thpt criminologists began to 

ask social questions about the nature of crime and criminals. 

By and large, their queries centered on the behavior of crim-

i11als ra'ther than on the criminality of behavior and rarely 

asked, "Phy have certain l<inds of behavior (and peof?le) come 

to be defined by others as crimin-al?U 3 The question of the 

early Americans, which finally developed into differential 

association theory, l,ras, II HO\'1 do people learn to be burglars v 

rapists, etc.?" This was the query hehind ~1erton I s anomie 

formulation as \oTell: "!'Jhy do peonle engage in deviant acts?" 

ra.ther than "t'Ihy are those acts defined as v deviant I in the 

first place?~' 

The movement toward a sociologically sophisticated ver-

sion of criminology Lecame accelerated in the ~Jri tings of 

Sutherlancl., particularly as su.."UJ1'1arized in his Principles of 

. . () 4 CrlIDlnology 1974 o· Gihbons and Garabedian termed this ver-

sion of criminological thought "liberal-cynical criminology." 

In liberal instances of modern criminological analysis, 

the social order or societal structure is seen as relatively 

viahle. Nhi.1e many liberal criminologists arc quick to con-

cede that the social and economic discrimination that is at 

the heart of "the racial problem" in American society is a 
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major IIcriminogenic ll social condition and that other social-

structural defects play a major role in crime causation, they 

view these as relativelY short-run problefls, or at least ones 

that are eradicable through lm·r-level social repair. Liberals 

do not entertain the vie\'l that the problems of American soci-

ety are inherent in the social-economic order and incapable of 

solu"cion short of social revolution. Em-leVeL', liberal-cynical 

criminology does acknmrlledge that the criminogenic ini'luences 

wpich produce cri~inality are exceedingly pervasive and inti-

mately bound up with the core institutions of modern society. 

The task of uncovering etiological influences in lawbreaking 

requires that we engage in a penetrating examination of many 

central features of American society. The theoretical and em

pirical work produced by Clo\'lard and Ohlin, Cohen, Short 1 

Cresseyu Hirschi, and a host of others in the past two decades 

represents this type of examination. 

Sykes (1972) has recently summarized the m.ain directions 

f ..:J l'b 1 'l' 1 th .. b t .. l't 5 o flOl..!ern 1. .. era SOC1.0 og1.ca eor1.Z1.ng a ou cr1.m1.na 1. y. 

He identifies three perspectives, including the view that lm,J-

breaking is the result of ordinary learning processes within 

a cri~inogenic culture, e~~emplified by the paired formulations 

of Sutherland and Cressey (1974) about differential social or-

qanization and differential association. Second, ·the social 

control position holds that criminality breaks out when per-

sonal and social controls become attenuated. Hirschi's (1969) 

study illustr.ates this aP9roach. Third, the anomie argument 
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(r.1erton, 1957) asserts that criminality is a normal, innova-

tive response to a situation of cultural discontinuity between 
6 

ends and mecms. 

Some recent departures from earlier modes of liberal crim-

inological analysis 1;vhich centered upon offenders and their 

behavior are found in the v/ork of Turk (1969) u Hills (1971), 

and Chambliss and Seidman (197l), among others. These theor-

ists would have us pay less attention to criminal persons and 

queries of the "Why-do-they .... do-it?" sort and more attention 

to criminality and criminal lawmaking processes. They tell us 

that ilcrirne" reflects social power struggles in that some 

groups manage to get their norms and values embodied in crim-

inal la1;1J r with the deviations from these standards being de-

fined .as "crimes." Persons labeled as criminals come from th~ 

ranks of those who lack social pmver, e. g., Blacks, lower-

class individuals, transients, youths, women, and so on. 

Although conflict views in criminology blur into more re-· 

cent radical writings to some extent, making their placement 

along the theoretical continuum somewhat difficult, many of 

these statements seem not to be, in any fundamental way, major 

departures from liberal criminology. Hhile they contend that 

lawbreaking is often the outcome of struggles between the pow-

erless and the pml7erful y they do not offer any basic challenge 

to the assumption that American society and its institutions 

are in a relatively healthy state. Also, they do not challenge 

the claim that persons labeled as criminal usually have engaged 

in behavior that is proscribed by the crimin~l law. 
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A word or t yA1'O is in order regarding use of the~ label "cyn-

• ical" to characterize moo.ern criminological thought:. Perhaps 

"pessimistic" would be a 1"10re appropriate adjective for Lleo-

ries of causa·tion; in ·that the growing awareness that crime 

• causation is an exceedingly complex phenomenon tends to make 

the criminologist chary about his ability to completely ac-

count for it. Then too, contemporary criminologists armed 

• wi th an appreciation of ·the complex interweaving of factors in 

lawbreaking are not very sanguine about the prospects for its 

amelioration. 

• The cynical posture of modern criminologists emerges more 

strikingly in their observations about. the criminal justice 

and correctional systens. The sociologist is an "inside dope-

• ster:' '\\7ho is m-rare that social organizations are often "scret'l-

eO. up," operating in \'lays quite different from those limned 

out in organization charts or manuals of procedure. This grow-

• ing sophistication o'c criminological analysis has been parallel-

ed by a marked decline in the criminologist's faith in the 

perfectibility of the legal-correctional machinery. 

Take the burgeoning literature on the social organization 

of the police. Wilson (19G8) has observed a number of police 

departments in detail, reporting that they depart in many ways 

• from the idealized version of professional police departments. 

Chevigny (1969), Reiss (1971), and Stark (1972), among others, 

provide a number of details regarding police abuse of citizens u 

• all of which suggest that it is a complex problem which is not 

amenable to si:rnple solutions. 

• 
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Along this same line, studies of the court system show a 

great gulf bet't.qeen the justice system in theory and in actual 

operation. For example, Blumberg (1967) claims that the court 

organization of prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges t and 

kindred persons is a people-processing "con garnet! in which the 

interests of the accused are given short shrift. A similarly 

negative view of the juvenile court is contained in Emerson's 

(1969) study. r1uch of the recent advocacy of diversion ef

forts, decriminalization, judicious nonintervention, and siuti

lar recommendations being made by criminologis'cs has grown out 

of this liberal pessimism about the justice system. 

All of these arguments and analyses noted to this point 

are cases of liberal-cynical criminology in that they all es

che'V! any questioning of the moral basis of the American cor

porate capitalistic economy or any kind of analysis of "crim

inogenic ll conditions that would suggest that these are insol

uble through reform or liberal tinkering. Although it is ac

knowledged that crime will continue to plague us, it is as

sumed that it 't'l1ill continue pretty much in its present form. 

Also, it may be possible to make some dent in i'l: if we manage 

to divert more state 2nd federal funds to a I'war on crime." 

Similarly, although skeptical about the perfectibility of the 

criminal justice and correctional machinery, the liberal

cynical criminologist assu~es that this apparatus will contin

ue to creak along, doing at least a minimally acceptable job 

of containing criminality. If \'le patch up the justice system 

2 ~ 
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here and there and the larger social order in which it is con

tained, these structures will continue to function well enough. 

A FOOTNOTE ON "NEO-CONSERVATISM" 

In -the deca.des of the 1950' sand 1960' s, considerable en

thusiasm existed for rehabilitative ventures directed at offen

ders.·· Books 'lt7ere written about changing the lawbreaker (Gib

bons, 1965) p and much was heard about group therapy, milieu 

treatment, and other intervention strategies 0 Hm"ever, in the 

past ten years or so, a number of critical assessments of re-

habilitative experiments and treatment ventures have been pro

duced p all seeming to indicate that correctional treatment is 

pretty much an illusory goal. 7 These evaluations of the effi

cacy of correctional treatMent are not all in agreement, but 

even the roost optimistic of them tend to be fairly discourag

ing. Accordingly, fe,,, contemporary criminologists still re

tain great optimism ru)out the prospects of doing correctional 

treatment, in institutions or on the outside. 

One consequence of these negative reports on criminal re-

habili tation has been the eme:r:gence of a modern kind of "neo-

conservatism,!! involving rec(.)nunendations that treatment goals 

be abandoned in favor of deterrent efforts that would empha

size swift and relatively certain punitive sanctions being lev

ied against offenders. N(;;o-conservatism has been voiced by 

Banfield (1968, 1974:) and, more recently, by James Q. Nilson 

(1975) who has come out forcefully for deterrence policies in

steac9. of rehabilitative ventures. 
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Discussion of ·these neo-conservative recommendations 

vlOuld take us too far afield. However, let us offer a few 

brief comments on ·this brand of argument. First, these ViCV1-

points are not lllarkedly at variance t'li th many other pessimis-

tic and cynical assess~ents of correctional intervention offer-

ed by liberal criminol0Qists. Second, the underlying perspec-

tives on crime an~ the social order that are apparently sub-

scribed to by persons such as Wilson seem no·t to depart from 

basic liberal postulates about the viability of the existing 

social or~er. Calls for more punitive and deterrent strate-

'gies appear to be based on an implicit assUMption that both 

Im·J-abid.ing and la.NbreRking citizens are sufficiently satis-

fied l;.Jith, an<1 attached to v the existing social-economic or-

der that massive alienation tvill not ensue from a return to a 

Hharc.-line. II Third, the evia.ence is still far from clear as 

to the extent to '\trhich punitive sanctions are, or are not, ef-

fective as specific neterrents (Tittle and Logan, 1973). 

Finally, \'-!e ar.e of the view that neither "people-changing, II 

hase-)' on clinical irnaqes of la\V'brealdng and lawbreakers, ~ 

hard-line programs of deterrence offer much promise as ways 

of bringing about Innrked rec.uctions in criminality in the long 

run. It !:lay be nossiI11e ~(:o intiI'lif!ate some offenders through 

increasing the cert3i.nty 1 celeri·ty, and severity of sanctions, 
8 

._,ut these strategerns \1ill not be adequate in the long run. 

\'Je shall return to this claim later in this essay. 
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R~DICAL CRIl"UNOLOGY 

!'1hat is the nO.ture of "radical criMinology," some of 

which has emergen out of the angry prose of the underground 

press and the vrritings of the t'Nel:v Left ll ? To begin with v 've 

have already noted that the margins of much social conflict 

theorizing are difficult to distinguish from the edges of rad

ical criminological thought. Then too, paralleling the situa

tion ''17i thin liberal criminology f there is consider<.tble varia

tion among theorists in the radical camp. Radicals differ 

both in the care l'li th which they explicate their arguments and 

in the revolutionary fervor they e~mf.l.e p so that it is a long 

way from the relatively careful development of propositions in 

the work of David M. Gordon (197l u 1973) to the more polemical 

'VJritings of ~uinney (19711) 1 the sketchy arguments of I<risberg 

(1~75) r or to the SchNendinc:ers' (1970) call for a redefini

tion of crime in terms of "basic human rights. II 

In its most extreme form, radical criminology contains 

preMises such as the following~ First, it is argued that a 

relatively small collection of corporation officials, govern

wental leaders p an<'t military :r..en comprise a II ruling class," 

that is u a close-kni.t pOI/ler structure bent upon economic ex

ploitation of 11the people," both in the United States and in 

formerly colonializ80. nations elset"here. Lat'17s are used to COITl

pel the ~asses to remain <'tocile. CIA agents, FBI personnel, 

and a motley collection of pain informants, infiltrators, and 

other shad0l1Y figures l'1orkinq "7ith these agencies lurk in the 
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background doing the dirty business of "the ruling class," 

assassinating foreign leaaers, spying on citizens, and the 

like. 9 Tho police are "pigs," mercenaries of oppression, and 

the hired lackeys of powerful interests. Exploitation and re

nression are most severe in the case of Blacks, Chicanos p and 

other ethnic minorities Nho are "surplus" persons for whom the 

economic system has no place. Black convicts are political 

?risoners deliberately being held captive, the innocent vic

tiMs of a corrupt 1 capitalistic p exploi ti ve society w'hich hopes 

to defuse their revolutionary potential by harassing and jail

ing them. Finally, the police are involved in deliberate pol

icies of genocide through sys'i:.:ematic attempts to murder those 

Black Panthers and others \1]ho have dared to fight against the 

exploi ti ve sys'tem. 

r~ore Mo0.erate versions of radical thought eschew some of 

these claims about police repression, genocide, and the like 

'Nhile retaining the central proposition that crime, racism, 

sexism, and int.ernational exploitation are all manifestations 

of the inherent. contradictions of the political-economic or

ganization of monopoly capitalism. This being the case, major 

reductions in criminality are impossible "t'lli thout the overthrow 

of corporate capitalism. Liberal tinkering through the crim

inal justice system is actuZllly a part of repression, for any 

attenuation of crime 1::esul ting from such acti vi ties only aids 

in the continuation of the system which engenders lawbreaking 

in the first place • 
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VARIATIotJS IN RADICAL CRDUUOLOGICAL THOUGHT 

Gresham Sykes (197~) has presented one summary of radical 

criminoloc:dcal arguMents, or what he has termed II cri tical crim-

inolo0Y. 'I His characterization of radical 'thought is one that 

falls on the Moderate end of the ra0.ical scale. He notes that 

cri·tical criminology involves skepticism about theories of 

ca.usation 'l.lTith markedly more focus upon hmlT stigmatizing la-

bels get attached to SOMe social actors and not to others. 

Then too 1 according to Sykes T critical or ra0.ical criminology 

vie~'Ts laitJl11aking and the operations of criminal justice agen-

cies as centered about maximizing the interests of powerful 

overdogs and suppression of the underdogs, that is, 10V'ler-

class p powerless members of society. Sykes (1974) contends 

that~ 

l\t the heart of this orientation lies the per
spective of a s-tratified society in vThich the opera
tion of the criminal larv is a neans of controlling 
the poor (and meP1bers of minority groups) by those 
in nmlTer who use the legal apparatus to 1) impose 
their particular morality and standards of good be
havior on the entire society; 2) protect their pro
perty and physical safety from the 0.epredations of 
the have--nots, even though the cost :may be high in 
terms of the legal rights of those it perceives as 
a threat~ and 3) extend the definition of illegal 
or criminal hehavior to enCOMpass those who might 
threaten the sta-cus quo. ':(1he middle classes or 
the lm'ler classes are drawn into this pattern he
cause 1) they are led to believe that they too 
have a stake in maintaining the status quo; or 2) 
they are made part of agencies of social control 
and the reV'larc.1s of organizational careers provide 
inducements for keeping the poor in their place. 
(p 0 210) 

--------~----------------~- --
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Sykes' commentary describes the moderate end of the radical 

category in that he is fairly fu~zy in identifying precisely 

v1ho "those in pm"7er :l might be or the forms or mechanisms 

through which they qo about exercising those pm-mrs. Then too, 

Sykes has relatively little to say about the dynamics of op-

pression in "\>1hich the 'tvielders of power are engaged. 

Economist David p,~. Gordon (.1971, 1973) has offered a ver-

sion of rarlical criminological thought that also shows some 

points of converqence with nrevailinq liheral-cynical perspec-

tivesc His analysis avers that nearly all crimes in capital-

istic societies represent rational responses to the organiza-

tion of capitalist institutions in that they constitute at-

tempts hy offenders to survive in a situa'tion of economic pre-

cariousness generaten by that social order. Further, he argues 

that many of the im;)ortant. differences among particular kinch3 

of Im-rbreaking such as qarden-variety property violations, or-

ganized crirle I or t'lhite collar offenses are related to the 

class structure of cor?orate societies and to the class biases 

of the state. r1any theorists of a liberal persuasion would 

find little to cavil \4d.th in such assertions as "the govern-

Nen'c in <:' cClpit:alist society like the United States exists 

primarily to preserve the stability of the system which pro-

vides I preserves I ane. protects returns to the m'lners of capi-

tal. As long as crimes among the corporate class tend in gen-

eral to harm members of o'f::h{~r classes, like those in the 'con-

sUI1".ing class,' the State "Till not spontaneously move to prevent 
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those crimes from taking place lU (Gordon, 1971, p. 66). Such 

a conclusion surely is implicit in Autherland's (1949) examin

ation of white collar crine. 

Gordon also aevelops a "functional" argument regarding 

current patterns of cril1le and punishment in capitalistic so'· 

cieties, contendina that imprisonment of Blacks and other mi

nority persons serves to keep them out of the job market and 

also operates to prevent them from organizing "lith others to 

attemJ?t to change the economic system tha.t oppresses them. 

SOMe of that argument is iess than persuasive, insofar as it 

is suggested that these are the manifest and deliberate func

tions of prisons, although it certainly may be the case that 

prisons do contribute to such ends. At any rate, it would be 

Clif::icult to araue tnat nordon' s claims are ~tJ"ildly or totally 

inaccurate. The l"f\ain thing to be said about his views is that 

they are radical to the extent that they call for fundamental 

and sweeping alterations in the structure of basic economic 

institutions in AInerican society. 

The recent r:7ritings of Richard Quinney reoresent quite a 

different version of radical thought. His is a more polemical 

position 'N'hich is more bombastic in tone, at the same time 

that it is deficient in compelling loqical cogency or detailed 

empirical support. The intellectual development of Quinney is 

\"Jorth tracin<1 for he has changed over 'I::he years from a main

stream liberal criminologist; turning out studies of criminal· 

violations by ph~rmacists or typological schemes for 
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categorizing offenders, to a representative of conflict per-

t ' 10 spec 1.ves. ri08t recently, 0.uinney has become "radicalized" 

to the point that his latest essays stand as some of the most 

prominent 'tV'ork in emerqing radical criminology. 

There is no beating around t.he bush in Quinney v s expli-

cation of ra(Ucal criminological thouqht. The identity of the 

villain is clear at the outset~ the capitalist ruling class 

that has produced the criMinal law and the ideology of the rule 

of la~:J. The ruling class is a quite small, monolithic group 

made up of the economically powerful Nho fill the boarc1 rooms 

of major corporations and \<\1hose ten"tacles of influence stretch 

out to control governMental figures and key members of the mil-

itary establishn"'.ent. Let us consult 0uinney V s (1974) own words, 

\>Jhere he sets out the structure of his argument: 

1. A.Tl1erican scciety is based on an advanced capi talis'c 
econ01'1Y· 

20 The state is organized to serve the interests of the 
dominant economic class, the capitalist ruling class. 

3. Criminal lav] is an instrument of the state and ruling 
class to naintain and perpetuate the existing social 
and economic or~er. 

11. CriI'1.e control in capitalist soCiety is accomplished 
through a variety of institutions and agencies estab
lished and adm:i,nistered by a qovernmental elite, re
presenting·ruling class interests, for the purpose 
of establishin~,! domes-tic order. 

5. The contradictions.of .~ - :l.nced capi talism--the dis
junc"tion beb.reen essen, "! and existence--require that 
the t:lUbordinate classes remain oppressed by 'I'.'lhatever 
means necessary, especially through the coercion and 
violence of the legal system. 
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6. Only with the collapse of capitalist society and the 
creation of a ne"J society, based on socialist prin
ciples p "t·Jill there he a solution to "I':he crime prob
lem. (p. 16) 

A CRITIQUB OF RADICAL THOUGHT 

There are a nlli~ber of criticisms that can be leveled at 

radical criminological arguments, most of w'hich have already 

been offered bv others. For one, conteMporary radicals are 

incorrect in implying that earlier generations of. criminolo-

gists \'lere completely oblivious to the origins of criminal laN's 
11 

in social and econoD1ic conflicts. For example, Sutherland 

(Cohen, LindesP1i th, and Schuessler, 1956) sketched out t:he 

beninnincrs of a 'I social conflict II perspective on the la'\lJ about 

forty years ago \-1hen he observed that ~ 

[Crime] is fl. par't of a process of conflict of 
",hich laT., and punishMent are other parts. This pro
cess begins in the cOT'1I'.1unity before the law is enacted, 
and continues in the community and in the behavior of 
particulRr offenders after punishment is inflicted. 
This process seerlS to go somewhat as follmtVs: A cer
tain group of people feel that one of their values-
life, property, beauty of land~cape, theological doc
trine--is endangered by the behavior of others. If 
the group is politically influe:1tial, the value im
por'tant p and the danger serious, the members of the 
group secure the enactment of a law and thus t'lin the 
cooperation of the State in the effort to protect their 
value 0 The law' is a device of one party in conflict 
\\ri th another party, at least in Modern times. Those 
in the other qroup do not appreciate so highly this ".' 
value \vhich the Im,'7 i.-1aS designed to protect and do 
the thing 'Which before vJaS not a crime, but 'lfJhich has 
been made a crine by the cooreration of the State. 
This is a continuation of the conflict \'\Thich the la'lfl 
'\,vas desiqneo to eliminate, but the conflict has be-
come larger in one respect v in that the state is no't'T 
invo1.vcc.. Punishment. is ano·ther step in the same 
conflict. This, also, is a {:j.evice used by the first 
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group through the agency of the State in the conflict 
with the second qroup. This conflict has been de
scribed in terms of groups for the reason that almost 
all criMes 00 involve either the active participation 
of more than one person or the passive or active sup
port, so that the particular individual who is before 
the court may be regarded as merely a representative 
of the group. (PP. 103-104) 

Another relatively early statement of social conflict 

vie~",s re9arcHng the criminal la\17 anCl its implementation can 

be found in the 'Nritings of VoId (1958). The radical rejoin-

c1er to this observRtion vlould be that Sutherland, VoId, and 

other liberal criminologists have been overly equivocal and 

fuzzy in delineating the nature of power in societies domina-

ted by monopoly capitalism. Liberals opt for a diffuse, plu-

ralistic model of countervailing influence and pO'lrler balances 

while raf.licals maintain that, in the real vlOrld I a small group 

of persons holds a :rnonopoly on effective pO\il]er and influence. 

Many critics would concede that radical theorists are 

partially correct in that ~ la'l:vbreaking appears to represent 

violations o:f. laJoV's that are protective of the interests of 

()vero.o<'!s. At the saMe time, some l;vould argue, first, that mor€:, 

research is in order re~farding the social sources of various 

crininal lavIs. AQc1i tionally, some critics \II]ould contend that 

the radical position has been overextended, that there are 

some cril'l.i.nul statutes, including homicide and rape laws, that 

are supported by qer!;5':cal societal consensus and that do not 

grovl out of interest group processes or represent the exercise 

12 of opnressive 1')O'Ner. 
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A relateo ar0ument, raised by some critics, is that radi-.. cal theorists are off the mark in implying ti1at criminal law's 

qrow up as the codification of the interests of socially poW'er-

ful groups only in corporate capitali.st societies. Instead, 

so the counter argument goes, social conflict among classes 

may be characteristic of all complex industrialist societies 

'VIi th Im'lS arising out of this conflict in all of them (Rock I 

1973). Accordingly, many would question QuinneyVs (1974) as-

sertion that "only with the building of a socialist society 

1;."ill there be a 'VJOrl('1 \vithout the need for crime control" (p. 

• 1(,). No existing socialist society can be found that is devoid 

f " 1 1 d" l' t' h' 13 o. cr~m~na avlS an Cr1f;1.~na JUS ~ce mac ~nery. 

}'Jone of the problems of radical theory enumerateo so far 

• can be considered to be fatal flaws. rIml7ever p there is anoth-

er, larger difficulty tvi th the radical perspective which re-

lates to a COI"u:non charge by radical theorists that liberal 

• analysis is beclouded by IInysJcification" and that the radical 

task is to demystify our un(~erstanoing of crime. For example, 

()uinney (197!1) claims that 'It11e role of social theory in capi-

• talist society is to legitimize existing authority, thereby se-

curine; the dor1incmt social and economic arrangements. such 

knor'lledqe is actually an idealogy for the existing order; and 

• those who engaqe in this kind of knm'lledge are the ideologues 

and ser',ants of the ruling class" (p. 22). The radical goal 

is to strip aTJJay the false CI.ccounts of the nature of the social 

• worlc..1 as presented in liberal criminology, that is, to demystifj; 

• 
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criminality. But in truth, much existing radical work also 

contains large amounts of mystification and reification of so-

cial processes and structures. 11any of the radical, conspir-

atorial accounts of exploitive, monolithic power structurcs of 

corporate capi talisP1 surely are deficient in specifics. r!uch 

of the COP'lMentary of radicals regardinq racism, sexism, exploi·-

tation, repression, and the like is short on dc"tails, such tha·t: 

radical theorizing often fails to direct attention to concrete 

manifestation of these phenomena and to indicate ,;"i th some 0';:-

qree of precision ho\'7 these factors operate to cause la'iJbreak-

. 14 lng. 
'. 

Consic'ler a sampling of claiP1E; in nuinney v s most rccent 

and most radical hook (1974). In one place, speaking of LEAA-

sponsored research programs f he offers a, series of contentious 

and exaggerated. clil.i:r:s about Jehis work, concluding that II the 

ahove research can best be regarded as 'counter-insurgency re

search VH (n. ~1) .15 

f'1uinneyUs analysis revolves around arguTIents about :lthe 

rUling class" and its TIachinations that (l) produce criminal-

ity, and (2) have conjured up a monstrous criminal justice ap-

paratus to deal with those who threaten the interests of the 

rulincr class. At one point, he declares that lithe ruling class 

nulled off another of its schemes" (p. 75). The image here 

and in other places in his essay is of a small group of pmV'er-

ful corporation heads ,..,ho are in constant touch with each oth-

er I \;\1ho call each other on the telery21one, or who meet 
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surreptitiously to decide the destinies of the rest of us. 

For eXaI'1ple, in another place, he avers that lithe Omnibus Crime 

Control Bill that came out of this committee was an outright 

device to control the underc1ass" (p. 81). 

Although most of Quinney's conmentary offers up the pic-

ture of a small malevolent band of corporate overdogs making 

up nthe ruling class," at one point he tells us that this class 

"is composed of (1) TIembers of the upper economic class (those 

who m1Jl1 or control the means of production) and (2) -I:hose 'ilho 

benefit in some \"Jav froIT. Jehe present capitalist economic sys-

tem" (p. 55, emphasis adt'lec1). t'!hatever else might be said a-

bout this concept of the ruling classy it surely is an elastic 

one, shrinking at times to include only a handful of corporate 

officials '>11'1ile strei:ching at other times to take in most of 

us! 

There are nu~erous other gross contentions of this kind 

in Quinney's book, but there is no point to be served by enum-
16 

eratin<), more of them. Instead, let us emphasize that the 

main conclusion to be drawn from these and other radical writ-

ings is that :.'::'adica1 criMinological thought is still in infan-

cy, or to use the more elegant jarqon of sociology, in the 

IIpre-parao,ignatic stage. tI Ques-tions of the sort, "How valid 

is radical criminoloqica1 thought?" are unans\'lerable at pre-

sent because there is not yet in existence any ,\ve11-'\'I]orked-out, 

comprehensive, rigorously stated radical theory of criminality 

and responses to crime Hhich can be subjected to eMpirical test. 
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t'1hat is available is a loose collection of themes nnd argu-

ments y standin9 in contrast to "the conventional wisdom" of 

contemporary liberal-cynical criminology,17 If radical theor

ists are to have any lasting impact upon the 'Norld of ideas f 

they are going to be compelled to devote .a good deal of hard 

work to explicating their perspective. 18 Criminal justice can 

ill-afford to tolerate mystification of the real world, wheth-

er by liberal scholars or hy radical spokesmen. 

Pe need to ad:nmvle(1ge the signal contribution of radical 

theorists to criminological thought, to wit, their insistence 

that v]e recognize that crime and responses to it are no less 

a "natural ll O'l::.tcome of the political-economic organization of 

society than are various kinds of socially applauded activities 

The thrust of this operating assumption is that \ille need to 

probe deeper into the social reality of crime (Quinney, 1970) 

and into I! criminogenic II features of society than has been done 

in such theorizin~ as the Sutherland and Cressey (1974) notions 

about 0ifferential social organization or other liberal per-

s),)ecti ves on the sod.al orc1.er. 

The major flal." in the radical theorizing produced to date 

is that, oncn having enunciated this working principle, radical 

theoris ts have usually turned m'lay from detailed description 

ann structural analysis of lawmaking processes, the ordering 

and exercise of social power, crime-producing processes, and 

kindred matters. ~oo often radical theorizing has degenerated 

into ndevil theories" centered upon allegations about the 
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ruling class', devoid of I"!'L1ch indication of how this rUling 

class actually goes about the business of ruling. Then too, 

radicals have offered us much hyperbole about racism, sexism, 

oppression, and r~pressionQ but relatively little in the way 

of detailed explication of the social indicators of the phe·A 

19 
nomena to ~!lhich these labels apply. That kind of analysis 

will not do. t'Je need T'mch more than bombastic rhetoric and 

shallmv intellectual analysis if we are to understand crime in 

d 
. 20 

mo ern soclet:y 0 

CRniE T:P":~i'JDS AND CRDlINOLOGICAL THEORY 

It should be aD:?arent by now ,that, although Ive have no 

patience \~i th most current versions of "cri tica1 11 or "radical" 

criminolocry, we 0.0 thi.nk that some of the themes that find ex-

pression there need to be taken seriously. In particular, we 

suspect that the apocalyptic vision of the future implied in 

much of that 1'lOrk rrtay be borne out unless massive efforts are 

Plac1e in the direction of social reform. In some respects, we 

have the choice bet'veen b:JO kinds of 19 income redistribution" ~ 

one in ,V'hich or(lerly p governtTlenta11y induced changes are made 

in income policies, taxation, employment, and other economic 

relationships f and the other in t"lhich individuals effect in-' 

cOl;te redistribu'tion through robbery and the like. 

TIe do not have space to develop this 'thesis here. But in 

passinqv let us note that Hancock and Gibbons (1975) are cur-

rently engaged in forming up some forecasts about the future 
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of crime in American society, drawing upon the social-economic 

analyses of Anderson (1974), Baran and S\-Teezy (1966), Willhelm 

(1970) g and others. Their vlOrk attempts to anticipate some of 

the likely effects in the area of conventional lawbreaking of 

major alterations nON taking place in the internal and exter-

nal economic patterns of the United States. Their discussion 

is also concerned t\1i th I1poli tical" or social movement forms of 

crime that may arise ou·t of the growing discontent felt by 

those upon 'whom the adverse econoMi.c changes fall most heavily. 

Hancock an 0. '1ibbons v theorizing revolves around the struc-

tural st.rains in corporate capi talisI11. They borrm'll frJm Gor-

don's (1971) views regarding conventional crime as growing out 

of econoMic precariousness engendered by the economic system. 

They contend that economic precariousness will very probably 

sp~ead in the next few years with the' result that predatory 

crime "(vill increase. The exacerbation of economic difficul-

ties is related, in turn, ·t.o the changing international situa-

tion and its ir".pact upon the domestic economic scene (Magdoff p 

1969, SNeezy and Hagdoff, 1972). It appears that we may be 

Moving toward a Ilno-grm'Jth" society wi·t.h declining living 

standards for the majority of citi:::ens in part because of ma-

jor economic changes nm.·r going on in the Biddle East, Latin 

America, and else'tqhere in the IlThird T~Jorld. n If so, groups 

for "tvhom economic \'Jell-being has always been problematic will 

discover social and economic gains increasingly difficult to 

come by. On t.his point, there is little evidence that American 
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Blacks have become more affluent in recent decades or that ma-

jor ghetto disturbances have abated hecause of any solution to 

basic economic dilemmas (f.Jillhelm, 1970). 

Parallel vievlS to those of Hancock and Gibbons have re-

cen'ely been offered by journalist Tom T:Jicker (1975), \\Tho tells 

" us that~ 

It seems self-evident that these patterns of 
unemployment are bound to have a stimulating effect 
on crime--particularly street crime (although it is 
not so clear that unemployment sir.lilarly affects mur
der and rape). ~lot only is stn~et crime cO:rnr.1i tted 
in most cases for Gconor'1ic gain fit also seems rea
sonable to suppose that much of it stems also from 
the anger and frustration and alienation of those 
essentially rejected by a highly technological so
ciety--the enj oyable fruits of \'lhich, for the afflu
ent many, are ~lainly visible to the poor and embit-
tered £e\ll. • • • . 

In atteMPted refutation of these vieNsf it is 
sometines asked why crime did not rise so spectac
ularly during the Great Depression as it has recent
ly. One reason could be that the economic disaster 
of the 1930 IS I'Jas more general p and the current con
trast bet'i,'leen 'Vlidespread affluence and abject pover
ty ~"las not so apparent. Another surely is that un
skilled blacks had not then, to the degree that they 
have since, migrated from the South into the urban 
ghettos of the North and \'Jest. 

Is it not possible, in fact, that t~e swift 
and frightening increase in the crime rate in Amer
ica in recent decades is due not least to the con
current development of something like a permanent 
underclass, not so much exploited as left behind-
an economic substratum unable to rise by unskilled 
labor that is no longer. in demand, unable to com
pete in a highly organized technological society, 
heavily darn.aged by being--in the cities--predomi
natcly black. in a white environment, and profoundly 
embi ttered by the evic3.ence all around of i ts hope~ 
less disadvantage? 
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So much for qarden variety crime4 Hancock. and Gibbons 

also advance the thesis that American society is likely to 

t'1i tness a In.arked increase in fOrr1s of violent r expressive "pO

litical" crime, taking the form of bombings and related a.cts 

in years to come, as groups of disqruntled citizens vent their 

anger in collective acts of violence directed at an economic 

and social system perceived as unjust. They take note of a 

series of violent incidents in recent years l:1hich they view as 

harbingers of i:he future. 21 

If these prognostications are on the mark r ,they surely 

sugqest that correctional efforts and crime control measures 

tvill have to go 'well beyond the relatively feeble efforts that 

have been made to date if 'I.'7e are to Plake a significant dent in 

American crine. ~'.uch Teare attention i'7i11 need to he focused 

upon engineered or planned societal change and less upon tin

kering ''1i th ap1?rehended lawbreakers. 

Several disclaimers are in order at this pain'!:. First, 

't"le have sketched out the Han.cock and Gibbons q line of conjec

ture with a fe,J hold strokes so that there are many details 

missing frorn this cOPI'tcntary 0 Second and more important, we 

recognize that this theorizing about social change and respon

ses to criminaliJcy is both speculative and controYersial. 

There are S01"le crir.1inologists who exhibit more sanguine vie\<Ts 

of the social·-struc'cural sources of criminality, who place less 

stress upon social and econor'lic conflict and more upon a plu

rali.3tic model of society, and who, accordingly, would hold 
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that crime reduction can be brought about by less drastic mea

sures than inplied in our commentary here. In short, many 

contemporary criminologists cling ·to a more optimistic brand 

of theorizing than found in our exposition. 

Let us also hasten to point out that vle are not attemp

ting to pose some forced choice bet\'reen all-out, social

economic reconstruction versus minor tinkering vli th the status 

quo. Although we hold ·that marked reductions in criminality 

will requixe eguC!.lly striking efforts at planned social change, 

'10 also TlQuld contend that it is possible to bring about less 

dramatic but significant changes in crime patterns through rel

atively circUMscribed programs of criminal justice innovation. 

For exap.\ple, we suspect. that a federal program now being in

augurated, ~Galingwith diversion of youthful offenders from 

the juvenile justice. system, "rill have some positive conse

quences in the way of reducing the number of youthful offenders 

ltlho move into criminal careers. In the same way y we t"JOuld ar

gue that it is possible to achieve some positive payoff from 

other state and federal efforts to reduce crime. But \I]hatever 

the level at w·hich crime reduction programs are pitched(, one 

thing is clear--namelYr that these efforts are likely to suc

ceed only if they are informed by the best available social 

theory. 
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CONCLUSIons 

T:'.Je beqan this essay by asserting that the core of crimi

nal justice education ought to be theoretical ~lisdom rather 

than technical skills of one kind or aI?-other. The body of 

this paper has been concerned \'li th pointing up the complexities 

of s08ia1-structural analyses of crime found in conterrporary 

crimino10qica1 perspecti\;res. Each of the theoretical view

points on lawbreaking has analogs in the form of crime control 

proposals ~ old-tirile liberal criminologists 'ltlou1d opt for tin

kering 'ltIi th offenders ~ liberal-cynical thinke't"s project a more 

pessimistic set of proposals but also call for efforts at de

criminalization, diversion p community treatment, and the like; 

radical theorists are led by their theories to call for so

cialist revolution. 

It is by no m':!ans clear at. this point 't'l7hat blends or corrt

bination of these vim'JPoints vJill eMerge in the future as the 

guic.e to crime control proposals and endeavors. But if this 

paper has accomplishec1. anythinq , it "JOuld be to make it clear 

that the educaten criminal justice planner, ao~inistrator, or 

researcher must certainly have a solid grasp of these differ

ing vim.rs of the world of crime and responses to it. 

... __ ._-----------
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nO~ES 

lwe prefer not to issue a call for a new "paradigm" in 
criminology. The notion of paradigm is discussed at length in 
Kuhn (1970). Recent applications of the term threaten to de
nude it of meaning, much in the same way that "theories of the 
middle range" and other terms have been rendered almost mean
ingless through loose and varied usage. Also, there is seri
ous ques'cion about the extent to which Kuhn is claims about 
"normal science," "anomalies, II "paradigms," and the like can 
be applied to sociology (Lebowitz, 1971). 

2For a more detailed commentary on the 't\forks of these 
early figures t with particular emphasis upon Parmelee's writ
ings and career, see Gibbons (lq7 t1 ). One point that is reveal
ed in an examination of Parmelee's writings is that the pre~ 
cise degree of conservative-liberal-radical mix is sometimes 
hard to establish. TIhile "radical ll is not quite the word one 
miqht use to describe his life, he was certainly something of 
an eccentric rebel. r-1e can find a number of signs of concern 
with the criminalization process, i. e., the making of la\lJs and 
tagging of persons as criminals 1 in his vlri tings. It, is also 
the case that ParMelee's 1!:'18 text contains some faintly racli
cal arguments about 'ehe social conflict origins of laws as 
'ItJell. 

30n this point; see Jeffery (1956) t VoId (1958), Turk 
(1969), and Quinney (1970). 

4Donald R. Cressey made a number of important substantive 
changes and revisions in the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th edi
tions of this book which he prepared follotlTing Sutherland I s 
(leath. 

5Among other things, Sykes claims that liberals, both of 
the sociological kind and of other varieties too, tend to min
imize the seriousnes.3 of the "criltle wave" ~:lhich is now alleged 
to be engulfing the United States. Those of a liberal per
suasion tend to argue that "crime in the streets ll is a slogan 
or code "'lOrd for bigotry, that the alleged crime rate is main
ly an artifact of innroved reporting procedures, and the po
lice are lar.vless. However, Sykes agrees with those who main
tain that Much of the crime ,,,ave is real ,and that it demands 
viqorous crime control measures. He then goes on to claim 
that the face of crime is changinq in America, calling for new 
responses to it. 
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60ther variants of liberal-cynical thought can be identi
fied. As one case-in-point, Gibbons (1971, 1972) has argued 
that situational elements in crime causation need to be given 
more emphasis, along with more attention to various kinds of 
relatively mundane ilfolk crime ll in modern societies. This 
shift in orientation would reduce t.he emphasis now given to 
motivational factors thought to distinguish offenders from the 
rest of us and is consistent with the perspectives of the "la
beling" school of deviancE:.' analysis which argues that deviant 
behavior of various kinds arises out of value-pluralism in con
temporary society, that initial acts of noncon'formi ty represent 
cases of "risk-taking" behavior, and that societal responses 
to the deviant play a major role in determining the subsequent 
course pursued by hi.1"1. 

In a somewhat similar vein, Sykes (1972, pp. 411-15) ar
gues that ne"" forms of criminality are coming to light in the 
United States and that some fundamental changes in American 
lawhrt=aking are 11m.; occurring. First 1 Sykes alleges that 
crime an~ delinquency are beginning to emerge as a species of 
sport or play in ~\Thich some of these activities, such as auto
mobile theft-joyriding, vandalism, and students defrauding the 
telephone company by means of elaborate electronic gimmicks, 
are engaged in for hedonistic rather than instrumental ends. 
A second and more ominous form of lawbreaking consists of var
ious kinds of "political crime,1I including assassinations, de
struction of draft records, Clynamitincr of transmission towers, 
anc3. so forth. A third form of "new lawbreaking" revolves 
around alienation from societal values; IIbreaking the law be
comes an imnortant syMbolic gesture, not simply a rationally 
selected means or act: of retaliation directE'1 against a spe
cific person, hut a deliberate affront to society as a whole" 
(p. 414,). A fourth form of "ne\rV crimell centers about the vio-
lation of laws 't'lhich most people do not regard as having moral 
force, e.g., premarital sexual beh~vior which is illegal but 
about t'lhich the person feels no sense of right or wrong, so 
that the decision to engage in it becomes a ~ragmatic one, 
that is, the risk of getting caught is the main contingency in 
the decision. 

7A generous share of the literature on correctional pro
jects and experiments is revie\li1ed by Gibbons (1973, pp. 501-
43). The various surveys of correctional treatment programs 
and experiments are reviewed by Adams (1975, pp. 7-11). 

contemporary criminologists t.enc1 to agree ( first, that 
\l1e ought to strive to reduce criminality by expunging many 
statutes, ther.eby "decriminalizing" the prohibited behavior. 
See, for example, Packer (1968) and Schur (1965). Second, 
most "V'Ould agree that Youth Services Bureaus and othel:' devices 
shouid be developed in order to divert offenders o,way from the 
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regular correctional apparatus. Then ".:00, there is grm~ing 
consensus that prison populations should be reduced drastical
ly I sentences should be shortened, and more concern fo:t due 
process and the rights of offenders ought to be str~ssed. Fi
nally, many criminologists would be loath to suggest that the 
"crime problem" is going to be drastically altered by any of 
the correctional and preventive efforts now under way. 

8In our view, it may be too early to write off as clearly 
inadequate the rehabilitative efforts directed at individual 
offenders. Ne 'would agree that "people-changing" efforts 
based on clinical models of offenders have been shown to be in
effectual, but that does not mean that new and innovative ef
forts would also be doomed to failure. What the experimental 
studies and other research investiga't:ions of treatment so far 
tend to show is that psychogenic forms of intervention do not 
work~ and that short-term rehabilitative ventures are not suf
ficient to coun·teract the negative experiences encountered by 
offenders during the parole or other posttreatment period. 
Also 3 the evidence tends to indicate that it is difficult, if 
not impossible v to convert custodial institutions of one kind 
or another into therapeutic conununi ties. Someone \l1i th an op
timistic turn of mind might ~lell argue that correctional ef~' 
forts directed at opening up opportunities for offenders to 
become engaged in meaningful and challenging social roles 
rrtight have more positive consequences. Perhaps programs that 
create a "stake in conformity" on the part of lawbreakers would 
be considerably more effective than those feeble ventures that 
to date have been tried. The case of John Irwin, an ex-armed 
robher turned prominent criMinologist, comes to mind here. 
The likelihood that he will return to crime appears quite 
slight v and certainly' less than had his postprison occupational 
opportunities been restricted to car wash employee or unskill
ed lahorer. Some suppczt for this argument can be found in 
Glaser's (196~) inquiry into the federal prison system. Also, 
for an inSightful discussion of the problems encountered by 
parolees, many of whom appear to be motivated to become disen
qaged frorrt criminality but who nonetheless become parole fail
ures, see In'l7in (1970). 

9parentheticallY, it is worth noting that such utterances 
were usually dismissed by liberals as the ravings of members 
of the lunatic fringe a fe~l years ago. with the recent dis
closures produced by the Rockefeller cow.mission and congres
sional inves,tigators lit has now become apparent that these 
claims accurately described a bizarre reality. 

lOFor examples of Hearly" Quinney, see Quinney (1963, 1964, 
lQ65, 1967). His "conflict"-oriented ~lorks include Quinney 
(1969, 1970). His most detailed radical statement is Critique 
of Leqa1 Order (1974). 
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IlPor example, Parmelee had a few brief observations to 
make about the social conflict origins of laws. See Gibbons 
(197'1) • 

12However, for a contrary and compelling analysis of the 
sexist and discriminatory nature of rape laws in American 
society, see LeGrand (1973). 

13Still another deficiency of radical theorizing, in the 
eyes of many critics, is its tendency to romanticize the be
havior of qarden-variety offenders and to gloss over the real 
?ains caused for oi.:hers by these la~{vbreakers. This is the 
sort of thing that is involved when members of the "Hell's 
Angels ll are viewed as "noble ruffians" or when the rapist ac
tivities of. Eldridge Cleaver are glossed over by some. Al
though rape may be a form of symbolic revenge conducted by 
persons who feel the sting of racial discrimination, the fact 
remains thai: innocent persons are victimized by rapists. Some 
convoluted logic is required in order to transform the rape 
victim into an appropriate target for someone who ~lishes to 
make a symbolic gesture against repression. Rape is rape, 
vlhatever the motives of the rapist. Those ~\1ho are \\1il11ng to 
slur over the pains to the victims caused by "symbolic" rapes 
are engaged in a version of the sexism which they often rail 
against. 

l4we "lOuld also point out that radical arguments are fre
quently quite ambiguous as far as commentaries on repression 
and the like are concerned. These terms are sometimes used to 
direct attention to specific acts of violation of citizens' 
rights by the police or kindred phenomena while, on other oc
casions, radical theorists speak elliptically of repression or 
oppression when they have in mind such things as enforcement 
of laws against lower-class offenders. To radicals, the lat
ter cases qualify as instances of oppression in that the laws 
being violated by garden-variety offenders are seen as favor
inq the interests of overdogs in our society. Although radi
cals are free to employ language in these discordant w~ys, 
their practices do not make for clarity of exposition or for 
unambiguous theorizinq. 

l5 In our exa~ination of the report on LEAA-sponsored re
search from which Quinney derives this generalization, "7e 
found it almost impossible to identify a single thread, focus, 
or thrust by which these studies could be adequately charac
terized (U. S. Department of Justice, 1975). In another place, 
Quinney (1974) asserts that "In the name" of I criminal justice,' 
the national government is providing a comprehensive, coordi
nated system of repression ll (po 109). Left unanswered in 
this and other statements is the question of whether such aims 
or functions of LEA..~ programs c3xe to be viewed as resulting 
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from intentional or deliberate decisions of the ruling class, 
although Quinney's commentary "muld certainly seem to imply as 
much. Others of a less radical persuasion might '(.....,ell argue 
that the repressive goals of qovernmental programs are consid
erably less clear and also that they did Hot arise out of de
liberate, conspiratorial machinations by a ruling class. 

The massive federal bureaucratic structure of LEAA does 
not lend itself easily to facile descriptions that identify it 
as having some sing1e-mindec1 purpose. Nhatever else LEAA 
might be, it is a multiheaded organization, pursuing a variety 
of not-entirely coorc1.inated goals and fulfilling various "func
tionsr"·some latent and some manifest. Our impression of LEAA 
and its officials, drawn out of a fairly rich variety of ex
periences "",i th this aqency and its administrators, is that 
those who run this organization are often better d(~scribed as 
some'llJ'hat perplexed and bewildered liberals and bur(~aucrats, 
overtV"helmed by the complexity of their tasks. 

It does not take much skill to divine another major ac
cOl'1plishwent of T..IEl1,,-i:\.-funded programs and other crime control 
activities, additional to controlling crime. These people
processing and pGople-changing endeavors function as a modern
r1.ay WPA for l'1id('Ue-class, college-educated persons who might 
other'wise be unemployed. Durkheim, Coser, and others may be 
wide of the mark in their claims about positive contributions 
crime makes to the affirmation of social solidarity, but it 
seems obvious enough that crime is functional in that it has 
resulted in a public service industry in which hordes of per
sons are currently bein0 employed. \~ere there no criminals 
to process, manage, treaty and study, perhaps another group 
would have to be found to serve as the ra\'l material for this 
social machinery. For SOMe data bearing on this point, see 
U. S. Department of Justice (1975). That report indicates 
that NILE spent $32,64.2,401 on projects in 1974, of which 
$4,877,,023 \'lent to universities and $16,016,421 to private 
firMS. Similarly, the total LEAA budget has grown from 
$63,000,000 in 1~69 to $880,000,000 in 1975. 

Sykes (1974. po. 211-213) has also commented upon the 
tenc'1ency of radical theorists to discover "latent functions" 
of criminal justice oraanizations Emd to convert them, by ver
ba.l sleight-of-hand, to manifest ones. For example , some rad
icals have rioted the increasing proportions of Blacks being 
imprisoned in recent years and have! leaped to the conclusion 
that prisons are being used deliberately by the ruling class 
to i"arehouse Blacks and defuse whatever revolutionary poten
tial they miqht exhibit. 
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l6For example; at another point Qu.inney (1974) argues 
that "The rates of crime in any state are an indication of the 
extent to ~lhich the ruling class, through its machinery of 
criminal la\ll, must coerce the rest of the population, thereby 
preventing any threats to its ability to rule and possess" 
(p. 52). One might well ask whether crime rates are an index 
of anything else as Hell. Surely many vvould contend that 
0uinnev's account of the nature of crime rates is, at best, 
incomplete. 

In another place t,o,re find Quinney (1974) contending that 
"Criminal law is not the only tool usea by the ruling class 
to preserve domestic order. Any kind of perceived attack on 
domestic stability that may threaten the existing distribution 
of economic power in the country is subject to manipulation by 
the ruling class .•. 0 The 1960 ' s furnished the ruling class 
with the challenge and opportunity to preserve domestic order. 
Its response vias to invoke the authority of national commis
sions" (p. 68). 

0uinney's "proof" of these kinds of claims comes dOtV'n to 
listing the persons who served on the presidential crime com
rrtissioTl, the violence commission, and other commissions. But 
it is not enough to shm'l only that these individuals are fair
ly siMilar types, being drawn from the ranks of the better ed
ucated, wealthy, successful corporation leaders, political 
ficrures, and educators. T"1hat is lackinq in this kind of dis
cussion is any concrete indication of the ways in which these 
persons concreal into a 11 ruling class" and the ways in "'1hich 
this ruling class qoes about "manipulating tools, II "hatching 
schemes," and doing the other sorts of acts of oppression 
claimed by Quinney. In short, Quinney's "model ll of the pO'Vler 
relationships in AMerican societv ana of the exercise of so
cial and economic povler appears to be Markedly oversimplified 
and sketchy in the extreme. On this point, see Sykes (1974, 
pp. 212-213). 

17The inchoate character of radical criminology is also 
revealed in the recent, influential book by Taylor, 'VIlal ton, 
and Young (1973). That book provoked a large number of crit
ical reviews, including Currie (1974), Jensen (1974), and Turk 
(1C)74). ~'!ost r\~vie\\lers have found a great many points with 
v.rhich -to agree or Clisagree in the Taylor, vJalton, and Young 
book. Their treatment of biolbgical theories, Harxist thought, 
ethnomethodolo0,Yv etc., has all received a great deal of com
ment. HmrJcver I the most important single thing to be said 
about this book, in our estimation, is that it has preciously 
little tl new criminology" in it. The authors expend most of 
their efforts on criticism of the "old criminology," i.e., 
liberal-cynical and earlier perspectives. They devote fewer 
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than 10 pages out of 300 to the barest of outlines of a new 
criminology. On this point( see Quinney (1973) fRock (1973), 
Platt (1973), and Shen-nan (1975) 0 Hock's (1973, p. 594) de
scription of the "new criminology" as it is presented in the 
Taylor, t'lalton, and Young book holds that it is in utero, 
rather than in infancy. 

l8~1any radical theorists claim intellectual kinship with. 
Uf.arx and assert that theirs is a F1arxist criminology. At the 
same time, Hirst (1972), r-rugford (1974), and others have point
ed out that there is no theory of crime or deviance to be found 
in the writings of r1arx. The appropriate response to that 
point is, of course, that contemporary scholars ought not re
strict themselves to Dead l\~arxism, insisting upon r4arxist fund
amentalism and allegiance solely to Marx's original writings 
on socioeconomic theory (Rock, 1974a~ Anderson, 1974, p. 3). 

There is much merit to "the argurrtent that a r4arxism tailor
ed to the world of the last quarter of the t~'Jentieth century 
is needed. A fullblown radical or lI.1arxist theory of criminal
i ty ought to dra~~1 sustenance from the theoretical cornerstone 
of ~larxism: "that the ",ay people relate to one another and 
organize the productive forces of society gives shape to other 
social, cultural, and political institutions" (Anderson, 1974, 
P. 3). 'I'hat kind of. endeavor \I/ould involve examination of how 
the organization of the economic order shapes the processes of 
laNmaking, the identification of "criminals," and the strate
gies of social control. That brand of theorizing would also 
tell us more than \'!e currently knO\\7 about how alienating ele
ments of econorlic organizations get "inside the heads," so to 
speak, of individuals and lead to various outcomes, but par
ticularly to IIcriminal" patterns. 

It should be apparent from our remarks that when we speak 
positively about r,1arxist analysis of criminality, we mean to 
nra~" a.ttention to an important and complex intellectual t.ra
eli tion and pai:tern of theorizing ahout economic structure and 
the social order. Unfortunately r r'1arxism is also associated 
\'1i th a variety of ideological quarrels, political arguments, 
and Hcold "Hartl phenomena. All of this is separate from the 
Harxisf'l about uhich ~"le speak. 

19Rock (197I!.b) has made this SaMe point about the con
spiratorial theories of la-Nmaking nON contained in much radi
cal theorizing~ "Although there are exceptions, it is diffi
cult to discover in the l'lritings on deviancy a description of 
legislation and rule-P1.aking which embodies more than anthro
pomorphic conspi~"acy theory. There is little conception of 
history. I f the social contract \>lere not imposed today, it was 
certainly imposed in the recent past. The contract conceived 
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by the deviancy theorists contains a pristine set of vested in
terests which have not lost their immediate connections with 
a dominating elite. The perspective offers no vision of law 
as a complex and variegated rule-system \'Jhose origins are fre·· 
quently as mysterious to elites as to governed. It offers no 
vision of a legal system as a series of constraints upon law
giver and ruled alike. It does not refer to legitimacy and 
authority other than in the context of manipulation and mysti
fication. It does not provide for the elaborate patterns of 
accommodation that characterize many situations of social con
trol" (p. l t1 4). 

20A modest beginning on this activity is contained in a 
paper by Spitzer (1975). 

There is another glaring omission in radical theorizing 
vlhich we do not have time to consider in this essay. Radical 
criminologists are mute on the question of strategies for 
bringing about social and economic revolution so that, although 
they suggest that crime can only be eradicated through revolu
tionary action, they tell us little about hO'ltl that outcome is 
to be achieved. ~'loreover, radical theorists have little or 
nothinq to say about the nature of the new social structure 
that they would bring about by social revolution, except to 
hint that it ,,17ould be some utopian form of socialism that would 
be almost entirely free of lawbreaking. This fuzzy version of 
the socialist future is projected in Quinney (1972). By con
trast, we suspect that crime '\tJill persist in all complex, mo
dern societies, although absolute levels of lawbreaking would 
be reduced through certain chanqes in economic relationships. 
If our vie~'!s are on taraet, they indicate the need for contin
ued, detailed attention to development of strategies for crime 
prevention, reduction, and control. Radical writings are de
void of any helpful advice on these matters, so that this is a 
perspecti ve ,,71 i:hout identifiable social utility. 

21These cases ~Ilould include the bombing of California 
Attorney General Younger I s office on Jl1ay 31, 1974, apparently 
by tJeathermen. Then too, there is the June 13, 1974, bombing 
of Gulf Oil headquarters in Pittsburgh; the attempted takeover 
of a .~10ntgomery, AlabaMa, radio station by Black militants on 
October 12, 1974; and the explosion of a large bomb on the 19th 
floor of the Union Bank Building in San Francisco on December 
20, 1974. In this latter case, a telephone caller who billed 
hers .. ~lf ;:'IS a member of the New Norld Liberation Front alerted 
the police to the bomb, but they were unsuccessful in. locating 
it before it went off, causing extensive damage. On February 
7 v 1975 r a bomb exploded in a San Francisco television station, 
following a telephone call from a member of the "New World Lib
eration Front." In ~1arch and April of 1975, persons claiming 
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to be members of the "Red Guerilla Fal~i ly" were responsible for 
bombing of an FBI building in Berkeley and the Standard Oil 
offices in San Francisco. These episodes were among the two 
dozen terrorist bombings in San Francisco since 1973. Else
where, a bomb exploded at the federal court house in Denver 
on August 8 r 1975. That bomb ~tJas preceded by 6 others in 1975 
and by 51 bombings in 1974, including 18 involving explosives 
vli th the rest being fireboIT1bs. 

." 
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GRADUATE RESEARCH AND EDUCl\TION IN FORENSIC SCIENCE 

By 
I..Tarnes vJ. Parker 

H1TROJ)UC'I'IOfJ 

Nhen the T"lrinciples of science ,·.7ere first applied in fur--

therance of t.he purpose of the lat'l, forensic science was born 0 

The precise date of the fixst forensic science Ilcase" may nev-

er be knoun, but in the 1700's chemistry vlaS being developed 

as a scientific discipline and it is indeed reported that 

Lavoisier's classic experir.lents ~'1i th oxygen provided the ex-

plunation for death hy asphy}da (Thomas, 1974). 

The current state of forensic science and its research 

and educational corrtponents should never be assessed or evalu-

ate8 without resortin~ first to a careful study of the histor-

ical 0.eveloprnent of t'1is T'1U1tidiscipline. While there are a 

number of texts and nerioclica1 reviel'ls outlining the grm'lth of 

forensic science, 'rhorwa10.'s Crime and 8ci~ (1966) is par

ticularly enlighteninq. This author has emphasized major Eur-

opean and American contributions in forensic science, and 
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perhaps of equal irn:portance, he has portrayed the violence and 

public outrage ~vhich hac preceded or atten<'l.ed the establish-

ment of lahoratories of forensic science. Curry (1972), \'JaIls 

(l97 L1 ), Thomas (1971!), cmd Haehly (1974) provide a fUrther re-

vie\\] of highlights and recent developmen"ts in this area. The 

present status is treated in exemplary fashion by English 

(1970) and Davies (1975). Historical facets and their relation·· 

ships to education have been examined by Turner (1975). 

Ji'ORmJSIC scrBHCE ~ FUNCTION AND DEFINITION 

America 1 s first crime laboratory was established in Chica-

qo in 1929 after the notorious Valentine's Day 1'1assacre (I<on-

dis ( 1974) and ~'las soon follo~:7ed by that of the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation in 1932. As criMe continued to increase, so 

did the number an~ size of scientific laboratories (Levitt, 

1972) 0 A reasonable current estimate would place the number 

of laboratories at ?\.ore than bvo hum1red. 

}\s lahoratories ,vere generally established pilrsuant to 

public pressure in response to grO'irJing criminal activi -ty, the 

maior purpose, historically: has been to provide law enforce-

Ment investiga"ci ve acrencies vIi th technoloqical skills and 

kno\olledcreo The scienti "fic units have been variously designa-

ted as a crime or police laboratory, or a laboratory of crim-

inalistics r ·forensic chemis'cry f science, or toxicology. Sim-

ilarly, there has been no u;:'liformity of position titles within 

the laboratories. The scientific investigator may be a chemist, 
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crirn.inalist, tmcicologist, forensic chemist or biologist, traCE: 

evidence analyst r or document, firearro.s v toolmark, or poly

graph eXaPliner. In addition to these titles 'Vlhich represent 

specialties and particular operative components (though not to 

one outside the cril'ninal justice system), there exist in foren

sic science more clearly defined disciplines, i.e., forensic 

pathology, forensic psychiatry, forensic anthropology, and fo

rensic odontology_ 

The commonly accepted role for ·the forensic scientist is 

the annlication of the principles of scientific analysis to 

the detection of crime. In this connection, the author has 

recently enumerated a few of the numerous felony and misde

meanor crimes in which major labo~atories are daily required 

to render assistance (Karger, Parker, Giessen, and Davies, 

1975). They include~ 

1. death--establishment of hOIl1icide p suicide, acciden

tal or natural death 

~. auto collisions--fatal and nonfatal hit-and-run 

cases 

3. assaults--aggravated, intent to kill or maim, sexual 

,1:. arson and e~~plosion 

5. fraud and deceit 

r;. hurqlary 

7. firearMs violations 

8. drug abuse cases 

9. poisoning ano. other toxicology. 
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Additionally v the laboratory may be required to maintain a 

capability of providing criMe scene examinations. The foren-

sic s,Z!ientist must also be prepal::-ed to present expert witness 

testimony in court, and indeed a sizahle portion of time may 

be snent in court appearances. 

Although the role of the forensic scientist is primarily 

rlefined in response to crime v it is to be observed that in re-

cent years ~ore responsibilities in other areas must be assumed. 

I refer to the More f.requent utilization of forensic science 

expert tvi tness testimony in civil litigation" Noteworthy here 

are prohlems of scientific analysis in environmental chemistry 

and water and air pollution monitoring completed pursuant to 

legislctt..i.Oll d!lU. [or agency regulations. Like~lJise, the results 

of scientific analysis frequently aid in the resolution of dis-

puted civil liability, i.e., in insurance and other tort claims 

From the above it is clear that the scope of forensic 

science is great, and the va~ying demands on the laboratory are 

wany. After examining these and other complexities confront-

inq forensic science such as variation in quality and capabi1-

itv of dLEferent laboratories, ~1aehly (1974) made the signifi-

cant observo.tion that these factors result in a ,negative feed-

back--a 10'i,1 level of recognition 'I.-Jhich does not tend to attract 

high-caliber individuals. Until recently the ill-defined fo- . 

rensic sciences were further hampered by a lack of interlab-

oratory communication. Renedies for the latter began to ap-

pear in 1948 with the formation of the American Academy of 
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Forensic Sciences, later, the Forensic Science Foundation, and 

just recently, the American Society of Cri~e Laboratory Direc

tors. 

OCCUPATIOllAL OBJECTIVES 

The priy.le occupational objectives ot modern forensic sci

entists are concerned with the capacity to conduct casework, 

research, traininql and teaching. h brief exploration of these 

facets \'7i1l be useful prior to a discussion of graduate re

search an~ education. 

CAS EQOPl< 

In the fra"'1ework of investigative and judicial inquiry, 

·the scientist is presented tremendous quantities of items of 

material and biological origin. It is hoped that his or her 

examination of the items and interpretation of the results in 

relation to a Sgecific incident will aid the criminal justice 

system hy proving th?t a crime has occurred I how a crime occur

red (reconstruction of crime scene events), and by associating 

or dissociating individuals and events. 

In the past fe~'l years, most laboratories have been inun

dated "l;vi th items submitted for examination in a broad range of 

investigations, narticularly in attempts at keeping pace with 

spiraling clruq abuse evidence. In addition to drug and re

lated chemical substances, forensic scientists routinely exam

ine and compare such items as hairs u natural and synthetic tex

tile fihers r chips of paint p glass, "l;l1hole and dried blood, 
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semen, saliva, perspiration, documents, firearms and tools and 

their markings (striations) I vaginal smears, garments of all 

descriptions f and to}cicological samples. 

The backlog of cases and limited time per case (analysis 

may have to be done before a suspectVs hearing is scheduled, 

or the material may decompose if not eXa!"lined quickly) mandate 

procedures 'vhich are accurate, reliable, and quickly' routin

i7.ed. Unless the case is major, as in a,mysterious homicide, 

the selections of items to be tested and the examinations to 

be utilized must be done quickly as other cases are pending. 

Thus, there is little time for research r experimental proce

dures, or even evaluation and reflection on hON the case might 

have been better handleo in the laboratory. 

In vie>;J of the caseloar1 and the need to employ more re

cent instrumental and nethed developments p efforts have been 

intensi fied at expansion, 0.epartmentalization, and manpower 

specialization. Hore team effort is being employed in case

,-Tork analysi.s. For a revie'!;', of the current technological ad

vcmces applicable to specific forensic analyses, one is again 

referre~ to the respective articles by Curry (1972), English 

{1070}, and Davies (lq75). 

RESEARCH 

At the ti~e of the Stanford Research Institute Report 

(Parker and Gurgin, 1972) 1 only one forensic science agency in 

t~e United States \>las reported to have a designated research 
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position. Prior to that there v.las little long-term forensic 

research effort except that which was conducted by a very fetv 

older, more established university programs. In this respect, 

Paul Kirk~ the University of California at Berkeley, and their 

graduates must be singled out for recognition. 

Research at forensic laboratories in the past has been 

frustrated by hea~J caseloads, administrative obstacles, and 

lack of funds, facilities, instrUMentation, and research

oriented personnel. The relatively obscure location of the 

:Forensic laboratory t'7i thin the lat·J enforcenent aqencies some

l'J'here in the labyrint!l of governmental complexes contributen 

to a kind of anonymity. Laboratory recognition lJoJaS generally 

present in flashes c.uring major or rlheadline" inv"estigations 

or in sensational trials. Thus, ,,·,here laboratory directors 

sought research funds, they "-7ere unsuccessful because govern

mental leaders failed to appreciate the need for and value of 

forensic science research. 

The scientific method. vIas very :r.\uch in operation, however. 

Data and observations and experiences tITere being recorded, and 

after the formation of the F~erican Academy of Forensic Sci

ence ann its ~Tot1rJ'l.al of Forensic Sciences, there began to ap

pear a \ITealth or information. But it was almost exclusively 

S!lort-terJV!. proiect results, case analyses, and reports of un

usual cases, i.e., unique poisonings, extraordinary death by 

suicide or hOP.1icide, or note'l.1orthy autopsy reports. There 

""ere, 8n(l desni te federal func1.inq still are, few exhaustive 

f:orensic science r~search efforts under T-.ray. 
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Through the contracts and grants administered by the U. S. 

government's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), 

industrial, university, and operating agency laboratory re

search is being promoted. In terMs of dollars spent for foren

sic physical science research in compad.son to other projects, 

the fraction is quite small and so is the level of research. 

Research is an endeavor v\l'hich must not be neglected for it is 

here that the greatest contributions to the body of forensic 

science knoN'ledge can be made. Quality research will aid in 

the professionalization of the field. 

TRAINING l\tm EDUCATION 

~1.ajor laboratory ?ersonnel functions include orientation 

and on-the'-job training for newly employed scientists. They 

also conduct classes at police academies and in and out of the 

laboratory for special detective or investigative bureaus; a 

grm'>1ing number participate as instructors a-t local or commun-

i ty colleges. Unfortunately, the concepts of -training and ed

ucation are apt to' be commingled by busy practitioners with 

too little time to' discriminate separate roles for universities 

and operating agencies. 

Differentiation of the processes of training and educa

tion is iXHportan-t to the future development of forensic science 

as a profession. Education is the responsibility of colleges 

and universities, and while training may be offered in these 

academic institutions, it is not a part of the degree-granting 
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function. 'rhe uni versi ty is the basic domain of kn.owledge, 

and enucation is a broad; frequently abstract experience, in-

corporating an understanding of the fundamentals of a disci-

pline and the anolication of these fundamentals to a variety 

of settings. 

Training, on the other handy represents a very specific 

learning experience in vlhich a student acquires particular 

skills and becoMes proficient in certain technical areas, usu-

ally applied to one definite setting or occupation. Training 

is important and r.lust al\'Jays be conducted in all occupations 

and professions .. In forensic science this process is best ex-

emplified in the on,··the-j ob training courses, experiments, and 

other experiences initially afforded new members of the foren-

sic agency. 

PERSONNBL II'J FOREnSIC SCIENCE 

TraditionallYf personnel have not entered the laboratory 

with college or university forensic science education; rather 

they have been recruited from the broad and more standard dis-

ciplines of chemistry, biology, and physics. In terms of ed-

ucai:ion level r most practitioners have been employed at the 

haccalaureate level. 

In a survey by Stein, Laessiq, and Indriksons (1973) f 147 

forensic analysts reported on their academic levels. Of that 

number, only 3 had Doctor of Philosophy degrees, while 20 had 

rlaster of Scien.ce degrees, 83 held the baccalaureate, and high 
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school was the upper level for 1 individnal. Should these be 

fairly indicative of forensic scientists' educational back

grounds across the country, this emerging profession must ad

dress itself to the problem of defining the appropriate educa

tional level required of, or desired from, future forensic sci

entists in each specialty or sub~pecia1ty. 

Several laboratories in the United States already are re

quiring doctoral degrees for individuals in supervisory, re

Fearch, and other upper levels (director, assistant director). 

During the past few years some laboratories have set the mas

ter's dC9ree as a requirement for entry. A significant number 

of practicing forensic scientists have returned to the colleges 

and universities part-time, or on leaves of absence, to begin 

'Nark tmvard graduate degrees. 

FORBnP,IC SCIENCE A.S AU El'1ERGING PROFESSION 

It has been suggested that major changes affecting per

sonnel in forensic science '1,.ri11 be seen in the last quarter of 

the b.:rentieth century (Crm'ln, 1975). That this is true canno·t 

nm\! be disputed. f1er:bers of the 1eaCl.ing association of foren

sic scientists, the ~merican Acade~y of Forensic Sciences, are 

current:1y developin<] and eva1uatinq proposals for certification 

of individuals. 

Hhether this move tm'lard independence as an organized en

ti ty bound by :reer-group recognition represents an ·advance for 

forensic science depends upon hm·J the organized body conducts 
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the "professionalization U process. The metamorphosis by which 

occupations becone professions is not a well-defined path"lay. 

Professionalization for forensic science occupations will re-

1;)resent extremely cOI:lplex interactions not only within their 

own divisions and subspecialties, but also t·,ithin the la~v en

forcement, legal, political, technological, societal, and ed

ucational processes. 

Although they seefl very different, all modern professions 

have certain features or characteristics in common. They main

tain positions of. special competence, argue in favor of the 

riqht to perform certain ,,,,ork I and control training and access 

to the profession. The core characteristics of a profession 

are: (1) service orientation; (2) maintaining a body of the

oretical knowledge and, ns a result of these, (3) autonomy of 

the group. Forensic science is decidedly service-oriented, 

and through its organizing and certification activities, it is 

on its '!.'/ay to'irJards the third characteristic--autonomy. Through 

the latter, professional representatives may eventually have 

the sole power to police the mepiliership and monitor the qual

ity of service. A logical and future extension of certifica

tion is the final autonomy ~ acknowledgement by e:lCecuti ve, leg

islative, iudicial, or administrative agency. 

It is the second characteristic that forensic science or

qanizations must protect and expand--the professional know

If!dge area. University affiliation must be sought, for this 

is an his·torical requirement for all professions. Professional 
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university programs ,can communicate to students the knowledge, 

skills, norms, and values essential to the profession. Perhaps 

of equal or greater iMportance, forensic science educational 

proqrams at the graduate level can encourage and sustain ef

fective student and faculty research, thereby increasing and 

making more r.leaning'ful the hody of knowledge of forensic sci-

ence. It is not likely t.hat concentrated forensic science re-

search 'l7ill occur separate from the association~·university re-

lationship. 

It is a reality of life that university affiliation can 

lend prestige to emerging professions. Similarly, attainment 

of the highest academic accolade, the degree of Doctor of Phil-

oso~hy~ should he o.vailahle in forensic science to those sci-

entists whQ vJill seek a career in forensic research and teach-

ing. t,7i thout the Ph. D. degree, the possibility exists that 

talented forensic scientists reMaining at the baccalaureate 

and mas·t:.er's levels May never be appointed to major education-

al and research institutions. Growth of the profession, there-

fore, would not be promoted. 

FORE~JSIC SCIENCE AND GOVERN~mNTAL ACTION 

The governmental agency most directly concerned with fo-· 

rensic science is the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

(LEAA) of the Department of Justice. This agency was created 
.. 

!:'ursuant to the Omnibus Cri;ne Control and Safe Streets Act of 

1968. Its goal is to reduce crime and improve the nation's 

crininal justice system. 
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The repearch branch of IJEAA is the National Institute of 

Law Enforcement and Cril:linal Justice (NILECJ). The role of 

NILECJ's research program has been presented by Peterson (1975). 

He summarized several categories of research which related to 

peJ:sonnel assessnent, ident.ification of science education and 

training centers! management and evaluation of laboratories, 

measures of laboratory performance and effectiveness, and lab

oratory techniques. Ai.vards have been made for research in 

blood and bloodstain, characterization and individua.lization 

of semen and other forensically important fluids v and hair. 

The government has provided funds for standard reference col

lections and cOMputerized crime laboratory information systems 1 

as well as a laboratory nroficiency testing project. 

These are not all-encompassing but do represent a signif

ican't il"1petus in the fur'ther development and modernization of 

forensic science. TheRe research projects have been awarded 

to industry, hospitals, and colleges and universities, as well 

as to closely affiliated combinations thereof. 

S'tudents and faculty have been directly aided by Law En

forcement Education Proqram (LEEP) loans and grants, research, 

and Ph.D. Research Fellowships. Additionally, in July 1973, 

the follm'iTing seven universities \'Tere awarded grants by LEAA 

to develop and strengthen their research activities and crim

inal justice graduate programs: Arizona State University, 

Eastern Kentucky University, University of Naryland, ~1ichigan 

State UniversitYf University of Nebraska at Omaha, Northeastern 
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University, and Portland State University. The graduate pro-

grams at these schools are now coordinated through the Nation

al Criminal Justice Educational Consortium (NCJEC) which was 

established in ~Jovember 1973. The Consortium promotes the ex

change of iCl.eas an(l exoerience in research and curriculum de

velopment among its Inembers and thereby strengthens the re

sources of each school in achieviI".g its particular goals. 

The meMber schools offer a cross-section of graduate pro

grams in the criminal justice field, including corrections, 

rehabilitation, operations research? law enforcement, criminal 

la'li'l, police training, and forensic science. The Consortium 

effort is assisted by a coordinator \"ho arranges regular meet

inqs of Consortium members and facilitates their cooperative 

efforts. There are several areas in vlhich this Consortium can 

be eX1?(~cted to have an impact on the overall development of 

educational proqrams in criminal justice: 

1. T,"10 of the member schools have ~'lell-established 

doctoral proqrams; the other five can benefit 

greatly fro!'l Consortium interaction; 

2. A duplication of effort can be avoided; member 

schools can provide s1?ecial courses and services 

\Nhich are not available in individual programs i 

3. Coordination of the broad scope of Consortium 

activities can lead to the development of val

uable ogerational guidelines for other schools 

interested in the development of criminal jus

tice proqrams. 
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In retrospect, there might have been a more effective impact 

in forensic science had LEAA separately funded a consortium of 

institutions incorporating new and more established schools of

fering graduate forensic science educational programs. 

The profession i,\1ill grovl at a rapid rate if more funds 

are allocated to research and educational institutions. It is 

hoped that there i,"lill be support for central research estab~· 

lishm.ents on a regional if not state basis, with functions sim

ilar to that of the Home Office Central Research Establishment 

in England (Curry f 1972) but v-lith a strong emphasi~ on educa

tional dl~.velopr1ent. 

{ThlDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 

Probably the first fonrtalized program in forensic science 

was that in the Department of Criminalistics, School of Crim

inology, the University of California at Berkeley (Levitt; 

1972); later criminalistics was taught at the Universities of 

!\"isconsin F ~1ichigan State; and Illinois (Turner f 1975). There 

has been much educational expansion in the last several years, 

and there are p~cb3bly at least two dozen forensic science 

degree-granting programs across the country nm,;. 

In a 1974 Forensic Science Symposium meeting of the Amer

ican Chomical Society in Atlantic City, New Jersey, major his

torical events and perspectives in forensic science education 

were examined (Turner, 1975). At ·the saIne meeting f the foren

sic science educator 'i,V'as presented as the "man in the middle" 
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(r1cGee, 1(75) between the practitioners' needs and the con-

straints of colleges or universities. 

At the undergraduate forensic science level r the curric

ulun becomes relatively inflexible since the student must be

come vlell-versed in basic sciences before proceeding to study 

varied forensic disciplines and legal concepts and participa

ting in an internshJ.,? In these programs, there is little 

time remainin0 for research or the liberal arts. 

In several respects, undergraduate programs in forensic 

science are more apgealing to the practitioners. I'l[any foren

sic science f~mployers prefe.r to employ chemistry, biology Q or 

undergraduate forensic science majors in the belief that they 

are the best candirla.tes for the on--the-job or in-service train~' 

ing at their ~articular laboratories. These incoming indivi

duals also are much more co~patible with the present operating 

aqency snlary levels. 

At all levels of forensic science education, there are 

constraints of funds for programs of such diverse disciplines 

and instrumentation, and availability of professional educ.l

tors "i.vith forensic experience (without which thJ program would 

suffer a "credibility ga1?") and terminal degrees. There seems 

to be mutual agreement on the part of practitioners and educa

tors concerning the importance of an internship component in 

any forensic cuuriculum. Positive features of this component 

will be discussed further. 
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GRADUA'I'E RESEZ\RCH A..~1D EDUCATION 

Discussion of graduate research and education by this 

author is undoubtedly influenced by his experience in a major 

crime laboratory (Pittsburgh and Allegheny County Crime Labor

atory) and with a University offering the first graduate de-

gree program in Forensic Chemistry (Criminalistics) (University 

of Pittsburgh, Department of Chemistry). But greatest refer-

ence will be made to programs at his present University and 

Institute affiliation (Northeastern University, the College of 

Criminal Justice anG the Institute of Chemical Analysis, Appli-

cations, and Forensic Science) 0 

HASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORENSIC SCIENCE PROGPAr1 

A listing of schools offering graduate forensic science 

degree programs \'li th their respective degrees and ncentra-

tions is as follovJS: 

Degree 
School Offered 

California State Univ. M.S. 
(Los Anqeles) 

Georgetown University M.S. 

George Nashington Uni v. 7'~. S. 

Indiana University 1'1.A. 

John Jay College of r1.A. 
Criminal Justice 

Nichigan State University B.S., 
Ph.D. 

Concentration 

Criminalistics 

Forensic Science 

Forensic Science 

Forensic Science 

Forensic Science 

Social Science with op
tion in Criminal Jus
t,ice and Criminology 
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School 

University of Calif. 
(Berkeley) 

University of Pittsburgh 

Northeastern University 

Degree 
Offered 

t.il. Crim. 
D.Crim. 

~1. S. 

Ph.D. 
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concentration 

Criminology and Criminalis
tics 

Forensic Chemistry 

Foresnic Chemistry 

Interdisciplinary Forensic 
Chemistry with Speciali
zation in 1) Analytical 
Chemistry t 2) r1aterials 
Science, or 3) Toxicology 

In recognition of technological advances, diveYse opera-

tions, and requirements of forensic science, it becomes obvi-

ous that araduate programs must build on and strengthen the 

background of stuc'lent qraduates in physical and/or life sci-

ences. Thus a T'1aster I s program 'tvill normally require an add-

itional core of courses in the basic sciences. It will offer 

specialty course~ in forensic science, legal aspects, and areas 

desi~ned to give the student an overview of the system of crim-

inal just.ice administration. 

In preparation for the graduate program a"t Northeastern 

University, extended discussions were held with faculty mem-

bers from various schools and departments. Advice was solic

ited and received fro~ Many forensic scientists, particularly 

crime J.ahoratory directors. Several of their suggestions were 

incorporated in the proqram. 

The progra!'(l was vie\lTed as one which would offer a "termin-

al" cl.egree for students seeking general forensic laboratory 
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employment while a.t the same time serving as an ultimate source 

of qualified applicants for doctor of philosophy degree pro

grams. The results of our analysis of forensic science indi

cated that graduate degree programs could be founded on chem

istry or biology as these two disciplines form a thread of con

tinuity with, or are more directly applicable to, forensic sci

ence than others. In recognition of strengths and limitations 

at the University, forensic chemistry ~.,as selected as the basis 

for an interdisciplinary Haster of Science degree program. 

In addi-cion to offering the student a broader I more con

ceptualized forensic education, the program was d~signed to in

troduce students to theory and practice of new techniques and 

instrumentation not routinely available at in-service training 

programs. The student will study the traditional methods of 

analysis used in forensic chemistry and will compare those pro

cedures with techniques made available through modern technol

ogy. He or she vlill then examine the role of science and tech

nology in the criminal iustice system. 

The University entities most directly concerned with the 

program include: the College of Criminal Justice, the College 

of Liberal Arts, the Departments of Chemistry and Pharmacology/ 

!~edicinal Chemistry, and most significantly for research pur

poses, the Institute of Chemical Analysis, Applications, and 

Forensic Science. ~1aintaininq a forensic science research en

vironment at the Institute is, in our estimation, an extremely 

important aspect of the proqram finally developed. The specific 

research programs have been discussed elsewhere (Karger et aI, 

1975) • 
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The final curriculum was shaped by a compromise involving 

internal and external '!?ressures. The internal factors include: 

the need to recruit talented research faculty especially in 

the forensic sciences; the persuasion of University leaders 

that there is a need for the program and that there is at least 

some possibility of continued funding from outside, and con

vincing faculty members of t~e need for, and the academic qual

ity of, such a proqram. Further y a balance or compromise must 

be made alonq the scientific, sociological, and legal elements 

as to the program content of each. 

External issues include the fact that graduate science 

programs are costly, enroll few students, and research must 

generally be supported by outside agencies. Indeed, the de

cision as to 'tvhether researchers will study problems in serol

ogy, trace element, or drug analysis is determined by those 

who grant funds for the p~ojects. 

~~ important featUre of the final 42-quarter hour curric

ulum is a three-month internship which requires the student to 

devote full-tir.l.e to vlOrk in an approved, practicing forensic 

laboratory. This in-service training is scheduled for summer 

and, althouqh it is a requirement of the program, it will carry 

no academic credit. 
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A list of the required courses incorporates the follow-

ing~ . 

Courses Crediot 

.Modern Hethods of Analysis 3 

Concepts in Toxicology I 2 

Biometrics 2 

Biochemistry I 2 

Legal Aspects of Forensic Science 3 

Administration of Criminal Justice 3 

Arson and Explosives 

Crime Scene Investigation 

Forensic lIraterials 

Forensic Chemistry Tech. I 

Forensic CheMistry Tech. II 

SeMinar 

!-LS. Paper 

3 

3 

2 

4 

4 

1 

4 

T.Jecture Lab 
Hours 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

Hours 

3 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

3 

3 

The proqram consists of four quarter-year periods of 

course '\:Jork and one quar-ter-year internship. He view the first 

quarter of the acanePlic program as providing the student a 

foundation in forensic chemistry with courses in graduate lev-

el instrumental analysis (lecture and laboratory) f biochemis-

try, basic criminal justice, and forensic materials science. 

For example I' in the analytical chemis·try course the student 

will learn a number of methods such as modern liquid chroma-

tography, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, scanning 
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electron microscopy, and X-ray diffraction. This basic infor

mation will then h~ applied in the two lecture/laboratory quar

ters. These courses vlill involve an examination of different 

classes of evidence (e.g., inks~ druqs, paints, blood stains) , 

including the use of modern instrumentation. Forensic micro

scopy ".rill also be taught in the courses. 

The course on crime scene investigation will be offered 

by the College of Criminal Justice and will emphasize the im

portance of scene exaMination and evidence sampling. The 

course on toxicology ~!Jill emphasize the forensic aspects of 

the subject. 

In the third quarter, we plan to offer a course which in

cludes the presentation of expert \fo1i tness testimony in a mock 

court of lav tvith the assistance of the Northeastern University 

Lar" School. Practice trial sessions vlith student at'torneys 

are envisioned. The course on arson and explosives will deal 

t"i th detection of related crimes, and biometrics in the fifth 

quart.er h)'i.ll cover concepts of statistics important in forensic 

che;nistry. 

The student 'tvill take three electives during his degree 

program. Typically, 'l.ve expect he will enroll in graduate lec

ture courses in analytical chemistry (e.g., separations, opti·· 

cal methods of analysis, computerized instrumentation). How

ever, if he is so inclined, further specialization in biochem

istry, toxicology, or materials science will be possible. A 

course on manageffi('~nt offered by the College of Business might 
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also be selected if the student ",rished ultimately to play an 

ad~inistrative role in the crime lahoratory. 

In the ~). S. program "Ie have t.ried to achieve a balance be-

tween the theoretical and practical aspects of forensic chem-

istry. Funda~ental principles are presented in the first quar-

tar, and the emphasis is then gradually shifted to the more op-

erational aspects of the profession, leading ultimately to the 

in-service training period. Some flexibility is built into the 

program. through the electives and by the type of position taken 

in the crime laboratory during the three-month 'I,'TOrk period. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE NITH 
SPECIALIZATION IN FO~l'JSIC CHE~lISTH.Y 

A doctoral program must ahTays be in existence before 

meaningful research can be accomplished by a large number of 

faculty simply bGcause a doctoral degree in universities is 

consic".ered a research degree. One must conduct research in or-

der to teach students hm" to perform independently on research 

projects. But graduate programs are extremely costly, and de-

veloping a Ph.D. program is not a simple task. 

Fortunately, at Northeastern, interdisciplinary Ph.D. pro-

grams ':.Tere already available. Stuc1en'ts can be accepted into 

interdisciplinary studies by the doctoral degree-granting De-

partments of Chemistry and ~1edicinal Chemistry/Pharmacology 

serving as host or sponsoring departments. The supporting 

school for each area is the College of Criminal Justice. The 

degree will be an interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Forensic Chemistry 

I 
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r!l7i th specia1iza'tion. Three maj or areas of specialization will 

be aVi1.ilable~ (1) analytical chemistry, (2) materials science, 

both in the Chemistry Department v and (3) tox.icology in the De-

oartment of r1edicinal Chemistry/Pharmacology. 

The doctoral program is designed to e~phasize high qual

ity and begin at a lov] level. It is a logical extension from 

the ~aster's curriculuM and indeed incorporates that curricu-

lum eor stUdents who do not possess a master's on entry into 

the program. Expansion here will be, as ,'lith thE:~ H.S. program, 

closely relate0 ,to the manpol~7er needs of the profession. Be-

yond the masterVs level the stude::1t 't'l7ou1d complete an addition-

al seven to nine courses in one of the three areas of conccn-

tration and then conduct forensic research in that area. An 

optional feature of the degree program will be a 6- to 12-

month internshiD in a to~-leve1 national or international crim-

inalistics laboratory. ~hrou0h this Ph.D. program, students 

~·;rill be prepared to enter university teaching or to assume the 

more res,!?onsible positions in practicing laboratories. They 

i\Till be able to perform high quality research, a component ne-

cessary for the advancement of the ~rofession. 

RATIO~U\LE REVIFlvJ FOR GR)\!)U.A.TE PROGRN'lS IN FORENSIC CHmUSTRY 

The rationale unnerlying the development of graduate pro-

grams in forensic chemistry, in part, represents appreciation 

of the need for kno"11edge of the latest theories and techniques 

of analysis for individuals employed as forensic chemists. 
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The Haster's and Doctor of Philosophy negrees in Forensic Chem

istry are important since both degrees reflect the ,educational 

background necessary to introduce and evaluate new methodolo

gies for. the criIl1e laboratory. A forensic chemist is faced in 

his/her laboratory '"Ji th a multi tude of problems demanding a 

variety of ,:1.pproaches. The individual with graduate education 

ought to be able to appreciate the interrelationships of the 

various nethods to the solution of a given problem. 

ll.l though some suggest that a grac!,uate degree in chemistry 

might he :\ust. as 1 or even more v ac1van·tageous to a studen·t than 

one in forensic cheMistry, we feel strongly that students wish

ing to eMbark upon a forensic career should possess p in addi

tion to their scienti-t:ic background; a thorough understanding 

c;md appreciation of the social and legal environment around 

~'lhich their 't\10rk will revolve. A forensic chemist in a labor

atory is really a part of a team of professionals all dedica

ted to a COMmon goal--the solution of crimes. To be a part of 

that team; the scientist must comprehend fully the problems 

faced by the criminal investigator, the court prosecutor, the 

judge, and the accused. He must also understand the legal 

guidelines under l.I7hich the criminal justice system works. The 

specialized neeus and focus of forensic chemistry are not dealt 

~\Ti th in the traditional gr.3dua.t . .;.. programs in chemistry. 

In addition, a Major facet of university graduate programs 

is research. By providinq resources through a program in fo~ 

rensic chemistry, a university encourages effective and 
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~eaningful research in that area. The most talented research-

ers, not only in chemistry but also in other related fields, 

can be hroughttogether ana I in conjunction \\lith their students" 

Cfl.:t:'ry out research progra1'1S in the field of forensic chemistry 

Vf]hich '\frill exnanc1 the knm~ledge base of forensic science. Such 

conCGntratcd reS6Cl.rch can only occur if a graduate program ex-

Finally the rationale recognizes that the highest academ-

ic de~Tree, the Ph. D.; should be available in the special-ty of 

a rCl.pi(Uy qrm'ling profession" It is especially needed by the 

fel:! t-J'ho intend to becQr.le leaders in forensic science -teaching 

anl'l. research. 

Before concl'l,1.ding, the need for interrelationships be-

tween the acadeMic and "9rofessional forensic science community 

should be stresse(l.. lathoucrh it is not ahvays easy to accomp

lish. universities Must establish close ties 't'li th the forensic 

science c:c:nJ1mni ty. Students and faculty in an academic pro-

grar I'mst interact "Ii th professionals in crime laboratories to 

0ain as much insight as possihle into the realities of the fo-

. ;:. 
renSlC nrO .. CSSlon" n'(oreover, such interaction can produce sig-

nifican't henefits to the professional in the laboratory. l.Toint 

ef~orts involving students (e.g. internships), faculty, and in-

service personnel using the resources and facilities of both 

university and forensic laboratory would not only strengthen 
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the educational and research activities of the university, but 

• would also tend to enhance the ';'lork performed in the crime lab-

oratory. Just as in the health and legal professions where 

there exist.s a Lfleaningful collaboration between the academic 

• and ~rofessional com~unities, so should there be a similar col-

laboration in the field of forensic science. 

The presentation has reviewed some of the problems con-

• fronting the forensic scientists, the educators, and the fund-

ing aqencieSJ. It has also shQ'l.'ln that considerable progress 

has been mad(:: in each of the areas, particularly at academic 

• institutions. 

Forensic science appears at a crossroad: the practition-

ers mus·t align themselves \~ith universities and aid in the 

• further development of degree programs in their profession or 

refrain from so doing and therehy permit schools to operate on 

their m'm "vi thont adequate academic recognition of the proies-

• sian or its subject l:latter. 

Educators can have a vi tal role in the process. rlore in-

teraction is needed. As the practi·tioners consider certifica-

• tion l so should the educators take the initiative and consult 

memhers of the profession in attempts to formulate university 

accreditation committees to evaluate educational programs in 

• forensic science. 

f1any forensic scientists are already teachers, and per·-

haps one Nay to proMote ·the profession and its goals is to con-

• sider formation of a forensic science educational association. 

• 
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In addition to academic personnel, the latter could include 

education and training committees of presently existing organ-

izations. Indeed" an alternative Play be to form a separate 

educational division "",,i-thin the American Acauemy of Forensic 

Sciences. 
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~HE POI.JICE AND THE DOCTORATE 

By 
LailJrence N. Sherman 

The police and the doctorate have ha(l. a fickle history at 

best. The past decade in one city, Nc"(;! York, is instructive. 

nhen Dr. Albert Reiss tried to observe police operations in 

lCH55, Police Commissioner HO~'7ard Leary denied the request. 

A fe~'7 years later, "Then then-detective (now Dean) Richard LrV"ard 

returned to the Department vlith a D. Cril11. from Berkeley, the 

Chief of Personnel told him, in effect, "That I s nice. Now t17hy 

don't you qet back to t'7ork and make sorte arrests?H But only 

a year after t.hat f Dr. ~'orton Bard '>Jas enqineering a dramatic 

ch~.nfje in the patrol structure of an entire New York City pre-

cinct (Bard, 1~69). tJithin a few More years, six doctoral 

level specialists han been hi.red hy the NYCPD "(;Jith a much-

!1ublicized Police Foundation grant, a Ph.D. in operations re-

search had been appointed Assistant Commissioner as head of 

the planning division, and a Professor from the SUNY School of 

Criminal Justice at Albany 'i.'I7as doing a study of no less 

159 
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sensitive an issue than police corruption! Today 1 \"lhi.le access 

for academics continues, only one civilian Ph.D. is employed 

by the New York City police in any pOlicy .... making capacity. 

This capsule history has parallels in many other cities. It 

folloi'1s the general trend of policing away from insularity p 

prompted by rio"ts and LEAA money, and the subsequent return to 

'essential: uniformed staffing prompted by municipal budget 

cuts. 

The 1'18"1:'1 York City expe1":ience also illustrates the four 

basic role structures of the doctor in ffinerican policing: 

1. tile completely detacheu. university researcher or 

teacher of police-stu~ents; 

2. the completely attacheL1 police officer-doctor., 

and in betvJeen those affiliational extremes r the more liminal: 

3. academic employed as a par"t-time or temporary 

consultant to a police department, 

4. the civilian Ph.Do (or D. Crirn., D.P.A. p Eu.D., 

etc.) employed full-time as staff or line official 

of the uepartnent, 

Each of these role structures has .llad very different problem$, 

and each tvi11 probably have different prospects for the future. 

each merits separate consideration for the questions I believe 

to be relevant to the training of doctorates in criminal jus

tice. First, how is a relationship between the police agency 

an;l any sort of doctor established; more precisely, who initiates: 

such relationships and how? Nho expects to benefit, what have 
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been the historical currents shaping the relationships, aud 

vlhere are those currents going? Second, what has been the 

frequency of police-uoctor relations in recent years? How has 

the frequency varied over timc p and what factors can explain 

that variation? Finally, which kinds of police-doctor relations 

have succeeded, and which have failed? Indeed, how can success 

be defined? ~'lhat can explain success or failure? I have no 

final ans'\"ers to any of these questions y but I can report some 

personal conclQsions on most of then. 

I • CQr-1PLETELY DETACHBD ~ , RESEARCH AND TEACHING 

The least complex of all roles a.doctor can'play is to re

main totally affiliated with an acauemic institution while 

stuJying the police or teaching police officers as students. 

The role is far fro~l easYi but the boundaries of the interaction 

are clearly dra'\vn and historically legitima'ted. The initia

tion of the relationship is simple and mostly one-sided; the 

Ph. D. decides to ... to some research, or the police officer de

cides to enroll. 

The few difficulties which do arise in this role account 

fOl:' its variation .in frequency over time. First, there is the 

probleI':l, of aCadel''lic rewards for doing research on the police. 

For many years~ police research suffered the same low social 

status as the police themselves. The 1960's raised the status 

of the research-·-if not of the police--by making it IJ relevant, II 

anJ the continuing pressure on academia for products of prac

tical value should keep police research respectable for the 

foreseeable future . 
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;lore important p at least for empirical research on pl"»licing, 

has been the problem of access to police situations and redords. 

This problem also diminished in the 1960 9 s because of pressure 

on the police to open themselves to all kinds of public scrutiny, 

not just academic. At the same time, some police agencies axe 

now virtually closed to research because previous studies un-

covereu f inJings which v!ere too embapl:'::1.sr1ing. The cJrovlth of ! .• il-

it2nt police unionism has also made access more difficult. For 

eXamplE! I Boston reneged on a promise to give me access because 

union issues had made t;helepartment "too t~=nse. I Finally I some 

1.1epartments nON claim that they have been over-studied. Denver 

says bllJ.ntly that t.heir job is fighting crime, not assisting 

researchers. 

'1'11e future of empirical research on policing may well de-

pend upon the researcher's ability to promise useful results. 

To the extent that police executives will be satisfied with re-

suIts that are useful to the police profession in general, such 

research can still be done on a completely detached basis. But 

to the extent that police executives will demand results that 

are immediately useful to their own departments, empirical re-

search will increasingly be performed in a consultant role for 

reasons of both f.lnding and con't-rol over the product. 

The suceess of academic research can be measured either by 

its contribution to the theory and knovTledge of a discipline or 

by its usefulness to police policymakers. Much police research' 

succeeds by the former measure, if only because it has added 
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"ne'IA7 knmvledge" and becauso academics have no clear criteria 

for a research failure. But much police research has also 

proven useful to police policymakers I 'o\1hich is an unusual de-

velopment indeed for any body of academic research. The ex-

planation for such success lies in the nature of the variables 

developed in the research conclusions. As Scott and Shore 

(197 A) have suggested about sociology and policy analysis, 

At the root of this problem of trans"lating 
kno~71edge into policy prescriptions is the 
fact that, to be useful, some of the inde-
pendent variables used in policy research 
must be susceptible to manipula"tion and 
control. (p. 2) 

A recent conference on sociology and social policy con-

cludec'l. that very little social research has developed such 

"tractable" variahles (De~erathF et al u Iq75) 1 one participant 

even charged that sociologists seeM to lIlust after nonmanipu-

labIa variables" (Davies, 1975, p. 236). Curiously, that has 

not generally heen the case in police research. In a recent 

reviei'7 of the police lit,erature, I listed ten major research 

conclusions and nG~ed their impact on policy (Sherman, 1974). 

On ree:KaI'Jination p everyone of the conclusions which has been 

~uccessful in influencing policy appears to have used tractable 

variables; everyone of the failures (in terms of policy impact) 

used nonmanipulable variables such as "civic culture." 
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It vlOu.ld be un1rJiRe 1 however, to rely solely on academic 

police researchers for useful policy analysis. Even police 

research using tractable variables has rarely spelled out the 

policy iMplications, leaving that task to policymakers. For

tunately, the latter have been adept at extracting policy guid

ance from research~ but leaving it solely to them is tantamount 

to leaving it to chanc~, as Scott and Shore (1974) have arguec. 

Academic researchers are obligated first to increase understand

ing r and only secondly to be useful. Useful kno'wledge does not 

necessarily increase understanding, and understanding is not 

often iMmediately useful (Coleman, 1972). Policy research on 

policing might best be served by people in a variety of roles-

not iust in the detachment of academia--as long as they commun

icate t~eir findinqs to one another. 

The enrollment of police officers in college courses is 

as old as AUcrust VollT"leres urogram at Berkeley in the early 

1920 vs. Since t~en policemen have attended college in large 

numbers only 1.vhen a vocationally oriented curriculum made them 

feel ""elcoMe and vlhen public financing and class schedules 

made college possible for them in practical terms. All three 

conditions were created nationwide after the Crime Commission 

recommended that all police officers be college-educated. In 

the mad scraMble to find. teachers for all of these new students, 

retired policer:len \vith' M.A. I S (or B.A.' s, or with no degree) 

were the prime canc1idates v particularly at the cOll1.I(lunity colleqe 

... "': 

I 
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level. ~'1hile many are 11O\'J tenured, they will probably be re

placed wibl Ph.D. Vs in criminal jus,tice~ r.lany of liJhom have not 

been police officers. The advertisements for such posts at 

present still often read "police experience necessary,' but 

academic crec1~ntialism no doubt will win out. 

i'Vhether "civilian" Ph.D. v s ,..;rill 'successfully be able to 

teach 'copsn is far less certain. History and literature pro

fessors command legalistic authority (e.g., the Ph.D. in history) 

when teaching police-stude11ts, but the legalistic authority of 

a Ph.D. in criminal justice is weak in the face of the police 

view of 'their work as a craft' vlhich can only be learned by 

doing (\qilson, 1968 f p. 203). The problem will be more severe 

in courses that concentrate solely on the police, excluding 

other components of the criminal justice syste~. In my own 

experience, the more specific the facts mentioned in lecture 

(for police expertise is articulable only in general terms of 

"good police work') and the farther aviay from the locale of the 

police-students the examples are (for police expertise tends to 

be highly localized), the better. 

However p teaching success is not simply a question of the 

teacher's crec1ibi li ty. ~.Jhile the Crime Commission may have set 

behavioral or personality change as their purpose in recommending 

college for police officers p colleges generally have more modest 

goals for their students. tBroader outlook,1I liability to think 

clearly f i: and .. job marketability" are some of the goals often 
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mentioned. But for the teacher of policing (its history, so

ciology, politics, and administration), success might simply 

be getting his police-officer students to think more critical

ly about their job and role and to examine some of their taken

for-granted asslJIl1.ptions about society. Since I know of no Nay 

to measure such success, I cannot say what would produce it. 

I can suggest that it is a more reasonable goal than using col

lege credentials as a basis for structuring the police hier-

archy. 

II. COHPLETELY ATTACHED: THE POLICEMAN-DOCTORATE 

The policeman ~vith a doctorate is o. very recent develop-

ment in this country 'I in contraf.;t to Europe. 

A Viennese citizen who makes a complaint at 
his precinct station • . . or who co~es to see 
any department head "'rill probably transact bus
iness t'17i th a college graduate, who [oi'tenJ mu.st 
be addressed T.vith the title "Doctor." (Fosdick, 
1915, p. 191) 

It is unlikely that A:rn.ericans will soon be addressing their 

middle level police officials as "doctor, II no matter 11mV' well 

we fund criminal justice. education. But the appointment of 

former New York City Police Captain (Dr.) Joseph HcNamara as 

Kansas City Chief of Police does suggest that policemen-

doctorates are no lonoer doomed to staff jobs or encouraged to 

retire early to teach. Another example of a line job held by 

a doctor is the creator and director of the New York City Po-

lice Department Hostage Unit, Sargent Harvey Schlossberg.. Us'" 

ing his trainin~ in clinical psychology, Schlossberg researched 
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a larg€t number of hostage situations to develop a general ap

nroach (quite the oP,!?osi te of television's S. ~\J .A. T.) that woule 

miniJ:'lize violenc'e and fatalities in such encounters. His job 

requires 24-h0ur·-a-day availability to take command of life

and-neath situations. 

other examples are still hard to come by, but the many 

officers nON' enrolled in doctoral programs may soon provide 

more. T70rsening economic conditions and tightening of the 

teaching market should also in~uce policemen-doctorates to 

stay on the force. J\nd just "being there," in a job that takes 

some advantage of doctoral level skills, might be a suffi.cient 

defini·t;ion for success. If promoted to command the crime anal

ysis, planning, personnel, or training units, a policeman

doctorate would clearly be a pe'rsonal success. But a more 

stringent test '·Jould be t'lhether he does that job any better 

than he viTOuld have done i·t ~lTithout doctoral education or wheth

er he can do the job better than any other officer 'l.'1ho lacks 

his level of er'.uce.tion. Such success would be nearly impos

sible to measure v but there \'70uld be no reason to expect pos

itive results. The jobs listed above are all very different 

from one another, and a single Ph.D. program--even in the mul

tidisciplinary field of criminal justice--could hardly be ex

pected to prepare officers for such a wide range of tasks. A 

master's degree and experience r or special courses in subjects 

such as personnel management or training methods, might prepare 
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police officials just as well for such jobs. Just because the 

doctorate is the hardest degree to get does not necessarily 

mean that it is the best training for any given job. 

The modal degree among police administrators will prob

ably hecoMe--and prohably should be--the master's in a wide 

range of disciplines, tha'!:. is alreac'ty the case in much of gov

ernment and industry. The general degrees of public adminis

tration or criminal justice will probably be the best creden

tials for proBotion since specialization in such fields as 

statistics may make an officer too valuable to be promoted out 

of a j ob ~lhich requires such skills. The increasingly numer

ous policemen-doctorates may be quite successful at using their 

credentials to gain pot-Jer f but that says only that policemen 

\\I'ho earn doctorates CI.re highly motivated to begin \'lith. No 

doubt r,1.any ';Jill make valuable contributions and will explain 

their success by their doctoral education. But until we know 

that their explanation is correct, any increase in doctoral 

education for future police administrators would probably be 

a poor use of our resources. 

III. ON THE BOUND.7\RY ~ OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS 

Police consultants have been around for most of this cen

tury. Throughout the 1920~s and 1930's, August Vollmer was 

frequently called in to "survey" scandal-ridden police depart

ments. Often he would be made chief of police, though he 
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rarely stayeQ on for nore than a year. As a realist, Vollmer 

was not surr)rised when llis reforl\1s ~r'7ere quickly ahant1one~l upon 

his Jeparture r anJ. the probler1s he ha(i been calle~~ in to correct 

returnc~ (r]ooQs. 1973, pp. 162-220, Carte, 1973). ~s a utopian 

nroqressi va p VollF'ler \'7ou1d be c:ruick to a~ree that noi ther he, 

nor Druce Smith, nor the I~CP ever had much success in s~hstan-

t:ially improving police operations through survey recoI'l,menda

tions 0 

.1m'lever, af tor t!le OLSA (LE,'\A is prndocessor) ~,'Vas estaJ::,lish'~ 

e.l iLL 19G;,) r police consultants beg'an to appear from acaLl.ernic 

disciplines other than puhlic or police aJ.ninistration, and they 

began to undertake tasks other than surveys. Those tasks t~re 

generally far more specific cmr1 narro\t1ly defined than tL,;J glotal 

approach of the surveys ha--1 Deen g and the intendec1 product '\!las 

more action-oriented than a survey report. Sadly, the results 

~7ere often no nora succ.:!ssful at pro' l,'lcing chan~e tl1an the 

surveys had been. For examp1e~ one of the first OLt~-funded 

cons'11 ting "jo!)s vas the University of Chicago g s attempt to 

construct psychological ~rofiles of gooJ Rnd bad police officers 

Hhich ~;lere to be used by the ChicaC!o police in screening ap

plicants. The con~ultants rerforme,l their task, and the depart

ml'nt. (~,'Jith mUch public ranfnre) adopt.eJ the pro,luct--but only 

for perf30nnel uses 9-ft~E. recruits had already been hired ("'Tilton, 

1971) . 

"\nother far~o~s OLEA project '\'Tas technically a failure al-

ti10nqh it had highly successful impact across t~le nation. nfter 

nr. ~1orton B~rJ Jemonstrated nood results in the nilot chase - " 
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of his Family Crisis Intervent.ion project, a dispute ~'li th New 

York Police Commissioner Leary terminated the project. The 

concept has since been i).l1plenented elsmlhere in varying forms, 

but its failure to take root in thf:! first department to 1.:ry it 

is instructive. 

;'Ti thout exploring the specifics of ei ther e}~ample of the 

consultant role, it ap~ears that the unspoken assumption of 

the consultants was that the police knew nothing about the prob

lem or task at hand. Indeed, the "knm'l-nothing" assumption 

nay have seenen necessary to legitiMize the presence of the 

consultant and the ne6el for his task. ·Jhile the police exec

utives involved May have shared that assumption at the initia

tion of tile consultant task, by the point of completion they 

may have found that assumption t1!1comfortable. This comment is 

not intende<'l. to fault the diplomatic skills of the directors 

of the two proiects mentioned for the "know-nothing ll assump

tion--and its unhappy conseauences--was characteristic of a 

~lhole qenre of consultant Nork with police deDartments by both 

doctors and others. 

A More successful approach to consulting has taJ~en the 

opposite assUMption, at leas:.: on the surface, that the police 

knm-.T everything. Sped fically, this assumption is that the po

lice, an0 particularly the street patrol officer, already have 

the rm'l data for solving a large number of their problems and 

that the task of the consultant is ~erely to serve as a catalyst 

for transforming that knowledge into well-articulated (and eval

uated) policy changes. The consultants themselves have formulate,' 
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and initiatec this approach, baset:~ loosely on the Lewin School 

of organizational change. Police executives as diverse as 

Charles Gain (formerly of Oaklann; and Clarence Kelly (formerly 

of Kansas City) have been highly r~ceptive to it from initiation 

straight through to implementation. 

nr. Hans Toch v!as the first consultant I knQTIv of to try the 

"know-everything\: assumption" A thorough account of the Nork 

of Tooh and his colleagues has just been published (Toch, Grant~ 

and Galvin, 1975). It underlines the extreMe complexity of both 

the catalyst, or kno'(rJledqe-extractinq. role of the conSUltant 

and the knowledge-articulatil"! . .::r role of the police officers. 

The ~~nsultants were perpetually unsure of how directive or au

thoritarian they should be~ the police officers, for their part, 

~vere reluctant to take on very much of' a social scientis·t IS 

role. Frequent T'1oments of tension, of pessimism, and of apathy 

threatened. to disruptt.he project. But the bottom line vlas the 

desiqn am:!mplement.ation hy police officers of one major and 

several minor program.s 'If,rhich produced a measurable (if slight) 

decline in the rate of citizen-police violence. 

Rather independently 0f Dr. Toch g s NlJI.m-funded project, the 

Police Foundation funded a similar II knOVl-eve ry thing" kind of 

a9proach in Kansas City in 1971. Both the problems and the 

successes \fl]ere similar to the Oakland experiment although the 

structur8 of the prolects differed some,,,yhat. Nnereas Toch took 

SOI~e of the J110re violent Men in the Oakland department to study 
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violence, the Kansas City Police assigned each member. of the 

Police Foundation consnlting team (including myself) to work with 

a sinqle patrol eli vision, represente(y by a task force drawn from 

all ranks. One task force imPl.ediately found a project, nOT;] fa

P:-,ous, ~;l7hich l'1easured the effects of preventive pat:r.ol on crime 

(KCpn & Police Foundation, lq7~). Another task force visited 

the Oakland project started by Toch and impleJllented a variation 

of the concept vi. using peer revie", panels with officers who fre-

0uentlv use force. A third \'laS less c1.ecisi ve, drifting 'i"hile 

the others moved ahead.. Al·though the ctePlocratic philosophy of 

the IIbottom-up" chrlnge program made the department more diffi

cult for the succeening chief to administer, the on-site results 

and replication of the programs in other cities suggest a gen

erally successful outcol'1e. 

Other differences betw~en t.he "know-nothing" and the "knmIT

everything" approaches inclu(1e the \Afays in \t>Jhich the consultant 

defines his client, h5 .. s pro(i.:lCt, cm(~ hi~self. The "know-nothing tl 

consultant is a social <3l1C1ineer (JanOlV'i tz, 1970) whose mission 

is to construct a pI"cplanned change that his client, the police 

ac1!'1inistrator 1 has agreed to in ac1vance. The consultant who as

sumes the police "know everything" sees himself as an enlighten

er T;lhose product is assistance for his client, the problem

solvinq orou}! of officers, in forrrulating, implementing, and 

evaluating plans for change. These differing definitions con

sti tute very f1.ifferent task struc·tures. Both are complex, but 

one of th€.!m has delivered its intended product. far more often 

than the oth~r. 
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If the success of a consultant can be. defined as the imple-~ 

mentation of fairly nermanent changes (an~ failure defineo as - . , 

the nonimplementation of proposed changes) q then a key factor 

in achieving success has been the use of the "know-everythL:ig n 

assumption. But succeflS might ~~ell he c'tefined more rigorously. 

Once a chanqe ~as been izrt1Jlernenten, ~'Thctt are its effects? Are 

they qood or bac r ana. froT" \O\1hose ?erspective are such evaluations 

to be made? UltirnatelYr any definition of a police consultant's 

success must rest on a value choice--just as what the police do 

must rest on value choices. 

Police consultants have ra~ely explicated or even thought 

in terms of value choices. Though often not obvious, the choices 

axe nonetheless real. A goal such as "reduction of violen<.:e in 

police-citizen encounters" may seem to attract. undivided cons en-

sus, but that cannot he the case. Each goal implies necessary 

means; somehoc1y--in this case the violence-prone police officers 

s:ubiect·aCl to neer rcvie~",·--usua1_ly has to hear the onus (·f the 

means to the goal. Even the qoal itself can be disputed; many 

officers and citizens believe there is a need for more, not less, 

violence in r)olice-ci tizen encoun'c.ers in order to deter crime . 

In Oakland? the consultants ~'lTere aware of these value' conflicts 

and 8Po~e out clearly on one si0e of the clash. 

• But in Kansas Citv, the process of Ilparticipative planning" 

anrl tfbotto",,--up'! chi1.nqe took on a value in itself so that other 

values becon0 secondary or-·~,qhat is 'tV'orse--obscured. The line 

• officers Nere so \1e11 sold on the id.ea that their opinions had 

• 
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finally become important for policymaking' that their own va~lues 

were almost the only ones they l\Tould recognize. Police democracy 

can, and I think did, hinder social democracYr Most visibly over 

the issue of shooting fleeing felons "(17h8n the:;.::e ",as no immediate 

danger that the suspect \'I]ould harm life or propel:ty. rqhen f in 

protest of an order not to shoot such suspects, the officers of 

the patrol division I had worked with reported to duty with ba

nanas in their holsters g this police consultant felt a bit like 

Dr. Prankenstein. Despite the value of the Kansas City patrol 

experinents in producing ne\-l1 knmvledge useful to all police 

aaencies; I an still uncertain '\1hether the overall effects of 

the consultants! presence in Kansas City were beneficial to that 

cOD1I'1unity. 

HO'\.'I]ever, the fre<\uency of police-consultant work ,.,i th police 

aqencies t'.1ill not oeDend on t::'lis strinaent I "ultimate-effects" 

definition of success--nor~ perhaps, on any criteria of past 

success. Availability of funding, program goals of funding agen

cies f political pressures on the police executive, and his o\'1n 

al-1Jl1inistrative goals are liJ<ely to be ·the I'lOSt important factors 

deterMining the frequency of police-consultant cooperation. 

None of those facto~s can be directly affected by the individual 

Dr. Consultant r aH:.hou~fh the academic centers of the criminal 

just.ice profession niq'ht be able to exert influence at the 

national level r'1hat the indi"lri.dual consultant can do, and 

Miaht 1;1cl1 be trained to do in graduate school, is to sell him

self and his ideas to fundina agencies a.nd police executives. 

-- - --- --------~~-----............. 
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As the recession persists and municipal austerity increases, 

salesmanship may become even more important in initiating con

sultant ''lorJ,- VJi th the police, for California may set a trend 

in refusing to spend even federal monies for programs of un

certain value. Under such conditions, police chiefs will be

come ~ven less likely than they have been to initiate consul

tant contra.C't:s. I f -there is a need for a consul tan·t in a given 

police agency. t'he burden of proving that need will fall heav

ily on the consultant. 

l\nart from the material pl.oblems of fundinSi., the central 

sociolocrical obstacle to consultant work l:dl1 continue to be 

the liminality of the consultant role. The police, as a uni

formed sorvice, are very conscious of boundaries, boundaries 

which a consultant bl1}.rs and threatens 0 As .Toseph and Alex 

(1972) have observed. r If':1:he uniform is a device used to 

define their boundaries, to assure that members will conform 

to t~eir goals, and to eliminate conflicts in the status set 

of their melTlbers.·! r::::hp. consultant--"lith his access to all of 

the private, backstage places of the police, his unknown power, 

his unknmm O'oals, an':' his freedolll to bypass the chain of com

I1al1d-'~complicates all of the issues that the totem of the uni

fO:Lf'-! l'Ict/::l created to resolve. He is liminal, sitting on the 

houndary, neither ;'we H (policemen) nor "they" (public). As 

.~1ary DouqlRs (1966) has argues from anthropological data, "all 

margins are dangerotls /1 (!). 121) and threatenin,}, often more 

so than an opposite. It may be far less fearful and threatening 

-
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for a police officer to deal with a burglar than a consultant, 

and there is little a consultant can do to change that struc-

tural fact. 

The saving grace of the consultant role is that his "death l
. 

in the police agency is preordained. He will not be staying 

on for twenty yedrs to get a pension. From the moment he be-

gins to vlOrk vrith a departMent, there is a shared assumption 

th?t when the work is finished, he ,,·rill leave 0 This keeps him 

sitting on the boundary hetween police and society, but it re-

duces the threat of his marginality. 

IV. CROSSING THE BOUNDARY: 
THE CIVILIAN DOCTOP. AS POT.JICE EMPLOYEE 

The doctor who has never been a policeman before entering 

the full-tiMe emplo~nent of a police agency (regardless of the 

source of funds for the position) is even more liminal than his 

colleaque, the consultant. ~hile his status is clarified by 

his allotment to an i{1entifiable locus in the chain of command, 

his permanence poses a great threat to the very definition of 

the organization. He has crossed over the boundary from soci-

ety into the police, but he cannot enter the inner sanctum of 

the uniformed: he cannot make arrests, and he cannot carry a 

i'~eapon. He cannot com..rn);tnc1 uniformed officers--or can he? If: 

he can command a heacquarters staff unit, can he command the 

members of that unit if they ~onfr.ont a robbery in progress 

while returning from lunch? This ambiguity of power brings him 

even closer to, and hence more threateninq to, the essence of 

being a cop. 
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It is just this kind of lilemma w'hich kept civilians out 

of police adciinistration··-t'lith the exception of la~qyers and com

missioners--until the 1960 1 5. Herman Goldstein in Chicago r 

Hobart Reinier in St. Louis p and a few others pioneered in the 

role of civilian executive aide to the top police executive. 

Theirs was a staff role, exercising informal (though enormous) 

power in the name of the ad~'!lillistra tor. Their liminali ty was 

minimized by their lack of direct authority over any officer. 

Their positions were created by the polies: executive at his 

Qt'Jn initiative because of a felt need to have someone 1'17ith 

skills and perspective that no uniformeJ officers had. 

However" those skills were not doctoral level, specialist 

skills, they were rather generalist skills in public administra

tion, cormined vith native intelligence and a varied back

ground in a number of organizations. Later in the decade, in 

New York, Washington, and other cities, young lawyers were also 

hired in the executive assistant role for their generalist skillr 

although. their presence ~.1as legitimated by their specialized 

legal skills. 

As the police problems of the 1960 l s became more complex r 

p01ice administrato::s sought more specialized skills to perform 

& variety of tasks. Civilian specialists were placed lower 

dm'Jn in thG hiernrchy to meet those needs. Several large de

partments hired a Ph.D. in clinical psychology to provide 

counseling services and to scrCGn recruits. The Baltimore 

police hired a Ph.D. in sociology to head the Planning Division, 
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and Nei'l York hired a number of operations researchers and 

natheI':"laticians to apply Pen'tagon-style analysis to logistical 

problems of organi;:;ation and distribu't:ion of patrol. manpower. 

A large number of police agencies·--though only a tiny 

proportion of the total·--hired civilians to command such staff 

bureaus as training p personnel, planning, and even ipspectional 

services. With few exceptions, those civilians have not held 

the doctora·te, some m~y have dropped out of doctoral programs 

'\Io7hi1e others vlere lat~ school graduates. f10st doctors employed 

by police departments p to the best of my knmvledge p have been 

confine;] to professional rather than administrative roles. 

Nhether doctors have failed to gain the necessary administrative 

experience to be truste.:i i;li th command or whether the doctorate 

carries too much of an 'I a:bsent-miaded-professor" stigma is un

clear. The fact has been confinE.:m~mt to giving advice ,rather 

than making decisions. 

Given their lir.dtec1 scope of action, it is n6arly impos

sible t.o define success or failure for. doctoral police employ

Be~- Their efforts are so well merged with the actions of 

others in the agency that credit ox' blame cannot be clearly 

assiqned. In agencies in Which ci'vilians vdthout doctorates 

have also been hired y the agency's g~neral evaluation of "the 

civilians" is apt to be-more persorlality-oriented than degree

oriented. The only foromal evaluation of civilians in policy

related roles that I know of draws no distictions between the 
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tvlO Ph.D.ls y three £~.A. is, and one J.D, it studied, the differ

ences in degrees are never mentioned (Alevy, 1973) a However, 

that report did conclude that a solely acaJeMic background was 

poor preparation for working at a high level in a large police 

agency. 

The future frequency of all civilian positions, both for 

doctors and others. \vill depend on two kinds of judgments. 

First, the individual police administrator must decide that 

previous experience "dth civilians in policy-related positions 

(both in his ovm agency all'l elsewhere) has indeed been success-

ful anJ that his agency will gain more benefits than costs by 

em~loying civilians. 8econ1, a~d more important r the police 

administrator must persuade his fiscal superior or ,an outside 

funjing agency to pay for his civilians. The future does not 

look bright for eit'ler judgment to be positive with any great 

frequency. Civilians have ~ot produced any miracles in polic0 

agencies, and the public pressure to improve police service has 

declinea from its peak of t~e late 1960 9 s. As police officers 

are laid off r any headquarters job--let alone those filled .by 

civilians--becomes increasingly har] to justify. Only where 

civilians h~ve replaced high-ranking J uniformed personnel througl 

attrJ.l.:ic.m have the bu:l.get people teen'cooperative, but the cries 

of la·t~ral entry r "t>C;;li tir.::al" a.ppointment, and violation of civil 

service arc' aY"'t to becmMG louuer from increasingly militant 

police un:Lons. 
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Even under the best fiscal conditions p my own feeling is 

that no police agency needs more than one or two doctorates in 

the field of criminal justice. Other disciplines arc needed as 

well. and the total number of positions is apt to be so small 

that they must be rationed out 'I:lith care. Criminal justice 

doctors might be best placed in planning y crime analysis y or 

liaison with other criminal justice agencies. Training, person

nel, and other civilianizable positions, however, might be L~tteJ 

filled by people schoolej in psychology or business administra

tion. If one of the latent purposes of hiring civilians is to 

bring in ne\', perspectives and values as well as ne~l skills 

(Alevy, 1973), then a civilian staff drawn from many different 

backgrounds might be preferable to a concentration of criminal 

justice graduates. 

V. II1PLICATIONS POR DOCTORAL TRAIND1G 

Each role structure of doctors \rorking with the police 

suggests different things for doctoral programs in criminal jus

tice. But this Gcphasis on ~ole differences should not suggest 

that doctoral programs should be divided on the basis of those 

differ8nces. The separate existence of doctoral programs in 

criminal justice is specialization enough. Moreover, doctors 

filling each of these roles may profit by having filled others 

as t'lell. Given Culbertson I s projection of ,an oversupply of crim·· 

inal justice doctorates r the reality of job finding can best be 

Gonfronted by people who can fill any of these roles. 
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In training students for unive~sity-based research and 

teaching about policing, more enphasis should be given to findin~ 

tractable, manipulable variables amenable to policy decisions. 

'rl1at is not to say that "pure'" research of a comparative or his

torical sor·t should be slighted F both understanding and useful 

knowledge will depend upon each other for long-run progress. 

But access to empirical data will become more difficult unless 

university research adopts a more policy-oriented approach. Tha' 

data source must renain open for better understanding and the 

improvement of policing. 

In training students for the teaching of police officers, 

the issue of teachers' classroom legitimacy should be addressed 

squarely. Teaching assistantships combined wi~h patrol car 

rides with the stuCl.ents might be a direct preparation for teach

ing craftsmen abo~t their craft. The more a prospective teacller 

learns about police language, culture, and perspectives, the 

less alien he will f0.cl anI ap!?Gar in his future classroom. 

I cann<Dt see any iustifica'tion £0 r increasing the enrollment 

in doctoral programs of police officers who intend to remain po

lice officers. BJucational opportunity should, of courser be 

open to-alip but it would be misleading to let police officers 

assume that doctoral training \"ill necessarily assist them in 

their work. It may even become a stigma, depending on how they 

manage the doctorate as a symbcl. The fact that civilian doc 'tor [;: 

are recrui~ed for high positions does not altGr this point for r 
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in their case, their outside perspective and risk-taking inclina

tions as civilians are as important as their doctoral training. 

Doctoral trainin0 for future consultants should devote more 

C1ttention to a.rticulating and dealing with the problems of value 

choices. Atte~pting to change the police is an extremely deli

cate t.ask in which life and death consequences migh·t be involved. 

lTust,: because a consultant tAJorks Hith one interest group i.e., 

line officers; does not re~ieve hiM of responsibility to the 

police administrator, the mayor, the Blacks, the Italians, ·the 

~aMily ~isnutants9 and the felons. Police consulting is sur-

roun~ed by an oura of value-free technocracy that needs to be 

continually challenqed by an a'wareness of value conflicts. 

Finally, the training of doctors for civilian jobs in po

lice a.qencies--assurrtinq the jobs \-1111 be available--might be im-

proved through internship. Volunteer viTOrk in several different 

staff bureaus I':'ight leacl. to a dissertation topic for w'hich the 

stuaent might then serve a year in a single bureau. In the 

office setting he can gather that experience with personal pol-

itics, gossip, an~ friendship networks that is so essential to 

success in a bureaucracy. 

But the quality of qraduate training for any of these roles 

will ultimately ~epend upon the faculty. The ideal faculty 

lAlOUld include people ''\1'ho have played each of t!1.ese roles and who 

are sensitive to the basic issues suggested here. If academic 
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criminal justice is to survive r it will require a graduate fac

ul ty that can iI'1par'c the sens"e of: delicate balance between 

scientific discipline, applied craft, and political moral phil

osophy that characterizes the rela:tiol1s between the police and 

the doctorate. 
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INTEGRATING CURRICUJ.Jm1 DESIGN WITH HARKET FORCES 

By 
John K. Hudzik 

POINT FOR DEPARTURE 

•• This paper stresses the advisability of systematically 
~ 

probing and developing nonuniversity employment opportunities 

for criminal justice Ph.D. graduates. The argument is advanced 

• that such development requires a systematic analysis of mar-

ket demand applied to the design of criminal justice Ph.D. 

curricula. The essential market link between the producer 

• and the buyer of Ph.D.is is taken to be skills rather than 

the degree as such. Skills are defined as the job-related 

tasks which an individual has been prepared to undertake. 

• Systematic market analysis seeks to analyze which skills are 

demanded by the employment market and in what amounts. Data 

from market analysis is seen as one critical anc necessary in-

• put for decisions involving how the productive resources of 

a Ph.D. graduate program are to be arranged. Curriculum de-

sign is the arranqinq of productive resources toward desirable 

• 
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ends, and these desirable ends are seen to be defined in terms 

of skills possessed by graduates. 

The application of a market veto pmver to curriculum de

sign in hiqher education no doubt conjures up sinister no

tions. universities and their faculties are often found to 

take great pride in the view that curriculum design is the 

exclusive province of the faculty, if not the senior faculty 

alone. The l..mderpinnings of this vie~'\1 exist in the assump

tion that the VJorld outside the university is unaware, incap

able, and p~rhaps uninterested in new frontiers in thinking 

and action. The reality is that many academics still opera-te 

on a model of the university appropriate to the elitist world 

of old Heidelberg in which the aristocracy, traditional pro

fessions, and. aspirants to the professorial ranks attended 

college. Indeed, the avid acceptance and protection of intel

lectual freedom in university communities is meant precisely 

to provide isolation from the baser, short-sighted understand

ings of the society at large. More to the point, it is to 

isolate the intellectual enterprise from outside prejudice 

and avarice. 

M,aintaininq freedom in the classroom and in curriculum 

design is not wi'1:hout its critics. Put simply, the criticism 

is that universities have used arguments of intellectual free

dom as a tool to avoid reality. Intellectual freedom protects 

the prejudice and avarice of a faculty ill informed and unin

terested in doing the nitty-gritty work of "being relevant." 
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More pointedly, the argument is that universities produce dun

~erheaded graduates that need to be reeducated to the real 

world ana that university faculty do research which has little 

or no practical application to the real needs of the society 

and its component parts. 

These criticisms taken in blanket form are ludicrous ex

aggerations, but they are suggestive of a broader problem. 

At one time a college education at the baccalaureate level 

t'laS the magic key to preferable kinds of employment. This 

was because employers used college degrees as a convenient and 

cheap screening device. It "VJOrked '-Jell as long as a small mi

nority attended college. ne know that it is no longer a small 

minority 't'.7hich attends college, perhaps even at the Ph.D. 

level. This has led to a devaluation of degrees and their 

use as screening devices. The united States Department of 

Commerce estimates that, in the years irnmediatE~ly ahead, only 

one out of four jobs will require a college degree. We may 

note further the current trend toward lO\'l1'ering education re

quirements for jobs \'Jhich in the immediate past required a 

B.A., an ~1.A., or a Ph.D. This is taking place while the num

ber of graduates at each level is increasing. 

At the Ph.D. level, most new doctorates have tradition

ally entered faculty careers in universities and colleges. 

Historically, uni.versities have placed the emphasis in design

ing Ph.D. curricula on reproducing themselves, that is, pro

viding new recruits to the professorial ranks. Universities 
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became both the suppliers and th~~ demanders of the Ph. D. HOV1-

ever, with the greatly expanded IEmrollments in Ph. D. programs 

'caking place in the last 15 to 20 years, sUPl?ly has come to 

outstril? demand for new faculty.l One might assume that cut

ting back supply would solve the problem, and indeed, unless 

additional markets are found for the Ph.D., this is precisely 

Nhat will need to be done to prevent increasing the number of 

unemployed and underemployed Ph.D.'s. But reducing supply is 

/ not an easy alternative given the hug~~ capital investment al-

ready made in harc1.,,,are and faculty to 't.each large numbers of 

Ph. D. 's. 

The alternative to supply cutback is finding additional 

markets for Ph.D. graduates, and that seems already to be in 
'. 

operation. T'Je may note I for example, a grovlTlng\ trend tO~Jarc1 

first-t.ime employment in jobs other than college and uni ver-

sity faculty positions. Criminal iustice Ph.D.'s are not 

likely to be an exception to this trend; they may help lead 

t'.he trend not only because of i:he possibility of oversupply 

for faculty openings but because of the professional-applied 

nature of the criminal justice discipline itself. We are 

probably advised to adrnit that many, if not most, criminal 

justice Ph.D.'s will be entering positions other than college 

teaching. If this becornes the case, serious questions arise 

concerning ",hat a criminal jus tice Ph. D. is trained to do in 

relation to what the "outside" employing markets need. With 

the control of both supply and demand for Ph.D. is (criminal 
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justice Ph.D. 's included) out of the hands of faculty, univer-

sities are faceCl with the necessity of understanding the needs 

of external employment markets. Such understanding is the key 

to providing realistic market conditions for new criminal jus

ti ce Ph. D. us. 

The concern of this paper is the meshing of criminal jus

tice Ph.D. programs with the needs of the employment market in 

nonfacul ty positions. r1eshing, as taken here, concentrates 

on the means by '-'7hich criminal justice programs increase the 

employability of their graduate level students in non faculty 

positions by analyzing at a concrete level the non faculty mar

ket needs for their majors. The essential focus of this paper 

is the use of a management-oriented marketing approach to cur

riculum design in criminal justice Ph.D. programs. 

Unfortunately, concreteness has characterized few, if 

any, past attempts at analyzing the non faculty criminal jus

tice market. The wrong questions have been askedi namely, 

"Nould you hire a criminal justice Ph.D?" "Do you need crim

inal justice Ph.D. IS?" and "How Plany criminal justice Ph.D.'s 

\\Till be required in the next ten years?1I The "wrongness ll of 

this approach is apparent on several levels. First, it does 

nothing to answer the question of employability with respect 

to compe'titive graduate programs (e.g., law, political sci

ence, sociology, computer science). Secondly, the approach 

assumes that there is some specified meaning to a criminal 

justice Ph.D. In fact, there is little evidence to support 
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the view that employing agencies know much about a criminal 

justice Ph.D. beyond the fact that it is a Ph.D. 

Third v there is an implicit assumption in these pap.~ ap-

pro aches that a criminal justice Ph.D. implies a distinct cat-

egory of individuals who hold skills no one else possesses. 

This point is due particular note. From a legal point of view, 

public and private agencies are under increasing pressure to 

refrain from maintaining spurious qualifications in job hir-

ing. Put simplistically, a criminal justice Ph.D. must mean 

something demonstrably unique and relatable to a job position, 

otherwise, it must compete with individuals having substitut

able credentials. If you ask an agency of its willingness to 

hire criminal justice Ph.D. IS, the answer may be yes. How-

ever, it may be significantly "less than yes" if you ask Jche 

question with respect to employability vis-a-vis competing 

credentials, formal as well as informal. 

The important question, so far quite successfully avoid,· 

ed by criminal justice educators, is not whether there is a 

market for criminal justice Ph.D. IS, but rather, which shares 

of which markets are uniquely or partially ours.2 The corol-

lary question is ho\., do we improve our market shares. These 

questions launch no pogroms against brethren in sociology, 

law, and political science, assuming we have something dis-

tinct and useful to offer. If we have nothing distinct and 

useful to offer, what are we doing expending critical educa-

tional resources? 
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AN Er1PHASIS ON CONTENT 

A university functions to produce something that is val

ued. This may be either information (research) or a sk.illed 

individual (graduate) 0 In a free-mark.et economy, value is de

fined as economic value, and economic value in turn is deter

mined by utility an.d social/cultural values. Universities 

traditionally have not been bound in their productive activi

ties by measures of economic value and utility to the extent 

oth~r business enterprises have. Universities are unique in 

the sense that invent.ories do not pile up, given a nonrecep

tive market, and fetlY universities make even a half-hearted 

attempt at determining where their products sell and if they 

sell at all. When attempts are made, they appear to be large

ly limited to lists of undergraduates being accepted for grad

uate education and Ph.D. is being hired into faculty ranks. 

Graduates not falling into one of these two categories are 

largely ignored precisely for the reason, one might presume, 

that they are no longer involved in the internal demand/supply 

structure of university communities themselves. 

Relative isolation from value and utility markets has 

had its benefits, certainly it has increased the freedom of 

f;:).culty to design curricula without the need to pay undue heed 

to the ma~ket outside the dominant influence of the univer

sity. Not all that has benefit or value is recognized by mar

ketplace economics. At the same time, however, this relative 

isolation from outside market forces and lithe growing need to 
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sell" to outside buyers has created a dangerous condition of 

nonaccountability. vJithout a perceived accountability to the 

nonuniversity employment marketplace, hmv do faculties ensure, 

as well as measure, the value of their products to these mar

ket.s? 

Some value of a criminal justice Ph.D. will be intrinsic, 

that is, good in and of itself, producing a more educated per

son, possessing more and higher level skills. A three-year 

Ph.D. program't'lith, for example, statistics, research design, 

and substantive coursework has intrinsic value, at least, as'

suming that you accept knowledge as intrinsically valuable. 

Hm'l7ever, it can be charged that many curricula in uni ver

sities are designed with such intrinsic values alone in mind. 

It may further be suggested that some curricula have been de

signed to protect the vested teaching and research competen

cies of the established faculty without regard to questions 

of eventual market accountability of graduates in both inter

nal and external markets. 

But what is the extrinsic value of a criminal justice 

Ph.D. beyond that for the student himself? The measure of ex

trinsic value here is whether or not society, or some portion 

of society outside the academic community, has a use or need 

for the skills developed in a criminal justice Ph.D. program. 

In other words, the product must have utility for the buyer, 

and this implies a need to clarify the relationship of the 

university to the larger social system • 

..".,.-----------'----~~~--~ 
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It is really in the measuring of extrinsic value that 

uni versi ties and most criminal justice progl:ams have failed 

to gather and implement concrete market da"cao Of course, the 

belief is advanced by some that intrinsic value is usually as-

sured in curricula through calls for creation of a "demanding 

set of courses Ii which teach specifier~" skills and provide suf-

ficient understanding of essential sUbstantive information. 

Some extrinsic value is seen as being assured where there has 

been use of manpower projections or target setting (faculty 

cstir.v'l.tions of \'That the field needs or should have) . 

Special attention needs to be paid to the use of manpo'VTer 

studies and their attempts to provide projections of future 

manpower needs fer certain segments of the economy_ In crim-

inal justice g the studies include analysis of crime rate data, 

public expenditure projections for criminal justice programs, 

a myriad of demographic variables, and a score of other vari-

ables, all meant to provide reasonable forecasts of job op-

portunities in the field. Several new criminal justice grad-

uate programs have used data such as this in the last few 

years to ju.stify the creation or eJ{pansion of their graduate 

programs, orientation, and programmatic commitments. 

In general, fficmpmver studies suffer from several defi

cienc~es~3 First, they have not proved to be highly reliable 

predictors of future employment opportunities (Carter, 1974). 

SecondlYr most of them project only for a five-year period; 

this is particularly unfortunate vis-a-vis their use in 
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curriculum design. The first products of a new curriculum 

will usually hit the market slightly before or after this 

five-year period comes to an end. 

The third deficiency is perhaps the most serious as it 

confronts criminal justice educators. Traditional manpower 

studies only answer the most peripheral of questions; namely, 

how many job opportunities will there be in a given field in 

the immediate futurec 4 Aside from the fact that these pro

jections themselves are often erroneous, the studies do little 

to suggest what kinds of persons (training and experience) 

will be needed to fill these vacancies. To say that there will 

be x number of vacancies in -the next five years is one thing; 

it is an entirely different proposition to query what skills 

will be necessary to fill these positions. It is the lat-cer 

question which should be of prime interest to criminal justice 

educators in designing curricula. Too often programs nave 

been created and designed with little or no concrete informa-

tion concerning 3pecific skill needs of the market, let alone 

projections of these skill needs into the future. 5 The prob-

lem must also be faced that manpower forecasts assume a static 

condition in terms of the t.ype of employment that will be. 

available in the future. 

Target~setting is offered by some as an alternative ap

proach to manpower forecasting. 6 Instead of forecasting th~ 

future, it attempts to influence and determine the future by 

creating needs or wants along targeted directions. Although 
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this is not precisely like the "~1adison Avenue" approach to 

creating product demand, it does clearly seek to alter market 

conditions rather than passively accepting them as does man

power forecasting. 

Additionally, target-setting more closely approximates 

the view that universities are to lead than does manpower 

forecasting; that is, for example, criminal justice faculty 

could provide leadership in the field of criminal justice by 

establishing employmen~. targets and '\i'mrking for their adop

tion 0 !ve should not, in other words, merely measure what the 

Market presently demands in terms of skills and capabilities~ 

rather, we should provide guidance for change by producing 

graduates now with skills targeted along preferable lines. 7 

While meeting its leadership role, target-setting as em

ployed in designing criminal justice curricula can have seri

ous deficiencies in providing graduates with employment oppor

tunities. Tergets run the risk of being pie-in-the-sky goals 

unless they are grounded in reality. The creation of new 

skills, given a marketing perspective, requires that there is 

some degree of documented proof of market receptivity. Se

condly, the receptivity must be more than a simple desire on 

the part of potential employers to hire the new skill~; there 

must be reasonable evidence that resources exist or will exist 

to fund such new skills. Third, targets must be specific; 

that is, they must announce the specific skills and particular 

kinds of knowledge '1t1hich are to be developed, and these in 
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turn must be related to identifiable and specific skill needs 

in the market. Authoritative statements of standards and 

goals often will offer initial data of appraisals related to 

this last point. 

Market forecasting is primarily concerned with three 

questions~ (1) T.-Jhat will the market purchase? (2) How much 

'Vlill it purchase? (3) What conditions are necessary for the 

market to purchase? Traditionally manpower studIes concen-

trate on the latter two questions by forecasting how many em

ployment opportunities will exist in a specified field, given 

certain conditions (e.g., population, crime rate, budget, 
8 etc.) . However, "What the marke}; will purchase" ought to 

"'-

be the first concern (Bombach, 1966). The American automo-

bile industry has been made painfully aware of how "what ll 

can profoundly influence their profits. Likewise, American 

higher education is beginning to feel the impact of an em-

ployment market more constrained and more critical of the 

qualitative features of graduates. In part, the problem con

fronting both the auto industry and education is restricted 

money supply. Hmvever, more significant for both in the long 

run is a change in which products are to be bought and from 

"'Thich sources. It is already a fact of life that markets 

veto not onlysxecutives in the auto industry, but faculty in 

higher education as 'Vlell. t"Je may recall that already numer-

ous curricular and programmatic changes have taken place in 

universtties as a result of employment trends in the last five 
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years; the demise of departments is not the least of these 

"happenings." Thus, the traditional isolation of universities 

from market forces is apparently nO\v something less than a 

simple truth. 

THE CRPlINAL JUSTICE ~1ARKET 

The principal features which characterize the nonfacu1ty 

employment market faced by criminal justice Ph.D. programs 

are (1) competitiveness, (2) complexity, and (3) ambiguity. 

r.ach of these charact8ristics bears some discussion. 

(1) Crinina1 justice programs certainly lack the em

ployment monopolies enjoyed by medical schools or even engi

neering schools. Graduates from several other graduate pro

grams may be seen to compete quite effectively vii th criminal 

justice graduates for jobs in the criminal justice field. 

Additionally, it may be seen that non-Ph.D. 's compete effec

tively for jobs in the agency market. One reason for this 

latter condition is the apparent agency preference for pre

vious field experience which many current Ph.D. programs 

neglect or severely limit. 

(2) Complexity as a feature of the employment market re

fers to the wide array of employing units as well as function

al ;ob classifications comprising the criminal justice mar

ket. Corrections, courts, enforcement, planning, training, 

research, evaluation, and staff or line management are a few 

examples of this array. The implication of complexity in 

----------~----~---
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array is that criminal justice Ph.D. programs confront a mar

ket situation which belies the offering of a static, single

track Ph.D. program. That is, static, single-track curricula 

are deniable if one accepts the proposition that employment 

opportunities should be maximized for Ph.D. graduates . 

This is not to suggest that common cores in Ph.D. curric

ula should be discarded. Certain concepts and substantive 

data are of universal value in a criminal justice program if 

for no other reason than that they contribute to ~oundness in 

el;'ucation as well as intellectual flexibility and stability 

for the graduate. Indeed, there are concepts and substantive 

data which can be identified as core requirements for nearly 

any job possibility in the field of criminal justice. 

Given such complexity in the marketplace, we must con

cern ourselves with the issue of product mix. The mix is the 

meshing of a product line with varied market needs. The pro

duct line is intended to satisfy all or some deliberately se

lected part of the various market needs. Theoretically, one 

could posit a single product (or curriculum) which would si

multaneously seek to meet all or the larger part of the em

ploying market's needs. An alternative approach, and one 

which is more realistic, provides identifiable specializations 

in a criMinal justice curriculum, each realistically matched 

to a subset of the specific and distinguishable demand mar

kets. Of course, the key in identifying the most appropriate 

mix is discovering precisely whl?t is being demanded. Designing 

I 
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an effective prcduct mix is the result of market analysis, be

ginning with what the market needs or wants. Product mix is 

not the result of providing for intrinsic value alone or of 

data coming from the type of traditional manpower study de

scribed eariier. Rather, it is the result of a type of sys

tematic and concrete market analysis which will be described 

later in this paper. 

(3) Ambiguity characterizes the present criminal justice 

employment market. In the first place, many of the employment 

o~portunities for criminal justice Ph.D.'s in universities 

and public agencies are currently funded on soft money (pri

marily federal). Second, the field of criminal justice is in 

the midst of a major reappraisal which in the end is likely to 

alter radically the substantive nature and content of employ

ment in the field. Thus, the ambiguity may be seen in two 

respects: (a) How many positions will there be? (b) What 

kinds of positions are developing? 

A far more serious ambiguity is that which has settled 

about the criminal justice Ph.D. itself. That may best be 

described as market unfamiliarity with what the degree is and 

may lead to statements such as nIt's a nice looking gadget, 

but what does it do?" There is nothing surprising about this 

as a criminal justice Ph.D. i~ a relatively new commodity, 

and almost all new products have difficulty gaining initial 

market familiarity. The problem is complicated, however, by 

the array of criminal jUdtice Ph.D. programs and the difference 
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in 1~hat they mean from one university to another in terms of 

quality and quantity. ~1arketing a ne\1T product requires that 

particular attention be paid to describinq its value, and this 

is especially true where"the market itself is unsettled. There 

is, of course, an advantage to be gained when the employment 

market itself is in an ambiguous state. New products, such as 

the criminal justice Ph.D., have easier entry where consuming 

habits are in upheaval and the value of older, more estab1ish-

ed products is under ques"tion. 

In summary, the c:dminal justice Ph. D. may be seen to 

face a highly complex dnd competi ti ve marke<;: situation with 

attached conditions of ambiguity and novelty, and by no means 

is it a market which is likely to be settled in the foresee-

able futuxe. Effective management of a criminal justice Ph.D. 

program under these conditions becomes most difficult if one 

assumes the Ph.D. product should mesh with the needs of the 

marketplace. The position clearly taken in this paper is that 

effective management of criminal justice Ph.D. programs is de-

fined to a large degree by effective product-market meshing. 

The preconditions for proper meshing involve reducing un-

certainties concerning the marketplace~ (1) understanding the 

complexity, (2) establishing a competitive position, and (3) 

reducing ambiguities at least in the product itself by reliev

ing the pains of novelty through the communication of product 

value. 

I 

I 
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The above is easily said but hard to do. What follows 

is a broad outline of one possible conceptual model for anal

yzing the nonuniversity market for criminal justice Ph.D.'s. 

Its intent is to focus on concrete issues concerning market 

needs and preferences. Its purpose is to provide managers of 

criminal justice Ph.Do programs with an approach to the kind 

of data collection necessary to introduce realistic and sys

tematic market appraisals into the process of designing cur

ricula. 

COll~PONENTS TO A SYSTE~1ATIC APPROACH 

Traditionally, design and management of a criminal jus

tice Ph.D. curriculum have focused in general on the nonmarket 

issues of securing resources and faculty sufficient to main

tain an acceptable instructional program, attracting qualified 

graduate students in appropriate numbers, and in organizing 

curricula. At the same time, market issues have not been ig

nored, albeit their inclusion in the issues of curriculum de

siqn has been less than systematic. Criminal justice has tend

ed to follo~\1 this model despite its unique commitment to in·

teract vTith systems (agencies:'.) outside the academic environ

ment. 

A systematic approach to market analysis focuses on the 

adequate sensing of market conditions through continuous sur

veillance techniques. Systematic also refers to the function

al purpose of collecting data from a market surveillance; 
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namely, that such data is systematically included in design

ing curricula. Feedback regarding sales, placement, and util

ization of Ph.D. 's is, of course, an important part of this 

data. 

A critical point needs to be underscored with respect to 

the reasons for doing market analysis in the first place. The 

kind of market research described here assumes that products 

are to be designed to meet market conditions, thereby attract

ing some share of that Market. To put it in other words, this 

type of ma::ket analysis is intended to gather basic data to be 

used either to affirm the basic appeal of the criminal justice 

PhoD. or to redesign it to increase its appeal. This approach 

is not to be confused with simpler sales analyses ~"hich are 

concerned only with how much has been sold and to whom. Clear

ly, the intent of the market approach here is to provide data 

for the Meshing of Ph.D. curricula with market demands, the 

purpose is not siI"1'nly to report "sales figures." 

The focus of systematic marketing techni.ques is simultan

eously one of determining basic product acceptance and brand 

name appeal. In the case of a criminal justice Ph. D., the 

basic product acceptance concerns buyer need for the package 

of specific skills inherent in a graduate of the program. 

Brano.-name appeal refers to the title of the package, i. e. , 

criminal justice Ph.D. The consumers of criminal justice 

graduates really have two buying questions to answer: What 

do I need? and From who~ shall I buy it? These two questions 
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appear in every ~ompetitive market; the particular problem 

faced by the criminal justice Ph.D. is that it is essentially 

a pioneering name brand. It faces a market which in the past 

has bought from the more established name brands, most of whom 

already produce roughly equivalent base products. 

Thus, we may identify three key elements to systemati'c 

market analysis: (1) continuous surveillance, (2) brand-name 

appeal, (3) basic product acceptance. Continuous surveillance 

comprises designing a feedback system which constantly moni

tors market accep~:ance of the product as well as making assess

ments of market wants. 

Brand-name appeal concerns market pref~rences for compet

ing brand names. ~1ore specifically it queries consumer know

ledge of the brand name, loyalties for particular brand names, 

and relative preferences. Questions such as "Would you hire 

a criminal justice Ph.D.?"'approach concern for brand name ap

peal but fall significantly short of providing usable informa

tion by ignoring the competitive nature of the employment mar

ket. It would certainly be a mistake to assume that a new 

brand-name entry such as a criminal justice Ph.D. automatical

ly has the competitive edge. 

Brand nru~e may also be seen to refer to broader institu

tional links. To put it bluntly, universities are viewed rel

atively to one another; some will enjoy much higher overall 

reputations than others. We may note the effect of institu

tional loyalties in the auto industry where consumers will buy 
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only from General Hotors, no matter uhow good" a P1ercury may 

be. Thus, brand name issues revolve not only around the act

ual name of a product but \vho manufactures it as well. 

Basic product analysis is of crucial importance in the 

analysis of the criminal justice Ph.D. market. Given that the 

brand name, being ne1;1] and untried, may elicit scoffs of uncer

tainty, it will quickly fall to the composition of the product 

to establish its name acceptance. For a criminal justice Ph.D., 

that composition is d packaqe of marketable skills. 

SKILL ANALYSIS 

Agencies buy skills, not degrees; universities tuy de

grees rather than, manifestly, skills. Employment markets de

mand skills, universities produce skills, and Ph.D. programs 

are intended to produce high-order skills. Skills are the es

sential Meshing agents bet,,]een employment markets and univer

sity programs, including crim.inal justice Ph.D. progr"1ms. 

Skills may be defined broadly as are the general knowledge 

sJ<.ills of liberal arts majors, or they may be defined pointed

ly as are tax accounting, chip circuitry electronics, or pri

mate research. Piore often than not, f~mployme:nt markets, es

pecially for higher level positions, ~lll list both general 

and specific skill preferences. ~1arket analyses of skill lev

els -For criminal justice Ph.D.'s are thus likely to produce 

complicated data matrices. This is doubly so given the com

plexity of skill needs in the market discussed previously. 
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One alternative to approaching this complexity and con

ceptualizing it is the use of Functional Job Analysis Scales. 

Sidney A. Fine pioneered development of these scales which 

were initially developed under his direction at the U. S. Em

ployment Service in the early 1950's. Functional job scales 

are meant to describe intended behavior in the work setting 

as a means for classifying jobs. Jobs are seen as being com

posed of tasks, and the classification of jobs relies on an 

assessment of how complex and at what level the tasks are for 

the job. tlRecruitment and selection criteria are based upon 

the requirements or qualifications to perform specified tasks" 

(Fine and Niley, 1971, p. 9). The clear implication of re

cruitment done in this fashion is not so much whether a re

cruit has, for example, a criminal justice Ph.D. I but whether 

he possesses defined skills related to the specified tasks. 

The basic approach employed by Fine is to classify a job 

conceptually by defining its relationship to "people, data, 

and things." Functions, graduated by complexity and difficul

ty, are ranked below the people, data, and things categories. 

Jobs are thus classified in respect of the scales, and initial 

judgments concerning skill requirements can be made. 

The National Planning Association, Bureau of Social Sci

ence Research, and the American Institute for Research are 

currently conducting a "Nationwide Survey of Law Enforcement 

Criminal Justice Personnel Needs and Resources." Representa

tive jobs in police, courts, and corrections are being analyzed 
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to provide data on skill, knowledge t and ability requirements 

for these respective jobs. Functional job analysis methods 

are in use here. Although results are not expected for at 

least a year, this study might prove an interesting source for 

initial understan.ding of skills in demand in the criminal jus

tice employment market. 9 

The reason for calling attention to Functional Job Anal-

ysis is that i 1: exemplifies one operational approach to the 

kind of market skill analysis lobbied for in this paper. 

Other conceptual approaches will probably have to be developed 

'VJ'hen matching employment opportunities to criminal justice 

Ph.D.'s. IO In this respect, it is most important to note the 

dual issues of targeting and amhiquity. Functional job scales 

are most useful in the analysis of established professions and 

industry. In such situations job needs are fairly well estab-

lished through experience and are fairly static through time. 

Analysis of jobs in such established organizations is made 

relatively easier than analysis in burgeoning, rapidly chang-

ing employment fields. Criminal justice agencies are immersed 

in change. Nevv agencies, expanded agencies f new concepts, and 

neVI and expanded views of purposes and missions for operation-

al and educational components of the criminal justice system 

do not enforce static vieirJs of job positions and skill needs. 

Thus, straightfon'lard analysis of existing jobs, using func-

tional scales, is likely to develop only a partial picture of 

market skill needs. The agency market for the criminal justice 
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FJA Scales for Controlling the Language 
of Task Statements 

SumMary Chart of r"Jorker Function Scales 

DATA 
11\. • 

Synthes~z~ng 
I 
I 

Coordihating, 
Innovating 

C 
C 

I 
I 
I 

nalvzing 
- I 

~ 

Compar~ng 

PEOPLE 

(ntoring ~ 
I 

gotiating 

Exchangin 
mation 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Taking Ins ructions
Helping, 
Serving 

THINGS 

!precishill;t Working, 
Setting Up 

I 
Ilanipulating, 

Operating-Contr 
ling, Driving
Controlling , 

I 
I 
I 

ing, 

NOTE l~ Each successive function reading down usually or 
typically involves all those that follow it. The functions 
separated by a comma are separate functions on the same level 
separately defined. They are on the same level because empir
ical evidence does not make a hierarchical distinction clear . 

The hyphenated functions: "Taking Instructions-Helping," 
"Operating-Controlling," "Driving-Controlling," and "Feeding
Offbearingll are single functions. 

"Setting Up, n "Operating-Controlling," "Driving-Control
ling," "Feeding-Offbearing," and "Tending" are special cases 
involving machines and equipment of "Precision Working," 1i~-1ani
pulating,1I and "Handling," respectively, and hence are indent
ed under them. 

NOTE 2 ~ From Functional Job Analysis Scales: A DesJ< Aid, 
1I1ethods for ~~anpower Analysis No.7, by Sidney A. Fine (Kala
mazoo I f1ichigan, The ~rV. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment 
Research, 1973). Reprinted by permission. 
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Ph. D. may be vie'wed as having only partial knowledge of what 

it wants in terms of skilled individuals. Target setting or 

normative forecasting is the only alternative in filling the 

gap_ 

DEFINING THE MARKET 

The process of identifying markets for criminal justice 

Ph.D.'s focuses on two mdrkets: the manifest market and the 

lai:ent market. The manifest market may be defined as skills 

cu:rrently demanded, falling under certain current job classi

fications. The latent market may be defined as those skills 

not presently demanded, but for which there is an identifiable 

nEled now or a need "7hich can be hypothesized for the definah.:.e 

future. There would be no need to delve into latent or fu

ture markets were it not for the fact that the process of 

training Ph.D.ls is so time-consuming. This time element is 

particularly important to note in respect of the frequent 

changes taking place now in the foreseeable future in the crim

inal justice skills market. However, analysis of the manifest 

market remains important even given this dilemma. Only seg

ments of the skills market will change OV8r relatively short 

periods of time, leaving present skill demands intact. Addi

tionally, a thorough analysis of present market needs is an 

essential component to effective determinations concerning fu

tt:t:t:e trends in the market . 
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A.t least two prior ques,tions need answers before a sur

vey of the manifest market is constructed and administered: 

(1) To "-,,,hom shall the survey be administered? and (2) What is 

the ~roduct for which marke~ analysis is being undertaken? 

The approach preferred here is surveying the consumer market. 

That market here is defined as the potential market'of em

ployers for criminal justice Ph.D.'s. This potential market 

may be initially defined according to known core areas of em

ploy~ent for criminal justice Ph.D. types and according to 

certain targeted job areas where few Ph.D.'s are now found but 

for which there is an hypothesized need. For example, plan

ning and research positions in state criminal justice planning 

a.gencies micrht be identified (among others) as known core em

ployment areas. Headships of operational police agencies 

might be identified as targe-ts for a new sales market. 

Thus, simply to identify the present pctential in terms 

of \-,here Ph. D. 's have .'een placed in the past is an incomplete 

appro2.ch. He should also be concerned with current jobs where 

criminal justice Ph.D.'s are not presently employed but could 

be. This is essentially the reason for emphasizing a product 

approach to market analysis rather than a simple sales approach 

Of course, one may not escape the normative dimensions of de

termining where criminal justice Ph.D. 's should be placed in 

addition to traditional employing jobs. 
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To 'whom the survey is administered will also be influ

enced by what the graduate program sees itself providing, or 

what its emphases are. A clear view of intended emphases u 

whether police, courts, correctional, research, etc., or some 

co~bination of these, will provide necessary focus for the 

market survey in much the same manner as industrial market 

analyses are focused by individual product lines. This focus 

may be provided by existing curricular emphases or by plans to 

introduce ne\iV curricular options. 

Once it has been de~ermined who will be surveyed and 

which product markets are of interest, consideration needs to 

be given to what the survey will query and how it will do it. 

No research de.sign for uncovering the nature of market demand 

should rely on one method of data collection alone. Ideally, 

data collection should be the result of several operations, 

each providing a check on the other as well a~ providing spe-

cialized pieces of information. Three methods have tradition-

ally comprised market analysis in the business community: the 

historical method, the survey method, and the ~uildup method. 

All three approaches have a contribution to make in the effort 

to uncover market data cor~cerning criminal jus·tice Ph.D. IS, 

albeit differing contributions. 

The historical l\Iethod typically makes use of secondary 

data and of internal company records. The intent of the his-

tori cal. method is to analyze past patterns to predict the fu-

ture. The predictions are based on manipulations of indepen

dent variables, while consumption is treated as the dependent 
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variable. This process, although somewhat different from the 

procedures used in manpower forecasting, enjoys a basic simi

larity with manpower studies in that both use secondary data 

sources and both manipulate independent variables. 

Historical or manpower studies are useful in that they 

provide data on general environment. Specifically, they take 

into account information on turnover rates, conditions of the 

economy, etc., and give us some general feel for the precondi

tions for employment in given fields. But in view of the in

adequacies of such studies (described earlier), caution needs 

to be exercised in using results from them. At best, they 

draw only rough estimates of general quantities of jobs that 

",Jill be available. Additionally, because the criminal justice 

Ph.D. is such a relatively new degree, historical analysis 

treating the employment of the criminal justice Ph.D. as a de

pendent variable is likely to be quite suspect. 

The survey method offers '\rJider application. By this 

method consumers thems€llves are asked the relevant market 

questions. It is important here to remember that consumers 

are not simply defined by whether or not they traditionally 

hire Ph. D. v s; included are the targeted consumers (\,lhere we 

would like to place criminal justice Ph.D.'s). Also, only 

part of the intent of a survey is to query receptivity to hir

ing a criminal justice Ph.D. type. Much closer to the prin

cipal intent of a survey is the gathering of skills informa

tion on what consumers look for in filling targeted positions. 
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It is likely that no survey v no matter how broad, will provide 

sufficient data for drawing an accurate picture of market 

skill demands. Likevdse, no one university or criminal jus-

tice program will probably be able to accomplish drawing such 

an accurate picture. What may be called for is a cooperative 

venture, over several years, among several components of the 

criminal justice system, to complete the picture. 

Any and all market surveys must be careful to distinguish 

between demand and consumption. Typically, demand outstrips 

consumption. Frequently, consumers will say that they will 

buy a dozen of this or that, only in actuality to purchase 

none or a few. This is particularly true if the market sur

vey is constructed to question only what the employer would 

like to buy. To offset this problem, the survey must deter

mine what the employer is likely to buy in actuality as ''lell. 

Survey data of this latter sort may be supplemented with man

pov.rer study data to improve our understanding of future real-

ities. 

The buildup approach is particularly beneficial for at-

tempts at appraising t.he :market for a new product. For new 

products, reasonable estimates of product consumptions are 

"built up" from analysis of '\That the product does and who con-

stitutes the pool of potential users. The buildup, however, 

is likely to go through a number of stages before accurate 

pictures can be gained. For example, when Ford introduced the 

t.llustang in the early sixties I their initial buildup analysis 
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indicated a young market. Much to their surprise, subsequent 

analysis indicated a substantial "add-on" market of older pur

chasers as 'V7el1. Nell' uses for a given product also 'tIIill be 

discovered over time, thereby expanding the definition of the 

market. Du~ont's marketing of nylon and polyethylene is a 

good case in point. 

Constantly redefining the market in terms of uses and 

users is the essential meaning of the buildup approach. As 

such, it has important application not only to defining ini

tially and updating market knowledge but for subsequent feed

back and alterations in our views of the market as well. 

Buildup analyses can also help answer the t't'.'O prior questions 

to a market survey: i.e., To whom shall a market survey be 

administered? and What is the product for which market anal

ysis is being undertaken? Logically, the two issues of uses 

and users are interrelated, each helping to define the other. 

SURVEY OF THE MANIFEST MARKET 

The manifest market is defined as the existing job mar

ket. Specifically, it is that segment of the present job mar

ket with which skills taught in criminal justice Ph.D. pro

grams could conceivably mesh. The market is given initial de

finition through use of a buildup analysis of criminal justice 

Ph.D. uses and users. The market survey of these consumers 

should concent.rate on a variety of issues as sketched in gen

eral fashion in the outline belm". This outline is not 
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ANALYSIS OF Jl.1ARKET ISSUES 

1. Brand Name Issues: 

A. Product Awareness: 

B. Product Competition: 

C. Producer Competition: 

II. Product Demand Issues: 

A. Skill Enumeration: 

B. Demand Definition: 

III. Product Consumption Issues: 

A. Enabling Conditions; 

B. Environmental 
Conditions~ 

C. Quantity Projections~ 

Survey of consumer understand
ing of what constitutes a 
criminal justice Ph.D. 

Consumer views as to what con
stitutes competitive products 
to a criminal justice Ph.D. 

Consumer views as to competi
tive standing of the univer
sities and/or departments 
offering a criminal justice 
Ph.D. 

Survey of consumer for skill 
criteria on which employment 
is awarded. 

Categorization and construc
tion of typologies from skills 
data to dra'll generalized pic
tures of market needs. 

Survey of consumer resources, 
including budgets, access to 
money, physical support sys
tems, etc. 

Attention to turnover rates, 
civil service requirements, 
condition of the economy, for
mal and informal resource util· 
ization pr.iorities, etc., as 
they relate to the quantity 
demanded by the consumer. 

Construction of estimates for 
annual hiring in defined mar
ket areas. 
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intended to list all types of data necessary to analyze the 

manifest market. It does, however, broadly categorize the 

full range of general issues relevant to such an analysis.~ 

The manner in which such data is useful from the s,tandpoint 

of nanaqinq a criminal jU3tice Ph.D. program will be discuss

ed under "Product Development .. " 

ANALY7.ING THE LATENT jVIARKET 

The planning effort to meet latent market demands in

volves reasonable estimates of future technologies, probable 

demands for new skills or improvement of old ones, and the de

signing of new products or new skill components in the curric

ulum to meet the challenge. 

The problems of planning for latent markets are several. 

First, potential uses for new skills cannot be completely 

identified, and thus the size of the market is a virtual un

knm,Tn. Secondly, resistance to hiring new skills cannot be 

accurately assessed, and thus the rate a.t which the demand for 

ne\tJ skills ~7ill grml is another unknown. Resistance may be 

the result of budget inflexibilities, professional jealousies, 

CiIld/or program priorities. In any event, the introduction of 

curricular components intended to meet latent markets should 

be prefaced with caution. The process may begin with a single 

course and a fmV' students to test the water as it were .. 
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Analysis of latent market.s should begin with the develop

ment and testing of reasonable hypotheses regarding the mar

ket's wish and ability to'use a new skill. That is, a target 

approach to forecasting la'cent market needs must begin with a 

supportable assumption that some demand is there or will be 

there regardless of the current catalog of jobs. In other 

words, criminal iustice graduate faculties should not forget 

that they are in a p0sition to make determinations concerning 

skills needed, build them into a criminal justice Ph.D., and 

thereby preempt a market that does not formally exist. 

The latent market must be treated as a natural outgrowth 

o:E both the manifest market and of broader developments in 

the fi81d. For example, in the not-too-distant past, a rea

sonable prediction was possible that evaluation research ~qould 

comprise an ever larger portion of concern for many criminal 

justice agencies. In this not-too-distant past, the number 

of job openings for evaluation projects was quite small, but 

the latent market aspects of demand for evaluation skills 

should not only have been predictable, but targetable. Vari

ous LEAA fundings have carried evaluation requirements in the 

roqarding of grants, and increased job openings requiring eval

uation skills could have been inferred from the broad impact 

of LEAA fundings. Criminal justice programs might well have 

introduced (as some have) curricular components to teach eval

uat.ion skills. 
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PRODUCT DEVELOP~'({ENT 

A criminal justice Ph.D. curriculum should be the result 

of realistic rnarket analyses coupled with the goal of producing 

something of value. Extrinsic value may be defined as either 

what the market demands, or as what, in the best judgment of 

the producer, it will demand. Value thus is defined by pre

sent and future buyers. Such a view offers an opportunity to 

reintroduce a vie~l of accountability discussed in the begin

ning of this paper. Accountability may be viewed simply as 

meshing products with market forces. The point is that crim

inal justice educators are in a position to determine what a 

criminal justice Ph.D. will be. The question is what will be 

used as the criteria to make the definition. 

The key to meshing is the convergence of what the market 

defines a criminal justice Ph.D. to be and what the market 

wants. nhen market wants are highly diverse, as 't>Jith the com

plexi ty v-Jhich exists in the criminal justice employment mar

ket, exactly matchinlJ a single product to market demands be

comes difficult. One possibility is product diversification, 

or the designing of a wide-ranging product line, each product 

of which is meant to match a specific segment of the diverse 

market. In theory, perfect matches will result when there is 

a product designed to meet every special demand in the market. 

In designing criminal justice Ph.D. curricula, exact 

matches are impossible unless we are willing to tailor indi

vidual criminal justice Ph.D.'s to specific and individual 
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employment openings. HO"Vlever, such tailor-made programs tend 

to have higher per unit production costs than mass production 

of a single uniform product. The essential problem may be 

characterized in terms of costs-benefits: Product diversifi-

cation yields wider market penetration with high production 

costs while product homogeneity diminishes the scope of mar-

ket penetration but decreases production costs. 

r1anagers of criminal justice Ph.D. curricula must face 

decisions concerning the cost-benefit of various product mixes. 

The maintenance of numerous curricular options enhances the 

opportunity to appeal to a wider portion of the market, but 

at the same ti.me, it may also spread scarce resources so thin 

(~oneyy faculty, etc.) as to negate the production of quality 

criminal justice Ph.D.'s. Such a condition may reduce market 

appeal for all. Likewise, the cost of maintaining numerous 

high-quality options may be prohibitive in the face of fixed 

or restricted resources. If resources are restricted, deci-

sions must be made as to which segments of the market are to 

be attracted. Realistic limitations must be set to the design 

of the product line, and setting realistic limits involves 

defining core markets and fringe markets. 

Any particular product will have a core market defined 

as that portion of the buying market most attracted to the 

product. The core marke·t represents a fairly homogeneous seg-

ment of the market demand. The fringe market constitutes that 

aX'ca of demand ~..,here a product becomes less and less compatible 

-------------.-~~~-
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'ltd th analyzed market preferences and vice versa. Thus I for 

example, a curriculum directed at general policy analysis 

skills may have fringe attraction to employment in budget open-
" 

ings but not as much attraction as a specialist trained in 

budget. What is a core market for one product may be the 

fringe market for another and vice versa. Both may claim ap-

peal in two market areas. But in each case, one has the ad-

vantage over the other in terms of having a closer fit between 

itself and the demands of the specific market. 

Product A 

~ 
~~, 

Core ppeal 

Harket A 

Product B 

Core .ppeal 

f.1arket B 

There are numerous ways in which core markets ,may be de

fined. In general, however, the essential point is that the 

more 0enerally the core market is defined, the more hetero-

geneous that market becomes. Any attempt to mesh a single pro

duct or basically similar product line with such an expanded 

core ccfinition will usually yield incompatibilities between 

the p,:~oauct and the de:rnand characteristics of various compo-

nCl:.t'3 of the expanded heterogeneous market. 
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In such a situation, a single product which is designed 

comprisingly for a large segment of the total market will not 

perfectly match many, if any, of the parts of that large mar

ket. There would appear to be only two choices in resolving 

this dilemma: (1) Offer one product designed for a small hom

ogeneous part of the market and hope that it sells as well in 

the fringe market areas p or (2) Offer a multiproduct line, 

each product designed to appeal to specific homogeneous cores. 

The first alternative is dangerous since all eggs are placed 

in one basket as it were. Additionally, a single homogeneous 

market for criminal justice Ph.D.'s is not likely to offer 

enough employment opportunity to support adequately a full

fledged graduate program. The second alternative is more ap

pealing if a way can be found to reduce the costs of maintain

ing a multiple product line. 

The critical issue in product design, ·therefore g is pro

duct mix. Product mix is the line of products being presen

ted to the mr.o:ket. There are two strategies employed by the 

business community which may be of some aid to the integra

tion of criminal justice Ph.D. curricula with the heterogen

eous market: modular assembly and postponement (Staudt and 

Taylor, 1965, p~ 197). 

~1odular assembly involves the construction of a variety 

of products built from common building blocks. Applied to de

signing criminal justice Ph.D. curricula, this would involve 

the construction of a basic curriculum core to which 
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adjustments or additions could be made to broaden the product 

line. Production costs are kept dmrm by employing as many 

common components as possible. This is not unlike the approach 

follm'l7ed currently in many criminal justice Ph. D. programs 

where a core is required and an area or areas of specializa

tion are chosen. However, just as a curriculum core relates 

to realistic market conditions, so must the areas of special

ization. Thus, for a particular student, the curricular spe~ 

cialization 'l;V'ill define his core target employment area while 

the core curriculum will define the applicable fringe marJcets. 

Likewise, at a general curricular level, the variety of spe

cializations offered will announce the targeted core employ

ment areas \vhile the core curriculum ,!ViII define the broader 

frincre markets. 

Using modular assembly, the basic product may be seen to 

appeal variouslY to a l':elatively 'I;'1ide segment of the market. 

Identification of such segments of the market is based on a 

clustering of all market skill demands under several general 

titles. The general titles identify the clusters of job 

titles t>Jhich are roughly associated with one another. In the 

graph below, the four 1"1ajor blockings, labeled flAil, "B", "e", 

and "nil represent an example of such a clustering and segmen

tation of the broader employment mark~t. The smaller dotted

line squares represent the specific job titles falling within 

each general cluster. Ideally, a core curriculum is related 

to the larger blocks, and specializations within the curriculum 

are related to the smaller dotted boxes. 
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If a particular Ph.D. program identifies cluster A as the 

target market for its Ph.D., then the core curriculum is de-

signed ,to build a product basically applicable to all of A. 

Specializations in the curriculum are created to provide a 

greater degree of fit \'7ith the specific segments of the clus

ter (i.e., AI' A2 , A3 , A4). 
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A,B,C,D = Categories of general 
clusters in the market 

Al,A ,A ,A , etc. = Specific components of 
2 3 4 the market subsets 

The importance of designing a basic core curriculum in 

reference to a clearly delineated and defined market segment 

cannot be underscored enough. If the basic curriculum is not 

associated t>lith related ma't:'ket demands, then the advantages of 

modular assembly are lost. That is AI' A2 , etc., must have 

certain basic commonalities. 
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Postponement is a scheduling device whereby final adjust

ments in product composition are delayed until the product is 

nearly ready for sale. In matters of curriculum d~sign, this 

means scheduling core components of the curriculum first to 

build the basic product. Thus, curriculum becomes a process-

. t h' 11 1nq ec n,;,que. The specialized additions or packagings of 

products are delayed until late in the student's program. 

This approach allo~Js a final .. tuning in" of the product at a 

point relatively close to its being put on the market. The 

approach offsets some of the negative consequences of having 

a criminal justice Ph.D. go through a three- or four-year pro-

duction timetable. ~1arkets can change greatly in three or 

four years, and the ability to make specialized adjustments in 

the product within a year or so of introduction to the market 

is better than havinq no flexibility to adjust at all. 

rJIodular assembly and postponement are approaches to bal-

ancing the competing problems of market heterogeneity and pro

duction cost. In particular they afford an opportunity to ex u
' 

pand the product line \\Thile holding down costs and to defer 

final product adjustments until the last possible moment. All 

of this is for the purpose of producing greater similarity be-

tween the product and the specific demands of a heterogeneous 

and changing market. 

~1.arket analysis supplies the basic data on which the to-

tal market may be segmentalized and defined at a concrete lev-

ela However, market analysis does not supply decisions for 
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which segments of the market products should be designed. 

Such decisions are management decisions which involve not only 

the analysis of the external market forces, but internal pro

ductive forces as well. 

Decisions relating to curriculum design should rely on 

t~lo sets of information: internal conditions and external 

conditions. The analyses of internal conditions have tradi

tionally occupie~ managers of doctoral curricula. Budgets, 

qualifications of faculty, goals of the department or school, 

and internal priority systems will influence the nature of any 

given criminal justice Ph.D. By like measure, however r the 

external conditions of the marketplace ought also to influ

ence curriculum design. In other words, curriculum design 

should not only be based on "what are we equipped to produce" 

but also on "what can be sold. 1I To an extent universities 

have brought both these concerns to bear on the designing of 

curricula. However, the definition of what can be sold has 

traditionally been limited to what universities themselves 

have bought. The luxury of such a restricted market view is 

no longer compatible with a large, fixed productive capability 

able to outproduce grossly for the needs of the traditional 

internal market and, at the same time, abler with adjustments, 

to produce effectively for an external market as well. If ad

justments cannot be made to programs which p now or in the near 

future, produce large quantities of poorly demanded graduates, 

the scale of their existence at least ought to be questioned . 
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The outline originally entitled "Analysis of Market 

Issues" thus is only the first step in bringing about a more 

effective mesh between product and market. A more complete 

view of the entire process is as follo'\l.)'s ~ 

I. Analysis of Market Issues 

A. Brand Nam.e Issues 

D. Product Demand Issues 

C. Product Consumption Issues 

II. ~nalysis of Production Issues 

III. 

A. Resource Inventory 

1. Budgets~ Availability of money for salaries, 
supplies and services, equipment, graduate support, 
etc. 

2. l1anpower: Analysis of skills 2nd talents of facul
ty available to the production effort. 

3. Capital Supports~ Inventories of space, library 
resources, com?uters, etc., available to the pro
duction effort. 

B. Goals and Priority Issues 

'1'he 

A. 

B. 

1. Production Preferences: Analysis of existing pref
erences and priorities of faculty related to what 
kind of product or products ought to be produced. 

2. Production Priorities~ Analysis of relative pref
erences among faculty for the creation of certain 
kinds of curricular packages. 

:1eshing of Product and 1,iarket 

Data Integration~ Analysis of production issues in 
relation to market issues. 

Core Markets~ Identification and sel~ction of target 
markets based on production capabilities and goal 
preferences. 

C. Product Design: Design of products to mesh with se
lected markets. 

D. Integration! Evaluation of skill demands of target 
Iaarket in terms of skill components of product. 
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LOOSE ENDS 

This paper has emphasized employment opportunities in 

nonuniversity positions. Such an emphasis is not intended to 

discard the importance of preparing candidates for university 

positions in teaching and research. Such preparation is, and 

will remain, an important segment of the "productive" activi-

ties of criminal justice Ph.D. programs. But as a segment of 

criminal justice programs, it has been argued that it should 

not dominate curriculum design to the exclusion of meeting the 

needs of the nonuniversity employment markets. However, inso-

far as research and teaching in criminal justice programs are 

seen to have a necessary connection with agencies and practi-

tioners in the criminal justice system, the preparation of 

candidates for employment in university positions will resem-

ble the preparation of :mdidates for employment in nonuni ver

sity positions. 

The intent of market analysis, as described here, is to 

provide assessment of what is demanded by the nonuniversity 

employment market. The use of such market ~ata as the exclu-

sive guiding agent in designing Ph.D. curricula is not deemed 

proper or warranted; analysis of market demand is not neces

sarily synonymous '\I.;ri th '!.<lhat should be. Harket analysis leaves 

a great deal of room for faculties to design elements of inno

vation into the skill packages of their curricula. These in-

novative components may represent the important contributions 

of educational institutions to improving the criminal justice 

L __ . 
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system. Indeed, providing nev.l skills for a better tomorrow 

rests at least as heavily on having a creative faculty as on 

market analysis. However, as one ingredient in the design 

process, market analysis is indispensable. It provides an 

important reference point for designs of the future, and it 

yields understanding of the criteria by which employing mar

kets will make decisions on recruiting and selecting personnel. 
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NOTES 

lz\lan .t:'!. Carter. II The Academic Labor 1·1arket. 1 In Higher 
8ducation and ·the I)abor'lar).::et (No.4). J\1cGraw Hill, 1974, 
sponsored by the Carnegie Commission, pp. 281-307. This article 
supported by figures and co~putations, stresses that the supply 
of Ph.D. Vs will 9reatly outstri.p demand in the next uecade 
such that a constantly shrinking fraction of Ph.D. 's awarded 
will be needed to staff the nation's colleges and universities. 
Por further support of this thesis, see Richard B. Freeman 
and David W. Brenaman. Forecasting the Ph.D. Labor narket! 
Pitfalls for Policy (Technical Report No.2). Presented to the 
fJational Board on Graduate Education, Washington f D. C., April 
197 ,!,. Also see National Boar.l on Graduate Education. Doctorate 
~'1anpower anrl Forecasts (No.2). Washington f D. C. f November 1973 

2John K. Folger, Helen S. Astin; and Alen E. Bayer. Human 
Resources and Higher Education. NevJ York ~ Russell Sage Founda
iion l 1970, pp. 354-355. This point is made rather forcefully 
that:The substitution of persons with lesser educational qual
ifications will probably occu~ in any occupation that includes 
a wide variety of jobs and employment settings, that has 
flexible or undefined educational standards for job performance 
and that does not control entry requirements rigidly. \. 
This 'Vmuld seem to be a near perfect description of most of the 
criminal justice system. 

") 

.)Richard Lester. ftanpower Planning in a Free Society. 
Princeton, N.J.~ Princ~ton University press, 1966. Contains 
a good account of some of the shortcomings of manpower fore
casting. 

{1 

"Tore Thonstad. Education and rip.npmv€:r ~ Theoretical 
. lodels and Empirical .A.pplications. EdinbUJcgh • Oliver and 
Boy,~, Ltd. ( 19G 9. A good example of a theoretical modeling of 
forecasting ~lhich emphasizes hm., many jobs vlill be available 
but nearly neglects what: these jobs entail in terms of skillsQ 

5Sta·te University System of Florida. j"lanpo\'Jer and Euuca
tioD for Criminal Justice in Flori~a. Tallahassee: State of 
~lorida, 1973. This study representeu one such static model 
approac:1 ~vhich coulJ. prove disruptive to predictions. See 
Gr iswold an] DeShane, ;lCri:r:'linal Justice r1anpm',7er Proj actions ~ 
Is there an {\lternative ,'I an April 1975 paper, Portland State 
Universityp for similar remarks on the Florida material. See 
also Job Information Center for Corrections p Institute of 
Contemporary Corrections an,l the Behavioral Sciences. }1an
power Study for Corrections~ state of Texas 1973':'1974, Sam 
U6uston S·tate University. rrhis study includes sections 'Which 
list ana analyze classified job positions in corrections in 
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Texas. The particularly interestinq feature of this approach 
is the publishing of actual job descriptions and the number 
of positions for these various descriptions. Such data could 
provide valuable information for market analysis done at a 
skills level. 

6F . A. Harbison and C. A. ~1eyers. Education, £lanpower anr1 
Economic Growth: Strategies of Human Resource Development. 
NevJ York ~ }\icGralll1 Hill, 1964. Several worthwhile points are 
made throughout the book concerning targeting and the s'txategic 
application of high-level manpOVJer in development and upg:rading 
activities (see page 15 in particular). 

7 Folger et aIr p. 33. Here; the authors suggest that a 
supply of highly trained candiuates can have the effect of up
graliing employmen·t entry requirements. 

8Harold Goldstein. "Government Techniques for projecting 
Occupational r,-1anpovJer Needs." In f1anpovler Planning (Industrial 
Relations Monograph No. 31). New York: Industrial Relations 
Counselors, 1970, pp. 23-25. Contains a good description of 
the process and model used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
in making manpower forecasts. Also, see G. E. Horton. On .:the 
Evolution of f.1anpoliler Statistics. Kalamazoo, .~1ichigan ~ The 
fl. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, December 1969. 
For critiques of manpower forecasting, see Ahamad Bashir and 
Hark Blaug. The Practice of Xilanpower Forecasting. Amsterdam .. 
Elseiver Scientific Publishing Company, 1973. See Chapter 3 
in particular. Also see Harbison and Beyers. 

9project Star, although not using Functional Job Analysis 
Scales as such; has examined the issue of skills needed in the 
criminal justice system. Data wa's gathered by surveying a 
variety of personnel in operational agencies (courts, correc
tions and police) in an attempt to measure what various person
nel (judges; prosecutors, police officers, etc.) actually do, 
as '-11ell as should do. '1'he approach may have very useful ap
plication to functional analysis of the job market for criminal 
justice Ph.D.'s. The questionnaire used by Project Star is: 
American Justice Institute. Survey of Role Perceptions for 
Operational Criminal Justice Personnel~ Questionnaire, project 
Star. ;'.Jarina Del Rey, California ~ American Justice Institute, 
1972. 

lODe H. Go Layard an.:t J. C. Saigal. "Educational and 
Occupational Characterist.ics of :lanpm'ler ~ An International 
Comparison. "I British Journal of Industrial Relations, July 
1966. Proposal of a theoretical approach using skills as a 
basis for predicting kinds anJ. amounts of manpovJer needs. 
Provides an interesting starting point for formally intrOducing 
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skills analysis into manpower forecasting. The f010l1el also 
attempts to forge s. theoretical link between skills and levels 
of educational attainment. Also, see C. C. Cain, ;'Occupational 
Classification' An Economic Approach. f10nthly Labor Revie'li>7 p 

February 1967 90, 48-52. An alternative classification system 
using skills as-a basis for forecasting job opportunities. 

lID. Katz and R. L. Kahn. Social Psychology of Organiz~
tions. New York: Wiley, 1966. Katz and Kahn describe an input
output processing view of organizations which is quite similar 
to the processing technique intended in this paper. 
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CHAPTER 11.. CONCLUSIONS 

The rise of undergraduate progral'1.S in Admini.stration of 

,Tustice, CriMinal Justice, or allied ruhrics, along l;'Ti th the 

burqeoning o'f grar1uate prograns in CriP1inal ,Justice, is one of 

the Most n~cent.: anl'i prof'linent oevelonnents in AMerican hiqher 

eclucation. :l\ ' 07110113 ne,07 :f:ielCl of study, involving sizable num

bers of faculty qer,hers and a larqe body of students, has 

spruncr up al1'1ost o';;'lSrniqht. The rise of these programs is a 

ref.lection of ~eicrhtene(l concern about crime in contemporary 

j\r'lerica. ~'lore c'l.ir8ctlv r t.hese ventures in higher education 

have been stinulated by a number of responses to the crime prob-

1e!'" at the f8deral aovernrlent level, including the President IS 

COf1mission on LaT!] Enforcernoent anc" Administration of Justice, 

the passage of the O~nihus Crime Control and Safe streets Act 

of 19G8, anCl the creation of the La'irJ Enforcenent ·,A.ssistance 

}\0!'1.inistration. A !'la; or theme runninq through all of these 

responses has been that increased an0. sharnened intellectual 

,']eanonrv 1 in the forP1 of trained l'lanpower supplied by American 

co11e0es anc1. uni versi ties, must be c1.eveloped for the 'tolar on 

crine. 
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'r'he hirth of this ne'l;7 fielCl of study y criminal justi.ce q 

has not heen without in~ividual1y faIt ~ains and a good deal of 

institutional rl.iscomfort. .7\t the tine of the establishment of 

the National Criminal Justice E~ucational ConsortiQ~ and even 

tOnRY, three years later, a nunber of. basic issues and ques

tions concerning criNinal justice education are still mooted. 

This volune T:las intende(l. to identify SOP.le of the major issues 

and to sti1!l.ulate dialoO'ue unon them., but T,,1aS not desiqned to 
.# '. --' 

nrovide final anST;!erS to these key issues. Indeed, one thrust 

of Many of t1Le naners in this volume is that it would be pre-

f"'I.ature to seek closure on Many of these issues. The education-

al develon~ent exnerience has not yet run its course, criMinal 

justice stucUes ar~ still at a Cleve loping v adolescent stage, 

and t~ere is still ~uch to be learne~ hefore the final outlines 

o¥ a Mature ¥iel~ of crif"'linal iustice inquiry will be clear to 

all conGerner'1,. 

But, ~'!hile !'1any of the key issues in crirlinal justice edu

cation 'I:lill continue to be T'latters of lively debate for some 

tiMe to COl"l.e fit is possible to offer some broad ano. tentative 

observations, r1r?r'ln from the experiences of the seven Consor

tium institutions in criminal justice educational development 

acti vi ties, (:'iscussions 'I.'1i th other educators outside the Con-

sortiur1, and fron the contrihuted essays in this volume. 

Pirst 9 nearl'! all \'-JOuld aqree that there is a body of 

kno\'Tle0.<1e pertainin0 to crime, its causes ano control, that can 

1'')e hrou<1ht torrether to nrovifl.e the intellectual focus for crime-
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-eiqhtin<l activities. I"('1hen too, P1.C.n'l of the papers in this vol-

11Me have inclicatefl tn.a.t there are a number of nractical or or

Ganizational ar0uroents in favor of locating educational pro

qrarns Nhich deal lI7it11 this lcnm<lledge in relatively autonomous 

acadenic units. 

]\t thA sane time F a nUl1'J.ber of conmentators on criminal 

iustice enucation, includinq SOP1e of the contributors to this 

volu.T"\e, have hastened to argue that criminal justice is a syn

thetic an~l PlUl ti(1iscinlinary fielcl of study I rather than a new r 

coherent, single discipline. Criminal justice education at 

both the undergraduate and qraduate levels dra\rJs much of its 

intellectual sust~nance frOM a variety of long-established dis

ciplines and areas of inquiry, such as sociology, criminology, 

anthronolo0Y, econoTIics, nolitical sci~nce, and kindred fields. 

The precedinG pa0es of. t'l-ris voluMe reveal a qood deal of dis

arrreeJ"'ent amon~ crininal justice educators regarding the long

terM prospects for a ~'lholly separate and viable discipline of 

criMinal iustice. 

T7hatever the ultimate outcome of the Movement to\\fard crim

inal justice educational programs, it seems likely that crim

inal justice e<'!ucation loTill need to nurture and sustain con

tinued intellectual interchange with the ancillary fields of 

infTUiry such as cril"'linology, political science, economics, and 

socioloqy. In these tiMes of challenge, rapid social change v 

social and econOMic dislocation, and social turmoil, criminal 

justice ecucation can ill afford to become isolated from other 
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. fields of inquiry in trJhich analyses of criMe and responses to 

it are being carried forth. 

7\not'her ooint on l:7hich most observers are in general agree' 

Ment is that the crime control apparatus in America today does 

not yet operate as an entirely ,[·Jell-coordinated system. In 

considerable part v it is a nisnoMer to speak of the criminal 

justice systeM, for what is often nore ap~arent is a halting, 

uncoorc.inated ;ustice rn.achinery. A.t the saMe time, there is a 

qrmrdncr chorus ()f COMJ"lfmtary in ,[·]hich criminal justice adminis

trators I <;joverm'1ental officials, and criminal justice educat.ors 

are all calling for increased attention to the development of 

a nore coor(~inateC! syste!'1 of la"l enforcement, judicial process

in0, correctionfll 8.ctivi ties f and preventive endeavors 0 The 

Harnincr h("l,3 l')een sounder.1 that unless (treater system coordina

tion is achieved '·11 thin coning- years, the entire criminal jus

tice processing apparatus 'Ii·lill collapse. 

T·ToT·lever, once ~'!e Move beyond these broar1 recommendations, 

continuinq disaqreel'1ents again becoMe evident. Some of the pa

ners in this volUMe tend to irn.nlv that the current structure of 

justice operations is relatively viable and only in need of in

fusions of. IT10re money and traineCl. ManpO'l."7er, while some of the 

essays here and elsenhere in the criminal justice literature 

are rmch less sanc;uine ahout existinl] structures and operations; 

;arGuing insteaCl for r1arkec'!. innovations and radical changes in 

responses to la"i·,l;reakinCT. ':"hen too, SOMe of the preceding 

:r:H'\.~es indicate that SOMe stucents of the crime problem wouln 
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art.vocate r'7holesale societal restructuring as the most sensible 

approach to f'.ealin('T lid th criDle in I'"lodern society. These dis

cordant vim'7s are sYTYJntomatic of broader qua.rrels about the 

most sensible or proMising approaches to crime control that are 

currently racrinCf across the United states. Also, they point 

up the inac1equacies of existinq knoHledge on crime and its con

trol v ~vhich preclucle unequivocal conclusions about the most 

efficacious criMe control strategies. 

The preceding paragraphs have hinted at some of the com

plex and T?rofoun<'l quarrels and issues that characteJ:ize the 

struggling fields of. criminal justice education and practice. 

These art=:! thor.nv issues that cr~~ate a qood deal of anxiety and 

concern, hut they are at the saTtle time the stuff out of which 

the spirit of intellectual excitel'1ent is created. Hopefully, 

the panes of. this volume \'>7ill have stiMulated the reader to 

struqcrlr; further If!ith these key concerns. 
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Culbertson; Pohert ~., The Grand Valley State Colleges, Allen
dale, r1ichigan 0 "Crir:tinal Justice Education ~ The Latent 
Consequences of Overfunding." 

The proliferation of criminal justice educational programs over 

the past ten years in part can be attributed to the 'various 

funding programs of the La'\'l Enforcement .~ssistance Administra-

tion. Although little disagreement on the need for criminal 

iustice education exists, much criticism has recently been di-

rectec1 at the quality of criMinal justice programs. For the 

most part, criminal justice education has not been based on a 

rationally defined model. The confusion surrounding the pro-

c;ra."nr1in~ of cri!'1inal justice eCl.ucation is traced to three con-

ditions: (1) incomplete analysis of the role task structure of 

criminal justice education requireMents, (2) unidentified or 

nonconsensual goals, nnd (3) differing eApectations for educa-

tional pro0rans stemminq from a decentralized and fragmented 

criminal justice system. ~his confusion has produced education-

al programs that ar8 ~rVi thout an understanding of the needs of 

present and asuiring criminal justice practitioners. Alterna-

ti ve program moc1.els such as the Social Science -1odel and the 

Professional 1'1oc1el are revier·Je0.; as '\r7ell as the criticism that 

has been directed at these models. There is an extended dis-

cussion of a nUP1ber of problems in colleges and uni versi ties 

associated rqi th the Social Science ~1odel which appear to call 

for turther develop~ent of the ~rofessional Model. These prob-

lens exist in the realm of: (1) developing collaborative re-

lationshins bet\tJeen criminal justice agencies and universities, 
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(2) a ~urriculu~ that is irrelevant to the needs of present 

day society? (3) antivocationalisM ~onq academics, (4) a re

jection of criminal justice education by traditional discipline~ 

and (5) an academic elite that perceives limited educational po

tential amonq criminal justice personnel. ~he failure to de

velop clearly defined goals for criminal justice education has 

resulted in tt-vQ I'1aior problerns--progra!Tl quality and competency 

of personnel. The proliferation of prograMs due to the influx 

df LEEP funding produced qualitative problems in a number of 

areas. The domination of criminal justice courses in students' 

programs, the eTTl.phasis on criminal -justice coursework early in 

students ° careers ~ith hasic social science courses remaining 

until the iunior and se~ior year? and the denial of foundational 

social science courses to criminal justice studentl re attrib

uted to the absence of criminal justice proqram planning. This, 

in turn p has resulted in defeatinq the basic rationale under

lying cri~inal justice education--the development of a breadth 

of perspective. The unolanned proliferation of criminal jus

tice educational prograMS created an instant demand for in

structional personnel that l.ras met by the recruitment of faculty 

from police a0encies. The bridging of the gap between agency 

experience and academic exoerience \'V'as used as a rationale for 

the recruitment of police for program faculty. Although many 

police teachers have kent current with theory and research, 

others have had little in the way of academic preparation for 

involveT:l.ent in crir.1inal justice education. These factors have 
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in turn made the ~rovision of a hreadth of perspective problem

atic in criminal iustice education. Specific problems in the 

employment of police as criminal justice faculty exist in at 

least four different areas. First, the problem of isolation-

characteristic of the police role--remains within the academy; 

criminal iustice enucat.ion nroqrams tend to be isolated from 

the rest of the uni versi ty. Second,. unfamiliarity with text

books, theory, and research results in a tendency to "tell it 

like it is.1 Third u the role of police as teacher in the re

cruitMent of ~inorities and women and in transmitting values 

supportive of equal opportunity and affirmative action is ques

tionable. Fourth, the police as teacher presents the potential 

for the trans~ission of old concepts and old ideologies inap

propriate for IaN enforcement in contemporary society. The con

troversy surrounding. criminal justice education is not only at

tributahle to 1?ro<:Tr~ proliferation stimulated by federal fund

ing; the cri1"1inal iustice bureaucracy has developed a number of 

characteristics such as selective recruitment, a contempt for 

"book knm'lledge," opposition to lateral entry, a socialization 

process ~~7hich tends to cancel out educational benefits, and 

structurally pronuced anxiety, frustration, and stress--all' of 

T'Jhich function to lini'c educational efforts severely. Academi

cians have a professional responsibility in resolving the prob

lematic characteristics of criminal justice education. The de

velopment of standards and auality con·trol by criminal justice 

educational program funding agencies must be insisted on by 
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aca(l,emicians. Increaseo effort r:ust he directed tm'Jaro. the 

study of orqanizational structures in 'irhich criminal justice 

personnel function. Such study should improve the data base 

for structural change and should aid educators in insulating 

agency personnel from the consequences of organizational role-

taking. 
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Olson, Bruce T., Regional Criminal Justice Training Center, 
~Todesto, California. "Uotes on a Philosophy of Criminal 
.Justice Education. IV 

This paper revie't'!s a number of curriculum and administrative 

issues which have irnnortant consequences for criminal justice 

eoucation. The development of criminal justice educational pro-

grams should not produce large programs in terms of faculty 

size or sunport staff. This conclusion stems from the authorOs 

persnecti ve on Jehe nat.ure of undergraduate criminal justice 

curricula. T~'lenty curriculUI'1 elertents or subject matter areas 

are sugqested as essential for criminal justice curricula. 

Some of these eleJ:l,ents can be presented in a fe"l:1 lectures i 

others may re0.uire a senester or more. ~Jot all of the curric-

ular elern.ents should be offered by a criminal justice faculty. 

"Farming out ll the elements to other departments should be done 

as much as possible. The criminal justice curriculum should 

consist of no !'lore than 21 hours in a typical 120-hour under-

graduate curriculun. Three major administrative issues in crim-

inal justice education are revie"l:'7ed g First v the establishment 

of forMally ornanize~ academic denartments of criminal justice 

should be avoidec. Deoartnentalization results in isolation, 

specialization? and hinrlers an interdisciplinary approach. Sec-

ondly (and rela'tec1 to the first issue), is the view that the 

creation of c.enartments is likely to result in the student 0 s 

overall program being dominated by criminal justice courses. 

The result of our cO!'1ination is that the student never really 

learns enough about another field or discipline to exploit it 
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productively in professional practice. The third issue is one 

of equity. Cri~inal justice students should receive the same 

treatment as other students. Criminal justice majors should 

not hy virtue of their occupation and/or course itl0rk be graded 

differently or given unusual assignMents or sinqled out in 

class as embodiments of social injustice. Given these adminis

trative concerns, a liMited curriculum generalist approach is 

to be preferred. l\n interdisciplinCl_rv approach ~,qi th an It open II 

curricul1Lm not only syr.:\bolizes a Nillingness to relate to all 

other established departments, it reduces anxiety among these 

disciplines over resource allocati.on and is a cost-effective 

concept. 
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Patey rqary Ann, Dallas Svaluation Office? The Police Founda
tion. nPolice and Universities ~ Probler:ls of Collabora
tion. tl 

Ms. Pate's essay questions the inportance and/or feasibility 

of ~rogra~s in criminal justice that are intended to improve 

and upgrade the quality of ,!?olice Hork in l'...merican society. 

Althouqh most of her attention focuses on the question of crim-

inal justice doctoral programs for police officers and adminis-

trators~ she also devotes some attention to current problems of 

nolice-oriented undergraduate programs in criminal justice. Mso 

Pate points out that it is not entirely accurate to speak of a 

sin~le crininal justice syste~ since the actors in different 

co~nonents of the justice machinery have varied mandates and 

obligations. Accordingly~ a syster:l-oriented brand of education 

nay not meet the special needs of police vTorkers. Then too, 

she argues that much police \lTork involves l"!latters of public 

order and other activities having little to do "lith crime con-

trolv so that it ~ay be more sensible to stress civersified, 

l'1,ultidisciplinary training of police agents rather than special-

ized cri~inal justice education. Finally, she contends that 

little attention has been paid to role and task analyses of po-

lice ~lOrk through ~1hich the most urgent educational needs of 

policemen would be identified. Even assuming that a case could 

be r:.ac.le for specializec{ criMinal justice e0.ucation for police 

agents, l'1S. Pate questions \':rhether undergraduate programs in 

this area are yet 'i'7e11 enough developed to ",arrant the creation 

of specializec1 criminal justice graduate programs. She notes 
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that criminal justice is an eT'lbryonic area of study -that bor

rONS heavily fro!l1 established fields of inquiryo There is 

Ii ttle in the ~'lay of a c1istincti ve core literature in criminal 

justice to \'lhich a specialized doctoral degree might be anchor-

ed. She ar~mes that g if a sophisticated r distinctive r special-

i?ed doctoral pr00ron related to policing is to develoPr it 

vrill nost likely grovJ out of developr.lental acti vi ties at the 

undergraduate level. She questions whether it is possible to 

build quality educational prograT'lS in criminal justice from the 

top dorvn 0 .A. substantial portion of lI~S. Pate v s paper deals vIi th 

problems of conducting graduate rase arch studies within police 

agencies. She conteno.s that a major obstacle in the path of 

doctoral education centers about the difficulties graduate stu-

dents Nould enCOUii.ter in doing research in police departments. 

She sucrrrests that many qraduate students Nill be lacking in the 

specializec research talents that are required in these set-

tings 0 1'.lso Q they ~·]ill often lack the time to become enmeshed 

in police organizations so as to be able to conduct research in 

a nondisruutive nanner. For these and other reasons, she feels 

that gra0uate student researchers are likely to do poor quality 

research g aliena'ce police departments I and exacerbate -the dif-

ficulties of research in police organizations. Hso Pate's sum-

nary of her essay notes: 

1. I am not at all convinced that the discipline of 
criminal justice has any unique educational con
tribution to make to the practice and management 
of police service. To the contrary, I feel it 
May prOMote a dysfunctional intellectual bias. 
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2. If it does have a special contribution, it is in 
the area of credentialihg, which cepends complete
lyon the quality of the discipline. Given the 
current state of criminal justice programs, I feel 
that academics are only being self-serving to give 
energy to the development of a graduate program be
fore there is a respectable undergraduate program 
to support it. 

3. Inadequate consideration has been given to the 
substance and purpose of the criminal justice doc
tor ate. It is not clear "V'Jhether the degree is in
tended to be an academic or a practice degree. If 
there are to be two distinct doctoral degrees, the 
dif.ferent substantive contents of the two should be 
estahlishecl.. 

t1 0 Since doctoral proqra!l1s do and tV'ill exist, care
ful consideration must be given the quality of the 
degree. The establishment of a research-based 
degr~e prograM 1illill require close attention to the 
research neeas of the field ann to the conditions 
of graduate research. The quality of the informa
tion created and the continued freedom to do field 
research depend on rigorous management of the re
search experience. The development of the doctor
ate should l1e done in measured steps in order to 
guarantee its qua.lity and to assure that a body 
of knm"ledqe can be developed. 
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TraCTer v Harvey, and Uarayan 'ilis~.V'anathan v Jane Addams School 
of Social Pork, University of Illinois; Chicago Circle. 
t! Interc1.isciplinary Ec9.ucation in a r1acrosystems Perspec
tive. 11 

The authors of this paper heqin by stressing the need for a 

synthesis of educational preparation, research training, and 

practice skills in human services fields, including criminal 

justice. They also contend that criminal justice should be a 

'"'luI tidisciplinary fielc1. p dra'l,ling intellectual sustenance from 

a variety of established disciplines. Then too; they contend 

that it should be hroa.d and probing in scope p taking a macro-

svste!'\.s nersnecti ve, rather than being narrowly focused on 

crime control Measures and the like. Treger and Vis'Wanathan 

cevote a qood deal of attention to the need for system-thinking 

anplied to t~e criminal justice apparatus. At the same time; 

they point out that in its actual operations; the criminal jus-

tice machinery is often a discoordinated, creaking nonsystem. 

']}hese authors <'tgree Hith a nUP'lber of other scholars v7ho have 

argued that improveMent of the justice system ought to be a 

high-priori ty task. Treger and ViS\'lanathan contenc9. that an im-

proved justice system will be one Nhicn endeavorz to attend bott 

to the needs an(1 rights of II society" and to those of offenders. 

They stress that an improved systeP'l vrill be one that includes 

heavy eP1phasis upon ;ustice v both to the citizenry and to laN-

breakers. They esche'l,v those 'Ihard--line" proposals t-lhich \vould 

deliver more severe punishment to conventional latvbreakers p ar-

0uing instead for an aMeliorative approach to the crime problem • 
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An ameliorC1.tive attack on cri11le t.rouIA. endeavor to improve the 

general quality of life in Arrlerican society, thereby a'ttenuat-

inq the criT",inoqenic pressures that nmv o~erate upon offenders. 

":'reqer and Viswanathan eMphasize a triad of activities in which 

cri~inal justice graduate students ought to be engaged~ theory-

building f researdl g and practice. They suggest that ~ 

1. S·cu·1en'ts vlill need to learn about the kinds of 
reciprooal inputs each profession can make into 
the otherOs system, areas of congruence and coop
eration as well as conflict will need to be ex
~licate0.. 

2. Core content including courses in deviance, social 
science theory, human growth and development, psy
chopathology, ethnicity, poverty, and systems 
theory 'vould be included in both criminal justice 
and social work. 

3. KnmJledge and skills should be developed to appre
ciate the meaning and process of change (individ
ual: organizational, and systems) in social plan
ning ane'. proCjram development. 

II.. r::he process of interprofessional cooperation in 
planning, program innovation, and social policy 
developT'1ent srlOuld be include0. in classroom and 
-::ield experience. 

S.A. course in professional consultation would be 
useful. 

6. l!.:valuation and research methodology courses 
1:·muld be required. 

]\. sUbstantial portion of the Treger and Viswanathan essay is 

c;i ven over to a detailed analysis of the "Police-Social tlJork 

Interprofessional Cooperation project" of the University of 

Illinois, Chicago Circle. This project illustrates a number 

of broad points raised in this paper. 
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